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Published by the Senior Class 
o~ State Teachers College 
at Burfalo 
1 Ralph Horn, our first Dean, we dedicate this 
ELMS of 1939. Although his coming is recent, he has 
already established himself as a friend of faculty and 
students. Kindly, sympathetic understanding of student 
problems, and intelligent, willing assistance, charac-
teri~e this able coordinator, Dean of the College. 
In this year of fairs, with the accent on progress, we 
too have placed a stress on contributions and accom~ 
plishments .• We believe with Lincoln, "If we could 
first know where we are, and whither we are tending, 
we could better judge what to do, anJ how to do it." 
• We offer a summation of what has been done this 
year at State. May it be enjoyed today and remembered 
tomorrow as a foundation to be built on every day of 
our lives. 









"We hold these truths 








"that they are endowed by 
their Creator with certain 
unalienable rights; 
G Y M ·N A S I U M 
"that among these are life, 
liberty, and the pursuit of 
happiness." -T. ]. 
HARRY W. ROCKWELL, All., A.M., Pd.D. 
President of the College 
RALPH HORN, AB., AM., Ph.D. 
Dean of the College 
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RAYMO ND M. FRETZ, B.S., AM. 
Assistant Professor of &ience 
Acting Dean of Men 
CATHERINE E. REED, AB., AM. 
Dean of Women 
ROSAMOND OLIEP ABAT E, B.S. 
Assistant Librarian 
ALEEN BEYER ACKERMAN, A.B. 
Assistant to Dir~(;tor of Extension 
Student Aid Director 
Director of Publicity 
RO/JI!RT E. AI.BfUGHT 
A.B., A.M .. PH.D. 
Professor of Sociology 
Head of Department 
Director of Extension 
GII.ACE A. A L lI!N, B.S .. A.M. 
Assistant Director of 'Training 
Assistant Principal of the 
School of Practice 
EDITH ASHBROOK, 8 .S., A.M. 
Acting Instructor in 
Health EduCdtion 
HOMER A. BRUCI!, B.S., A.M . 
Instructor in Education 
MARION A. CLARK, A.B. 
Pinancial Secn-:tary 
CHARLES H. BRADLEY, B.S. VELMA R. CLARK, B.S., M .S. 
Professor of Art Education Instructor in Home &onomics 
Head of Department Director of Home Management Hou~e 
(Pictures read left to right. Names read down.) 
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HUBIlRT E. COYER, n.p.E., ED.M. 
Instructor in Health Education 
Director of AthletICS 
SHERMAN C. CRAYT ON 
A .B., A.M. , PH.D. 
Professor of Education 
8-L'ANL1::Y A.CZUKLES, B.F.A., M.F.A. 
Instructor in Art 
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MARION P. DANA, B.S., A.M. 
Instructor 1T1 EducatioTl 
GI!ORCE C. DECKER, B.S., A.M. 
Instructor in Woodworking 
ROBERT O. DEMoND 
A.B., A.M., PHD. 
Professor of History 
Helld of Department 
MAll..GAll..ET DUPll..Il, B.S., A.M. 
instructor in Science 
REUBEN S. EBERT, H.Eo., A.M. 
Instructor in MathematiCS 
JOHN FONTANA, B.S. , A.M. 
Instructor in Mctl1! S/lOp 
Instructor in General Shop 
RAYMOND M. fRliTZ, B.S., A.M. 
Assistant Professor of Science 
Acti71g Dean of Me~l 
ANNA M . GI!M:-mL 
8.S., A .M., PH.D. 
As~i~eo.nt Professor of &ience 
Head of Departmet1t 
MmA S. GOO5SBN, 1l0.E., A.M. 
Assistant PrOfe~sor of 
English and Dramatics 
ANDRI!W W. GRAMU, B.S., A.M. 
Instructor in English 
ETl!!!!. M. H. HANSEN, R.N. 
College N.u.rse 
FRANCes C. HI!PINSTALL, B.S. 
Head Librarian 
OSCAR E. HURTZDI!l\G 
A.B., A.M., PIl.D. 
Proft:ssor of PS)lchotogy 
Head of Department 
Director of Research 
CAROLY.N' W. Hl!n{AN. B.S., A.M. 
Instructor in Art 
heNe H IRSCH, B.S., A.M. 
Assistant Professor of Education 
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DAVIU R. HODGIN, A.B., A.M. 
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Instructor in English 
RUTH ELLlO'M' HOUSTON 
A.B., A.M. 
Professor of Health Education 
Head of Department 
GeORGI! E. H UCKINS 
instructor in Printing 
EDNA W. HURD, B.M. 
IT'I5tt'uctor in Music 
FAY? Kl!eVER, B.S., A.M. 
InstructOr in Home Economics 
ISABB'- H. KlDllNl:V, A.B. 
Regj~t1"ar 
ESTHER M CGlNNIS 
B.S., M.S., PH.D. 
Professor of Hom e Economics 
EDNA MJ!SHKI!, B.S., A.M. 
Instructor itt 
Home &onomics Education 
CHARLI!5 A. MUSNI!R 
A.B., A.M., PH.D. 
Professor of Latin 
Ht:t1d of Department 
EDWARD L. MORRICE, B.S. 
Instructor in 
Methods dnd PrdCtice 'f edching 
ElLEI!N MUlIIOLLANl), PJ1.B ., A.M 
Assi.ltant Professor of English 
MAY C . NY1~, A.B., A.M. 
Tnstructor in Home Economic5 
RUTH PALMER,. B.S., M.S. 
Instructor in Home Economic., 
FJ!LlX PAYANT, B.S. 
Instructor in Art 
IRVING C . PERKINS, B.S., A .M. 
Professor of Vocationar Education 
Head of Department 
HAROLD F. Pl!T£RWN 
A.B., A.M., Pu .D. 
Instructor in History 
JOSEPH: F. PHILLIPPI, A.B., A.M. 
Professor.of MathematiCS 
Head of Department 
MARTHA S. PRATT, R.S ., A.M. 
Assistant Professor of 
Home &onomics Education 
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CHESTER A. PUGSLEY 
A.B., A.M., O.ED. 
Professor of 
E!ementary Schoo! Administration 
Principal of the Sch?o! of Practice 
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GEORGE M . QUACKF.NflUSH 
B.S., A.M . 
Assistant Professor of 
V O((ltiol1al Organization 
MARGARET S. Q UAYLE 
A.B., A .M., PH.D. 
Assistant Professor of Education 
HAROLD J. ROE8SER, B.S., M.S. 
Instructor in Science 
CHARLES C. ROOT 
Po.B., Po.M., A.B., A.M. 
Professor of &Iucation 
Head of Department 
Director of Summer SeSSi011 
ALMA R. ROUDll11USH, B.S., A.M. 
Instructor in Home Economics 
WINIPRED E. SALOM, B.S., A.M. 
Instructor in Health Education 
PAUL W . SLOAN, A .B. , A .M., PH.D. 
Professor of Education 
R UTH E. SPF.IR 
Assistant Professor of Music 
Head of Dep(!rtment 
1 
HARRY J. STEEL, B.S., A.M. 
Director of 'Training 
Professor of Education 
ELiZABET[[ 1. TALCOTT, A.B. 
Instructor itl Physic.:lI Education 
JOHN M . THURBER, A.B., PH .D. 
Professor of English 
Head of Department 
CHARLES A . VAIL, B.S., A.M. 
Instructor in Science 
GR.ACR VIELE, B.L. 
Reference Ubrarian 
WALTER 8. WeilER, O.S., ED.M. 
Instructor in Electricity 
KATHERYNE THOMAS WIHTTEMORI! 
A.B., A.M., PHD. 
Assistant Profwor of Geography 
HCl1d of Department 
D. KENNETH WINEBRENNER, B.S, 
Instructor in Arc 
KATE V. WO~I'O[I.D 
A .ft , A.M .. PH.D. 
Professor of Ru:ra! Education 
Head of Department 
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SCHOOL OF PRACTICE 
HPJ(THA S, GANI!Y, AB .. A.M. 
lmtmctor in English and Latin 
ELEANOR M, GOVER, B.S. , A.M. 
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fnstT!{ctor in Sixth Grade 
MARY L. JAl.l1S0N, B,S ., A.M. 
Kindergarten lnstructor 
lNEz M . KNAPP, n.s., A .M . 
111.ltTLIctor in FOurth Grade 
H ARRY C. jOllNSON, B.S., A.M. 
Instructor in Mathematics ilt1d S:::ience 
MARTHA C. MllTz, B.S., A.M . 
Instructor in First Grade 
GERTRUDE E. ROACH 
R.N. B.S., A.M., 
Instructor In Health Eduwtion 
Tl-IERI!SA A. ROEHSLER , B.S., A.V1. 
Instnlctor Itl SecOfld Grade 
MURIl!L S. SHOEMAKER, B.S ., A.M. 
I Tlstructor in 'Third Grade 




History and Social Studies 
M U.I)R IH.l L. Sn'p, B.S., A.M. 
Professor of Home &onomics 
Head of Department 
CAROLlNE K. GORDNIER, B.S. 
Alumni ami Placement Secretary 
NIiLLU! S. BUCHY, 13.5., A.M. 
Assistant Proff:ssor of 
Home Economics 
LUELL,' C HAI'M A N 
Ins!rt!ctor in Penmanship and English 
H ELI!N G. ENGLIHllU!CK, A.ll , A.M. 
ADDITIONAL FACULTY (N.o Pictures) 
MA RY LOl.'tsI! McMAHON, B.S.,A.M. 
Imtructor in Music 
Instructor in History 
R UTH M. KA RC HP-R, A.n. , A.M. 
Instructor in Art 
STl!lLA O'RI!ILLY, B.s. 
Instructor in Pifth Grade 
Schoo! of Practice 
MARGARP.T A. GRANT, B.S. , M.S. M, M BLVINA SVP.C, A.ll , A .M. 
Instructor in 
Home &anomies Education 
Instructor in Geography 
&hool of Practice 
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MARION F. AVI!Rs, R.N. 
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H AZEl. S. B1.ATT, A.B. 
Stenographer 
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Su.perintendent of 
Buildings and Grounds 
J A N E L. DIAoOARIO 
Stenographer 
MEDICAL ASSIST ANT S 
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n.s ., MD., M.S. 
Medical Examiner 
t1. L. LIlVIN, M.D. 
Psychiatric Consultant 
JOH N V . WAOSWORTH, -B .S., M.D. 
("A llege Pllysician 
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BIHUlI!NA C. Dowlme 
S'_C'tlographer 
CHARLOT M. F!!TTI!RMA:-I , B.S. 
Al j istan t Matlager of the BooI{store 
MAR Y R . FONTANA, B.S. 
Manager of the /3oo~store 
ROSeMA RY FORNP.S 
Stenogra pher 
M Alll!L B. GU.UIiKT 
Cafeteria Director 
KATl!RYN S. G l\AllAM 
Stel"wgrapher 
AGN ES H. L OUCHI!RN 
Stenographer 
M ARY M. M AY, A.D. 
Stel1 DgTa pher 
A MELIA L. O NODY, B.s. 
A ssistant Registrar 
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T H EL MA H. CLOf:STON, n.S . 
MARY DAII.Kl!R, 8.S. 
LP.NA DP.NP.ClCI'., I1.S. 
M A RY]. DOE 
V IOLA M .. D o H RMA N , B.S, 
M . JosePHI~ E D URN!!Y, B.S. 
E DNA R. G A R l>N 1!R 
R unl M. G AT llS , B.S. 
LINA GU:: LOW, B.S. 
GI!ORG1NA HA~KII.L, n.s. 
ELI'lABliTtl D. MAnON, IlS. 
ELLEN C. MOCKLER, B.S. 
CHARLOTTE M. MOOR B, B.A. 
MARY H. ROIlERTS, n.s. 
FRANCES M . RUDEU . 
EDNA M. SHAW, B.S. 
KAT tlKYN M. STANLEY, B.s. 
M ARION R. W A ICEMA N , B.S. 
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ARTHUR A. MICHLIN 
Secretary 
Treasurer 
A. bENE MARTIN 
BEn NARD DEAZLEY 
SEN IOR COUNCI L 
COMMITTEE CHAIRMEN 
Class Day BETTY B~RNHARD, H. E. 
Moving-Up Day RUSSELL BARROWMAN, LA. 
Senior Ball . MARGERY MASON, G.C., DAVID Low, I.A. 
Holly Hanging A. LUCILE CHAPMAN, G.C. 
Color and Flowers HELEN CEPURA, G,C. 
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Song and Motto VIRGlNIA MARVIN, G.C. 
Finance BERNARD DEAZI.EY. G.C. 
Seminar ALBERT KINGSTON, G.C. 
Class Gift ROBERT MINKEL, LA. 
Jewelry ELIZABETH A. BUCKLEY, G.C. 
Announcements EsTELLE B. ALT, G.C. 
Loyalty Fund BETTY H ORN, G.C. 
Pubhcity RICHA RD H UGHES, G.C. 
Ineer-Class Sing JEAN DRAA, G.C. 




















YVONNE A SHLEY 
GRAND ISLA ND 
Home Economics 













SAM U EL BARUCH 





















A rt Education 
CLIFFORD BORTH 
BUFFALO 

















R UTH BROWN 
BUFFALO 
Genera! College 
E LIZABETH BUCKLEY 
BUFFALO 
Genera! College 
B URTON CADRO 
BUF FALO 
Industria! Arts 




















































































MARY ELLEN DONALDSON 
BUFFALO 
General College 

































































































EMMA H ILLER 







































I MILDRED KEISTER 
II 
BUFFALO 

















































ELIZABETH LAND FIELD 
NEWARK 
General College 
WALTER H. LARE 
HAMBURG 
General College 






HELEN P. LANPHEAR 
BUFFALO 
General College 
MARION E. LEARY 
BUFFALO 
General College 

















GUNNAR O. LINDSTROM 
CHEEKTOWAGA 
General College 
HAZEL N. LIPPKE 
BUFFALO 
General College 












I i I, 
ADA M ILLER 
BATAVIA 
Genera! College 
AURIE F. MCCABE 
BEA VER FALLS 
["dustrial Arts 












B EREN ICE H. MALE 
BUFFALO 
General College 




MASON J. MARTIN 
LANCASTER 
Industria I Arts 
V,RGINIA R. MARVIN 
BUFFALO 
Genera! College 










MARGERY M. MASON 
BUFFALO 
General College 
MARGARET E. MAYER 
BUFFALO 
General College 
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ALICE R. MESSING 
HORSEHEADS 
Art Education 
ROBERT J MINKEL 
BUFFALO 
Industrial Arts 
DOROTHY V. MOORE 
BUFFALO 
General College 






MARY ISABELLE MUMMERT 












MARGARET E. NOONAN 
MARGARET M. O'DONNELL 
BUFFALO 
General College 
ANNA M. O'RIELLY 
LOCKPORT 
General College 
ANNETTE L. PAUSEWANG 




















CLARA A. PENNER 
UTICA 
Home Economics 












MARY ELIZABETH PHELPS 
BUPPALO 
General College 
JOHN PIATAK JR . 
KENMORE 
General College 




















BETTY A. REC H 
TONAWANDA 
General College 













































GRACE H. SCHREINER 
BUFFALO 
Home Economics 
IRENE MARY ScOTT 
BUFFALO 
Home Economics 










TELLES J. RousELLE 
BUFFALO 
Industrial Arts 
Roy C. SIMON 
DUFFALO 
General College 
GERTRUDE L. SINGER 
BRONX 
General College 
ARTHUR E. SMITH 
KENMORE 
Art Education 
FRANCIS SIEMA NKOWSKI 
SLOAN 
General College 





























PAUL SPA DINGER 
KENMORE 
General College 








LA VERNE STONE UTICA i 
LOCKPORT General College 
General College 
JULIA THOMPSON 
HARRY F. STRICKLAND NIAGARA FALLS 















JOSEPHINE C. SYRACUSE ROMA L. VALANCE 
BUFFALO l3UFfALO 
Home Economics General College 
JEAN THOM 
BUFFALO 




General College I 
JESSIE VOLTZ 
MARION G. THOMAS BUFFALO 
















1918 · 1939 
Though she will not venture forth with us on 
the career .she prepared for so earnestly. she will 
I i be there beside us in spirit, willing to lend the 




J William Anderson 
Meade G. Anderson 














KATHRYN BAXTER, Generat College, Buffalo 
EsTHER BROWN, Art Education, Buffalo 
J OSEPH DICESARO, Industrial Arts, Buffalo 
LOUISE GUARIGLIA, General College, Buffalo 
EDITH HENRY, Home Eco1wmics, Williamsville 
MARION MAGARGEL, General College, Buffalo 
EDWARD SIKORSKI, Industrial Arts, Buffalo 
J OHN WALSH, Indust:rial Arts, Buffalo 
DORIS WARNER, General College, Niagara Falls 
EXTENSION GRADUATES 
Frances Delisle 
L. G. Eisenhauer 
Margaret Ens111inger 
Marie L. Pew 
Esther M . Foit 
















Mary Agnes McCarthy 
Mary Helen Mansler 
Sarah Marshall 
Verna Marshall 
M argaret Moran 
Mildred M. Nagle 
Hortense L. Odell 
Albert F. Ortell 
LeGrand H. Owen 
ADDITI ONAl GRADUATES 
Catherine Pagett Mary Teresa Saia Margaret T. Swift 
Daniel Paclucci Hanna ]. Scully Florence L. Tucker 
Doris Peard Pauline C. Setter Jessie Vol" 
Gordon Phillips Inez K. Senger Alice T. Wegner 
Leo Powell Mary Shalloe Veronica H. Whelan 
Helen J. Purcell M. Ruth Shattuck Henriette Zemp 
Kenneth ]. Ruttenbur M ary Stahl 
AUGUST, 1938 
Sherwood Allen M ary Kipp Vera Schrader 
Stanley Anderson Katherine Kenyon Carol H. Scott JU~ 
Elm Anderson Dorothy Klein Anna Sn1erka 
Birdena Campany Lulu Lawrence Lawrence SJl'\ith 
Chester Casey Margaret -Lawn Hester Stevens 
Frances Ciszek Norman Lyon Agnes Stott 
Eleanor era w Maysie Latham Mildred Swift 
Mary Crosby Thompson McCaw Eli<abeth Stegmeier 
Jane Dinsmore Eileen McManus Harold Vahue 
Dolores Desmon Richard Maneska Eva Vaughn 
George Dobson Richard Manske Wilda Varn 
I Evelyn Edmunds Helen Markham Alma Voss 
Ralph Fraser Doris Milligan Dolores Von Pless 
Herman Frederick Sherwood Quick James Weeks 
Eugene Freeman Josephine Roberts Elizabeth Wemple 
Beatrice Johnson Vesta Robinson Mary Wilson 
, , 
Lucy Johnson Frances Rosen Edgar Woodard 
Marion Johnson Prances Rowe Milton Yonkrers 
Bessie Katz. lllanche Rupert Margaret Young 




CLASS OF 1940 







We, the class of '40, take priue in our three-year record of service to the College. We have 
had our share of parties, Stunt Nite honors, and participation and leadership in all branches 
of extracurricular activities. However, these evidences of a strong class spirit fade quickly 
into the shadow of the past as momentary victories compared with our more lasting con~ 
tributions. 
We have left behinu us an indelible record of new customs to be transmitted as tradi~ 
tions to our successors. As Freshmen, we firmly established our place in the annals of 
the history of the College by our participation in Collegiate activities. In our Sophomore 
year, the class of '40 originated two movements which have been successfully carried on 
since their inauguration. The Soph-Frosh Hop fills the unique position of being the only 
informal hop of the College year, and the Sophomore toy drive has become an annual 
affair. 
One of our first responsibilities as Juniors was the organization of a Junior counselor 
program. We have extended this plan to operate as a dynamic guiding agent throughout 
the entire year. In the field of athletics we feel that we have materially aided the teams in 
their victories. In the social realm, the Junior Prom has made College history. 
As we enter the last lap of our College career, our fondest hope is to continue our record 
of achievement and leave behind us a heritage of real worth to the class of '41. 
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I. Alice Acqu~rd, H.E. 
2. Jane Adama, C.C. 
3.1sabelle Ahern. H.E. 
4. Francis Alexander, I.A. 
5. lXlrb,lfa Allan, C .C. 
6. Ferne Ale, A.E. 
7. Helen A. Bailey, H.E. 
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8. EllswDrth Baldwin, LA. 
9. Betty Barber, G.C. 
LO. Je'5<1mine Barrell, A.E. 
11 . Esther Becker, H .E. 
12. ViDlet Bell, H.E. 
13 . Helen Benning, H.E. 
14. Be~tricc Berm~n, H.E. 
15. Olive Bcrf)', H.E. 
16. E. Virginia Blake, G.C. 
17. Helen 1'. Bodkin, G.C. 
18. John J3ranicki. G.C. 
19. Ruth Breck, G.C. 
20. Elaine Breitweiser, H.E. 
21. Etheillricc, H .E. 
Con~"",ed ()'n ntx( {Jag..: 
22. M argaret L. Brier \cy, G.e. 
Z3 . Marie Bu rl:;l.l:!~eT, G.C. 
2+. V~ma J. Burke , G.C. 
25. ]al\lC8 Burke, e .c 
26. Kath~rine B\I[lin~ame, H.E. 
27. lsadDre Bush, G.c. 
28 . Evcl fll Cage, H.E. 
29. 'e leanor C.,rbnd , H.I::. 
:;0. Catherine Ch3!mNS, H.E. 
ll. Luri~!j.1 Chil ,.he~5. G.C. 
ll. Martha Ciesidska, e.e. 
n. Annene Cinn, G.C. 
) ·1. k"n Clark, H.E. 
U. J~nllC Clements, A.E. 
lG. Maticm Cluff, e.c. 
)7. P;.tricia Corcoran , H.I::. 
lR. L. John l.m, I.A. 
19. Helen C randall, H.E. 
40. Armando DeMarchi, I.A . 
41. Mar}' E. 1),B1;lsi. A .E. 
42. Cde&line DiMarco. G.C. 
O . Virgini" Diumcr, H.E. 
44. Anthony A. Durlak, C .C. 
45. J;' ni~c Eddy. H .E. 
46. MarguETI te Ell is, H.E 
47. Carol Eschdman, H.E. 
48. June fehr, G.C. 
49. J()hn Finn , G.C. 
5U. Edward f iICSTOll\': , i..-'l. . 
51. Lucil le t'i~her . H,E. 
~!2. fII.1l1chc Fix, G.C. 
s:;.. k"nll~ r loxk~ns(dll , e.c. 
H. t:rnes t t'lemming, A.E. 
5~. Richard Fry, G.C. 
56. Florence Fullr, G.C. 
57. Betty G,wa, H.E. 
58 Dorothy Gerber, e ,c. 
59. Richud Gibbons. G.C. 
60. Prisc ilb Glhson, H .E. 
61. Jane Gill ia r, G.C. 
62. Helen Gir~rd, G.C . 
6l. Rose Gr~na to, G.C . 
54. Z.db Gr;lI"Ja., G.C. 
55. Loon~rd.l Grcbinski, G.C. 
66. Mary Gnffin, G.C. 
67. ROI(er Groth, G.C. 
AA. June HaltCll1. (j.C 
69. John Hilmmd, G.C. 
70, M arg:lt'ct Hart.II.I!. 
71. Neyda Hayman , A .E. 
72. Catherine Heimhucger , G.C . 
73. Irma Hen. G.C. 
74 . Helen Hickey, H.c. 
7J. Dorothy Hill , G.C. 
76. E. Thomas Hoolihan, C.C. 
77. B.l rbap J. Haskins , H.E. 
78. Jeannc Hot:.I"l!;:, G.C. 
79. Rob::rt John., G.C. 
SO. l>orothy Johnston, G.C. 
81. Mar~ret K~bcl, G.C. 
82. Wilh:un K:I,kM, LA. 
Rl . Mar}' KC~ lm8, G.C. 
84. Mane K.:-nne lly, C.C. 
85. A . S;lIldrurd Kenron, G.e. 
!%. Wilhnm K.k .... ync, I.A . 
m. Jos.:-ph Kul:ic, C.C. 
88. Ver;\ Kinsley, IJ.C. 
89. Chilrlotte Kn:,c;k, G.C. 
90. Kathcnot" KlUffin, H .~. 
91. Irene KOVJlcik, (; .C. 
92. JOh 'l S. KW ia tkowski, C.C. 
9~. Anthon}' LaBue, C.C. 
94. Jean bird, H.E. 
9:'1. Hi1d~ L1mm, C.C. 
%. M ar ie L;lInpK,I , C.C. 
97 KHhleo.:n bPI'in , H.E . 
98. F.1 C<\nor 1~11n lee, C,C. 
99. Donald Lawks.s, C.C 
100. Iktt)' L'!d e rc~, G.C 
101. DolorC8 Lming, H.E. 
102. Edith Levin, G.C. 
103. Milrlr td Lcw.lndow~ kt, C.C. 
HM A~al'il 'a Llel'111O. G.C. 
105. !'~~ rl Lil1denballm, a,c. 
105. Phylh5 G. t ill e, H.E 
11)7 . M~,t".Ione LoL.aul(h, G.C. 
108. Evelyn Lockwood, a.c. 
109. $.1nllld LoM~rlhn, G.C. 
110. Irem' Low, H .E. 
111. ~I Luoow, I.A. 
112. Dotuthy Lyoo, O.C. 
113. Ella MaGuire, H.c. 
11-1. Betty McBnde, (;.C 
I U . M~rg:lr.::t Md~lItlrc, I 1.E. 
116 f rances Mcbughlin , G .C . 
11 7. nett)' M alluc , H.E 
liS. Ek;tlll)T Manning, G.C . 
119. M ary Mart in, G.C. 
120. Pauina 'Militello, C.C. 
12!. M<lr~aret Miller, C .C. 
122. H~rry Milofsky, 1. A. 
123. Edmund W . MioJucki, I.A. 
124 . Gert rude Moser, G.C. 
12'. DorIS Ne.::dham, H.E. 
12U. Marjor i<;: Newham, A.E. In. LouiS<'! I. Neill,G.C. 
\2!t . John Nochols, G.c. 
129. Sieve Nyit . .. i, I.A . 
130. Dolores A. O'Brien , A.E. 
131. Emily Olszo",b . G .C. 
132. Mildred O'Ndll, G.C. 
133. Marion Plssage , G.c.. 
IH . G.rl P(C1fTer,I.A. 
U5. Phyl1Ui Pickup, H.E. 
1:'.6. Patrick R . Pmto, 1.A. 
137. Mary Pipt'r, C.C. 
D S. Eva Hope Place, A. I::. 
n9. Joseph A. Poole, I.A. 
140. Benin.: POPP, C.C. 
14 1. Raymond Porter, 1.A . 
142. Ruth Prcmus, H .E. 
1'13. Marion Pri~e, C .c. 
144. l)avid H. Pritch~rd, G.C. 
145. Anne Quin'an , G.C. 
146. A . Murton R;tydt, A.E. 
147. Nanc)' Reid, H .E. 
148 A rthur Hessing, A .E. 
14Q. M ildred Richardson, G.C. 
1$0. Mar), J~ne Riuenrhaler, (i .C. 
lS I. Gilmore Roberts, G.C. 
152. Jean Robin50n, G.C. 
U~. V irginia R. R{)()t, G.C. 
IS4 . CI.arb Rrus, C.C. 
155. Clarina Rossi , G.C. 
156. Archie Rou$.'~dle , LA. 
U7. Fl~,.lerkk J. RuueM, A.E . 
158. SU5.lnne Sato, A.E. 
159. Gcraldill'.: Sch~mocr, G .C. 
160. Norm" Sd":l.Ierl1lan, H .E. 
161. loui~ Schm:lnk.:, G.C. 
162. Roocrt P. Schmidt, I.A . 
11';3. Laura SchoJl, G.C. 
1M. Ruhy Schultt , H.E. 
165. Adine Schwanekam [l, A.E, 
166. Jo,cph :SChwartz, I.A. 
167. Dorothy &:n(, G.G. 
168. A llen Sexton, C.C. 
16<;1 . M ,lrgaret Smalle}', H .E. 
170. C'.athcrinc A. Smith, A .E . 
171. 1eannette Smith, A.I!. 
172. Edith Snede<:or, H.c. 
173. Anne SlIct$k(, G.C. 
17 ~ . A lan Sp.~ar, .A . 
175. Ger,\ Stcinshol t , G.C. 
176. Mary Stra'ghr, H.E 
171. David Strebe, e.c. 
178. M uriel R. Sullivan, H.E. 
179. H~tel S ..... cct:lPJllc, H.E. 
1!1O. Wilm:l T;l11llef, H.E. 
181. Earl TdscOOw ,G.G. 
182. Dorothy C. Thomas, G.C. 
183. fr~m;e, Thom,,~ on, H.E. 
184. Je~n Tillo ... , H.E . 
185 Ruth Tothill, ,A. E. 
186. Norm,tll Truelldale, A .E. 
187. M.utha Tull )" (j.C. 
188. Eli;:.,l:<th UCC1 , (-I .F.. 
189. Va a V:lndel',h;:r, C.C. 
190. M~lrtha Vallghan, (; .C. 
191. C,>QrKia V ilKent, C .C. 
192. M'lri~ M. Viox, A.t:.:. 
193. Ruth M . V(l(lcl, G.r.. 
1Q4. C lilford W alker, LA. 
195. (jeorgc Welch, LA. 
1%. John P. Wckh, 1.A . 
\97. Jane Widri\oi, H.E. 
198. HClward L. Wightm:tll, LA. 
199. Evamac Wi!llttc, G.C. 
200. Helene \Vil.an, C.C. 
20 1. Gcrtrt1<\ r. Wingcnbach, G.C. 
202. Vil'l!;l!1ia Wi tte, A.E . 
203. Amelia WoePI:<I , C.C. 
204. Mamnn WocPlld, G.C. 
205. Jane Wolsley, A .E. 
206. Midl.lel Wovkulkh, I.A. 
'2ifJ. V'ctoria 'Z<tbkow,kl, G.C. 
208. Helen M . Zedcr. H.I!. 












D ONAtO D ONLEY 
CHARLES MCCARTHY 
HELEN W OODHOUSE 
At the end of a successful year, we, the class of '41, feel that in two short years State has 
felt our presence. 
As Freshmen we played an ac tive part in the affairs that fill the average Freshman life: 
Freshman Camp, Sophomore Hazing, and the undeniable thrills of conquest in the social, 
literary, and athletic fie lds. When we took second and third prizes at Stunt Nite of '38, 
we broke all records. Moving-Up Day witnessed our transformation and we advanced to 
the ran ks of the "wise Sophs." 
With pleasure, as Sophon\ores, we assumed our first duty and duly initiated our suc-
cessors. Interclass Sing found us well represented . Repeating our performa nce of last year, 
we captured two of the Stunt Nite prizes. In athletics, the class of '41 has well established 
its fame on the soccer, cross country, and boxing teams. In the realm of social service we are 
proud of our successful Christmas toy drive. 
Socially we have filled the calendar with section parties and class affairs. The Soph-Frosh 
Hop, sponsored by our class, has proved to be one of the most outstanding dances of the 
year. 
On Moving-Up Day of 1939, when we assumed robes of third year men, we felt that our 
past successes were only an indication of our future achievements. We are deeply grateful 
to our Alma Mater for the experience of having been Sophomores at State, and look for' 
ward to the pleasure of our Junior year. 
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I. Thelm~ H. . Abel. G.C. 
2. Charles Ambcllan, LA. 
~. Edi~ Aml"[lKln, H.E. 
4. Wesley Austin, I.A. 
$. Roeetnary Avery, C.C. 
6. Helen Bala, G.C. 
7. Eva Baldwin, H.E. 
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8. Charles E. 13:111. l.A. 
\}. A. M aric· Barkcr, C.C. 
to. Joy iXlrker. G.C. 
I I. RAmona Barnes, G.C. 
12. Elsie Barr. C .C. 
ll. Harold Beal. G.C. 
H . Ruby Bo:ker. C.C. 
15. M"rjork IkU, C.C. 
16. lktte Bellreng. (i.C. 
17. M inam DCll lhcr . H.E. 
18. rr,mcu Boland, C.C. 
19. Lester M. Boncbcrg. I.A. 
20. f lnnor Kay Or-mI . H.E. 
21. Joya: Brinke1. C.C. 
22. Alberta A. Brown, H .E. 
23 . Betty Luu Brown. H.E. 
24. Joyce Brall.·n. G.C. 
25. Lillian BuJdenha{!en , C .C. 
Ui. Mary E. BUe(:hner . G.C. 
I 
, , 
'1.7 . Emily May Butler , G.C. 
28. Norma A. Butler, G.C. 
2Y. Charles B. C~lllplxll, G.C 
30. David A. Cappiello.I.A. 
~I. Arthur C. G1rr, G.C . 
32. Veral E. Ca~hlllore, G.C. 
33 . Alice Chmura, G.C. 
34. l..o rraine Cleary, G.C . 
35. Ch;trle~ H. Clemons, LA. 
36. Vi~ginia Cc.ho, H .E. 
37. Elaine Cole, H.E. , 
38. jOilll M. Collins, G.C. 
39. Edith A . Coomhs, H.E. 
40. RichHd J. Coughlin, G.C. 
41. Bnyl E. Crail,!:, G.C. 
42. Betty Crawford , A.E. 
43 . Phyllis Creed, e.c. 
44. Catherine E. CnlCuston, G.C. 
45. H~rr~' J. Curtin, I.A. 
46. K~~lllit~ C<.erniejewski, G.C. 
47. Paul D,mcher, LA. 
48. Jessamine Davis, G.C . 
49. Ruth DeJrick , H.E. 
50. Ber tha Dembowski, G .C. 
51. Jeanne Demler, A.E. 
52. Anthony Dd:':':ipio, LA. 
53 . Donald Donley, G.e. 
'\4. f...9the r Dud~'ak, H.E. 
55. M eriG.:th Dunckel, A .E. 
56. Marjorie Duthie, H.E . 
57. Mary Dwyn, H.E. 
58. lkatrice A. Eblin~, AE 
59. Frances Epstein , G.C. 
60. Margaret Eschller, A.E. 
61. William Exton, A.E. 
02 . Jane Foley, G.C. 
63. Ruth E. Pooter, A.E. 
64. Elizabeth Fraleigh, A .E. 
65. Melrose Franklin, H.E. 
66. Bemio::e Franks, H.E. 
67 . Bernard C . Glaser, LA. 
158. Will iam K. Gbsgow Jr ., LA. 
69. Edna G<.!roon, G.C. 
70. Anne Gould, H.E. 
71. Leon Graber, G.C. 
72. Mary L. Graham, G.C . 
73. Charles Grcmke, G.C. 
74. Robert J. Uri/lin, G.e. 
75. ine7, Groos, G.C 
76. M,\rjorie Haifa , H.E. 
77. Alberta Hamistcr, G.C . 
78. Geraldine J. H~rmon , H.E. 
79. Stephen.W. Harri~on, LA. 
RO. Donald Hutman , I.A 
S1. Donald Havens, LA 
82. Ethel Hellems, H.E. 
R~. Gertnlde Hel lner, G.C. 
84. Warrell r. H~lwil(, l.A. 
85 . Evelyn Hess, G.C. 
86. G race Himmelc, G .C. 
87. ja",~~ J. Hoh~I15ee, I.A. 
SS. Patricia Holdredg~ , H.E . 
89. Mu riel W. Holmes, G.C. 
90. M;t ry Hu~~e}', H.E. 
91. Joseph Incardoll ~ , G.C 
92. Evelyn Ingham, A .E. 
93 . Robert I~enber~, G.e. 
94 . Marjorie M. lsmert, e.c. 
95. Winifred jellller, G.C. 
96. Helen Johnson, H .E. 
97. Eli z~hcth Jones, G.C. 
93. Clayton C. Kaminska, LA. 
99. Gretchen Kautz, G.C. 
100. Katherine Kelly, G.C. 
tOl. Phyllis Kenyon. H.E. 
t02. Muriel Kieitcr, G.C. 
103. H~rriett Kingsley , A.E. 
104. George Kiich , l.A. 
105. Ruth Kli pfel , G.C. 
106. Helen Kow2.lski, G.C. 
i07. NC'r",a Krause, G.C. 
lOR . Ruth Kriem~ll , G.C. 
109. John Krylo, LA. 
IJ(\. George Kuhn, I.A. 
III. Vi rgi ni~ Ann Larson, G.C. 
112 M~rz",{] a L,th,lIll, A .E. 
113. Robert J. Leahy, I.A . 
114. John M. Leslie, I.A. 
11.'i Muriel Lever, H.!:!. 
116 . Sylvi~ Levin, G.G. 
117 . Thclm~' limbutg, H.E. 
118 . j e"n btt!efair, G.C. 
11 9. Velma Lockn~r , H.E . 
120. Charles LllIl!ley, A .E. 
121. Mllriel Audrey LynJs, G.C. 
J 2.2 . &atrice M ace, G.C . 
1'1.3. Hden Mandry, A.E. 
124. Edith C. MJrtin, C.C. 
125 . .Ehabeth Maul, H.E. 
126 . .Jean M ayer, H.E. 
127. Tyril McCoy, e.c. 
128. Marg;tp.:t E. McCullor, G.C . 
129. J. Howard McCullough, I.A. 
13'). Margaret M~Donou l(h, G .C. 
13!. Zehl\~ McDowell, G.e . 
132 . ./II.~ry McNall , G.C. 
133. Dmid P. M~N~rlley, G.C. 
IH. Ik ~sic Mencn, c.e. 
n.i. Dorothy M icherdzinski , e.c. 
136 T~dma M ilkr, G.C. 
D7. Beatrice Minkel, G.G. 
nR. Sbrley Moore, G.C. 
BY. Hildr~J Muller, G.C. 
140. Hury Nel50n , l.A. 
141 Ollve Nichols, G.C. 
HZ. Mar.:;trct O'Brien, G.C. 
H~. Eileen O'Connor, G.C. 
144. Marguerite Reinhard, H.E . 
145. Moni~ Raiken, G.C. 
146. Angela I'rov<, nVtno, G.C. 
147. G,enda Powell, H.E . 
148. R ... b.:rt Potter, LA. 
149. Jeanne Piper, G.C . 
150. Detty Pellell rino, A.E. 
151. RoJbert l'eck, G.C. 
152. Gene Pawlowski , G.C. 
153. Allau OWe'l, LA. 
154. Mary Jane (klkcrs , (J.e. 
155 . J)-,rothee Reynolds, G.C. 
156. }ku'g"r~t Richardwn, G.C. 
157 .laseph Romano, G.C. 
158. James D. Ron\bough, LA. 
159. !v.ar}orie Jane Rosa, A.I::. 
160. Ross Rowley , G.C. 
161 . EhineH . Saab, e.c. 
162. !v.ary I::lizabeth Sage, H.E. 
163 . HAa Sajeckc, G.C. 
1M. Amelia Sa l v~ggio, G.C. 
16.). Vi(; to[ t'. Sant<J, LA . 
166. Rilocrt Seh:lfer, LA. 
167. EH>:a\)o; th S:: hlot ' er, H.E . 
lG8. Iktt~, Scl"eill~r, H.E. 
lIi9. Mary K. Scott, G.e . 
170. Glendon H. Seaman, I.A . 
171. Betty Anne Seibert, G.C. 
172. Eli.aheth L. Seiler, H.E. 
1 7~ . Virginia Shanahan, G.C. 
17,1. Helen Sherwood , A.E. 
17.). Irene S. Sierosbwski, G.C. 
176. AMon Simon, G.C. 
177. WilIi,ull G. SiOll, LA. 
17ll. Louise Slocum, ('.C. 
179. Detty Jane Smith, G.C. 
180. Thomas L. Smith, I.A. 
IR I. Seymour Sommers, LA . 
182. MariJn Sonthcim, G.C. 
un . Irene SpiewakQw~b, A.E. 
1!l4. Rober t J. Spring, I.A. 
185. T helma Stace ~' , G.C. 
186. Betty Stellman , G.C. 
IR7. Alice Stielow, G.c. 
1.88 . May Snipp, e.c. 
189. V~rnon Strub, l.A . 
190. Katherine Sllilivan, (J.C. 
191. Mary Jane Sullil'Jn, G.C. 
192. Anl,!:do Suoz:i, J .A. 
19~. Jilmes Sweet, G.r:. 
194. Helen Tarayos, A.E. 
195. Mary TaylQr. G.C. 
196. M~rgaret Tefft, G.C. 
197 . Gernude T)eerdsma, G.C. 
I(,1R . Ruth Travis, G.C . 
199. Gcncvleve Tr<'khlcr, (j.C. 
200. Ch,HieS F. TOJrwlt , r.A. 
201. William L. Vandal, l.A. 
202 . Jean C. Vedder, G.G. 
20:;. NdtoOll R. Voght , e.c. 
204. Gertrude Waite, A.E. 
W5 Dolores Webber, G.C, 
206. C lnrb P. Wdg"nd, LA. 
W7. Frances W~i5sman, A .E. 
208. &tty Jean Williams, G,C. 
209. Myron 1::. \Vi lli,\ms, e.c. 
210. Norm~ Williams, G.C. 
211. Ikuy Willi~. G.C. 
212. Helen \Voodho~I ilt:, H.E. 
2\3. J()hn J. Wlliek, LA. 









President GRA NT C. WETTLAUFER 
Vice~President MA RY A . LUTZ 
Secretary EUDENE E. ScHENCK 
Treasurer C HARLJ::S R. HYDB 
CLASS OF 1942 
The participation of one hundred and fifty Freshmen in the annual Freshman Camp was an 
indication of the future activity of the class of '42 in College affairs. 
Well initiated at the Camp. we returned to find our fr iendly enemies, the Sophs. pre~ 
pared to fur ther Qur initiation by various methods. " Freshman Daze" passed, leaving us 
anticipating our successors. 
T he Faculty .. Freshman Reception, although it took due toll of our names, better ac' 
quainted us with the administration. In O;:.tober. Interclass Sing found us able choristers. 
Although we did not win recognition in the Sing, we lay claims to vocal accomplishtnents 
through the participation of Qur members in the Women's Junior Glee Club. 
We have proved our versatility in the so:ial field by numerous section and class partiee. 
The Christmas Play found this class represented. Sports have attracted the athletic-minded 
to soccer, track, basketball, and swinuning. In fact, in all extra~curricular activities the 
Freshmen have become prominent workers. 
Moving~Up Day came all too soon, and we, in our elevation from the status of "Lowly 
Frosh" to that of "Sophisticated Sophs" look back in retrospect and are deeply grateful to 
our A lma M ater, to our Faculty advisers. and to our Junior counselors for having estab-
lished us so well in the ranks of prospective teachers. 
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I . 5hirlcy E. A J am«, G.C . 
2. ItlLla. A rend t , C.C. 
~ . Helen Aust in. H.E. 
of . Notburga &".:hmann, H.E. 
5. P.~u l l\. fucoo., LA. 
6. Oonalrl fbochcr, G.C. 
7 . Ida Bagnara, G.C. 
S. C lifton B.l inard. A.E. 
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9. &r~h B.lnooz::o, G.C. 
10. Agnes L. B;"I(J. G.C. 
ii. SiJr..h Barne$, G.C. 
12. M uion B., rtow. A .E. 
U . mi t.lo.:th B.u um. H.E. 
14. Irene lilt t , G.e . 
15. Doris Regen, A .E. 
i6. O nnalee lXI, A. E!. 
17. Ro"a kl Bell, G.C. 
18. Ol i ~'e Bell~my. G.C. 
19. Eugenia i3em;al, G.C . 
W. Geftrudc Herlin, G .C. 
21. Ruth BlAcker.G.C. 
22. Henry Ilo::hner, I.A. 
2~ . Helen Bolton. G .C. 
24. [s.,hclle Brammer. G .C. 
H . Peall Brei tmaicr, 1I .r::. 
:!6. Ra lph BriJ;:hton, I.A. 
27. VerJ Brody. H .E. 
2&. l-olml Brown, (-f .r:: . 
29. l e ..... d l Brown. A.E. 
30. Nina Brown. G .C . 
:>'1. Dorothy Dun..:e, A .E. 
32. Wil:iam Ctll~ ll. G.C. 
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33. Irene r.amerer, H.E. 
34. Boyu CUllpbdl. I.A. 
35. Elliot Carlwn, L:\. 
36. StuHt Car\wll , I.A. 
".>7 . Ruth Ch~lree, A.E. 
38. John A . Chiavaro, LA. 
39. Lillian Chirlin, H.E. 
40. Ruth Matie Church, H.E. 
41 . Doris Cvlfey, G.C. 
42. itvlIlg Cohen , (J.e. 
43. IJ<Jri5 Omklin, Ii .P.. 
H . Murdock: Cunninl(ham. G .C. 
45. B.l rbary C"rr ~', H.E. 
46. Betty Curtis, II.£. 
47. Lucile Dake, H.E. 
48. Buie D 'Angelo. G.C. 
49 Marie D'Amico, A.E. 
ro. Thomas Davis, G .C . 
S!. Jeanne Dctrge, H.E. 
.'\'2. i:lizabt th {kL"lncy, G .C. 
5), R,ta DeMeo, G.C. 
H . William Diehl, LA. 
.'1'.'1'. Bernice Dinkrg, A.E. 
56. Lihhy Dil".squa1c, C.C . 
57. Doris Dutcher, G.C. 
.'1'8 . Laurd May Ehman, H.E. 
5\1. P,HiclXc Elston, C.C. 
60, Robert S. Filer, G.C. 
61. William Finnigan, I.A. 
62. Trma Fiocca, G.C. 
63. Ruby Fitch, G.C. 
64. Mary fhxkenstein, G.C. 
6J. Carol Fra~ee, G.C. 
66. Muriel French , H.E. 
67. Georgia Fre$<:, [·I.E. 
68. Elmer H. Gattie, l.A. 
@. Mary G~u, C.C":. 
70. c.:.rlton J. Gerbracht, LA. 
71. Hanna Get~, G.C. 
72. Haro[d G. Gilbert, I.A. 
7l. Eleanor Goo<.l, H.E. 
74. !kth Goodfellow, H.E. 
7S. Dcmald R. Goodman, C.C. 
76. Kathleen Goodman, G .G. 
77. Fnoccs Cra}', H.E. 
78. Janet Gny, A.E. 
79. Roy GreeLy, G.C. 
SO. Genevieve Grot!, H.E, 
81. Marie Haefner, G.C. 
82. Janis E. Ha;:nru-I, G.C. 
"'. josePh Haffey, A .E. 
8.4. wn Hagerty, G.G. 
~$ . Anne HaiCger ty, G.C 
86. Mnr~a r e t Hammund, H.E. 
87. Jane Hatse ll , A .E. 
~I!. Nurma Hallock, II.E. 
89. Vern Heck 
90. Edith Heftd rinl!;cr, G.C. 
91.i)oris Hick, 11.E. 
92. netty Jane Hill , H.I!. 
93 . Herbert n. Hilton, G.C . 
94. Ellen HirIKman, li.E . 
9.';. Esther Ho.ll1, H.E . 
Q:'i. C layton Holland, I.A. 
'17. Rita M . HoLlands, G .C. 
98. Clarence Hubbilld , C .C. 
W. Netlle Hllhh1rd , A.E. 
100. Ruth Huppoch, C .C. 
101. Charlea R. Hyde, G.C. 
102. lnis Johnston , G.C. 
100. Maddine John80lI , C .C. 
104. Beverly June , G.C. 
105. Helen JlI! wiAk, G.C. 
106. Madelyn Ktevcf3, C .C. 
107. Ro~rt W . Kerr, I.A 
109. Stall tOn J. Kllhurn, (i .C. 
109. V ictoria KimaiJ, C .C. 
] 10. Leila King, G.C. 
IlL. Roocrt Kinch, 1.A. 
112. j~an Kleppnl'n, ('I.E. 
] 13. j eanne Klocke, C.C . 
114. V eronica A . Knaubcr, G.C . 
I U. William [I . Kneer, C.C. 
116. Helen Kohlmeier, G .C. 
117. Thcodnfe KOr.!lWsk i, I.A. 
III!. Leo Kotula, C.C. 
119. Maynard ll. Kr~m, AI! . 
]20. LOIS Kroening, (j.C;. 
121. Annetle Krowgc\, C .C . 
122. Norman Leary, I.A. 
123 . Ir'enc Levine, G.C. 
124. Kathken Link, C.C. 
125 . L1ura E. Link, C .C. 
126. Elmer Lipowict, l. A. 
127. Leonard LiplICh itt , I.A. 
128. EI~iroe LOnllenecker , C .C . 
129. Roeam LoVtcChio, C .C . 
DO. Peter Lukashuk, I.A. 
\31. Euphr~ Lupkiewicr , C .C. 
])2. Murray LUSTIg. I.A. 
Ill. M;try Lutz, H .E. 
n4 . Fl'1InCel Lynch, G.C. 
135. Dorothy M ah1, A .E. 
1l 6. Mary Jane Mal1iow, (;.c, 
137. k .JllIK M~llncar, H.E. 
138. 5.1\\Y Manninjl;, G.C. 
139. Robert MHks, G .C . 
140. Patrici;, Ma~"Ower, G .C . 
141. Pa\lline Martin, H.t. 
112. Amcii .. Mnsbny, G.G. 
143 . John Matlison, C.C. 
]H. J~an Maxwell, H .I;;. 
145. NormJ Mayer, G.C. 
loffi. Edna McChesney, G.C. 
]47 . J ~anne McMahoo, G.C. 
]4K M ary M(.Parlin, G.C. 
\49. Rich.nd M erg1er,l.A. 
] 50. Richard Me\ooo, G.C. 
HI. V irglll l.a M ick arski, G.C. 
l i 2. M .. ry Carol;"", Miller, C .C. 
l B . Ruth MilIer ,G.C . 
154. Anne Mooney, G.C. 
L'i.~ . Nonn:l Munger, C .C . 
1S6. Roland Murphy, G.C . 
15']. Edward N c1wn,I.A . 
]JR. Mildro:d Neville, C .C. 
1S9. Lucile N ice, H.E. 
]60. Dorothy E. N ichnls, G.l.. 
1";1. Jane Nor th, C.C . 
]62. M arv Nowak, G C. 
163. Earl OocrmeyN, A .E. 
164. CI'lire O'Brian, H.E. 
1 6~. Rllth E. Dehs, A.E. 
1M. Ruth O'H .. re, H .E. 
167. Eleanor ~trander, G.C. 
]63. Patrick O'Sullivan, G.C. 
169. Mary O'Toole, H.E. 
170. Ruth Owen, A.E. 
171. Jeanne Padginton, G.C. 
172. George Pagan, LA . 
173. Virgini;, P;.go:, C.C. 
174. Len) Panichi, G.C. 
175. JeJII Parke., A.R. 
1711. MarjQrie Pdrce, H.E. 
]77 . Margaret Pellow, H.E. 
]7S. William Perry, G.C. 
17C!. Kenneth Phillip" LA. 
180. M~rjorie M. Phillips, G.C. 
181. Marton Pierce, G.C 
182. May Po[alov, G.C. 
]83. Anthony· Polley, A.E. 
184. ClaJY3 Porter, G.C . 
1&1". Marian Ricotta, G .C. 
18(,. J()')n Rid , H.E. 
187 Jor.r n Rodwell, H.E. 
1SS. Norma RON, C_C. 
1S9. Bema rJ R08Url, A.E. 
19D. B~r!-o~fn Rudol ph, C.C. 
19J. jaunlta Rudolph, G .C . 
192. Vin~el1 t S~i~, 1.A. 
]9~ . Eleanora 5 .. u~r, C.C . 
]94. Eudene Sche!\ck , H.E. 
19.;. A\i~e Sdmcll, H.R. 
]96. There!a Marie Schott, C .C. 
]Q'7. William Schwier, C.C. 
198. Lenore Siegel, C.C. 
Il}l.l . He!en 5i!5O!1, C .C . 
100. Mar;or;e Slaeer, G.C. 
201. Bettina Smith, C.C. 
:?()2. Lor:tiroe Smith, H.E. 
203. R;tlph L Smith, C.C. 
204. [whmd 0 1(,'el" Smith, LA. 
20:'1 . Henry J. 8t;tchowi...-:, I.A . 
~. Irene Striker, G.C. 
2C'f1. Phyllia Suen. G.C. 
2~. Richard L. Swan , A .E. 
209. Lucille Swick. H.E. 
210. Richard L. TemHn, 1.A. 
:!I]. F.umc.t T epas, C .C. 
21 2. Ele;ll\Or T hom. H.E. 
213. Dorothy T homas, A .E. 
214. Arhne T hompwll, C .C . 
2]S.1o:;m Thom [l$Oll, G.e. 
216. M~r1fJ r;:t!~ To1!m~ , C.C . 
217 Angela Vacenro, G.C. 
2]8. Harold, Vail , G.C. 
219. Louis V;lrl!;a, LA. 
220 Ruth G. Viox, C .C. 
221. L. Holton Vivier, I.A. 
222. Richard Vroomnn, LA. 
22~.l3vdyn Walter, C.C. 
224. i)oris Waterw.:rrth, G.C . 
n:'l. Doris 1::. Weber, C .C. 
226. Leno re Webcr, G.C. 
227. Leo J. W eber, l.A. 
228. E$ther Weinateill, A.B. 
229. C rant Wettlaufer, I.A. 
230. Marion Marie Wheaton,H.E. 
231. Lois Wheeler, AI!. 
232. Lillian W hipple, H.E. 
23 ~. Leonard Wielo(lOl.ki, A.E. 
2H. A1i(c W i!ton, G.C. 
23:'1 . Dorothy W lncbener, G.C . 
236. Helen Wolf, C .C. 
237. Ek1rnor Wright , H .E. 
238. BlIther Vackuoo"kil', AB. 
239. Madeline Yoe115, G.C . 
W). JOlIC("Ih S. Zahm, I.A. 











V ice~ President 
GRACE W HITBLOCK 




Raymond M. Fret' 
Catherine E. Reed 
MEMBERS 
Raymond J. Ast, G. C.'39 
Robert E. Baker, G.C.'39 
Laman Bruner, G.C.'39 
Amelia Dembowski, G.C.'39 
Crede D. Hagerty, G.C.'39 
Urho Saari, G.C.'39 
Grace H. Schreiner, H .E.'39 
Marion G. Thomas, H.E.'39 
Grace Whitelock, G.C.'39 
ALPHA 























ANNETTE P AUSEWANG 
IRENE MAR TIN 
ROBERT PHI LLIPS 
HELEN G. Em3LEBRECK 
CHESTER A. PUGSLEY 
GAMMA MU CHAPTER of Kappa Delta Pi, established in 1931, gave Buffalo State 
the distinction of having the first New York Stilte chapter of this national honorary edu, 
cational society. Members are upperclassmen elected on the basis of scholarship and 
interest in the advancement of education. To encourilge high intellectual and scholastic 
standards and to recognize outstanding contributions to education are the foremost pur' 
poses of the society. Gamma Mu sponsors an arumal educational assembly program, a 




Ralph Horn Ca therine E. Reed Harry W. Rockwell Charles C. Root 
Nellie S. Buckey 
Sherman G. Cra ytan 
Reuben S. Ebert 
Helen G. Englebreck 
Anna M . Gemmill 
FACULTY M'EMAERS 




Joseph F. Phillippi 
MEMBERS 
Chester A. Pugsley 
Margaret S. Quayle 
Mildred L. SipI' 
Paul W. Sloan 
Kate V. Wofford 
Robert Baker, G.C.'39 Ellsworth Baldwin, I.A.'40 Samuel Baruch, I.A.'39 
Esther Becker, H.E.'40 Violet Bell, H.E.'40 Beatrice Berman, G.C.'40 
Virginia Blake, G.C.'40 Lamon Bruner, G.C.'39 Burton Cadro, I.A.'39 
A. Lucile Chapman, G.C.'39 Samuel Conte, G.C.'39 Leonard John Cox, I.A.'40 
Helen Crandell, H.E. '40 Wanda Dombrowski, H.E. '39 Anthony Dudack, G.C. '40 
Betty Horn, G.C.'39 Ekabeth Huey, H.E.'39 Margaret Kakook, G.C.'39 
Dorothy Keil, G.C.'39 Jean Laird, H.E.'40 Donald Lawless, G.C.'40 
Marian Lewis, H.E.'39 Hazel Lippke, G.C.'39 Ella MaGuire, H.E.'40 
Lucille Mattern, G.C.'39 Irene Martin, G.C.'39 Sebastian Martorana, G.C.'39 
Frederick Neuschel, I.A.'40 Annette Pausewang, G.C.'39 Robert Phillips, G.C. '39 
Margaret Price,G.C.'39 Marion Rich, H.E.'39 Clarina Rossi, G.C.'40 
Ruth Seitz, G.C.'40 Gertrude Singer, G.C.'39 Paul Spadinger, G.C. '39 
Josephine Syracuse, H.E.'39 Ruth Totbill, A.E.'40 Norman Truesdale, A.E.'40 






AURIE 1'. MCCAnE ELLSWORTH F. BALDWIN 
EPSILON PI TAU 
TAU CHAPTER 
OFFICERS 1938 1939 
President .. . .. .. . . . . . AURIE F. MCCABE .......... . ELLSWORTH F. BALDWIN 
V ice' President ,. . BURTON R . CADRO .... .... . . .. GEORGE N. WELCH 
Treasu.rer.. . . . E LLSWORTH F. BALDWIN ... CORYDON O. N ICHOLS 
Recording Secretary_ . .. SAMUEL BARUCH_ . . . FRANCIS L ALEXANDER 
Corresponding Sec)' ... ... SAMUEL BARUCH , .. . .......... . L. JOHN Cox 
l' ACULTY SPONSORS 
Irving C. Perkins George C. Decker 
fACULTY MEMBERS 
John Fontana George E, Huckins 
AFFILIATED FROM -ALPHA C H APTER 
Louis J. Callan, Instru.ctor in Industrial Arts, Webster, N.. Y. 
Russell R. Bent. 
Walter J. Delacy 
Nelson J. Murbach 
Howard H . Rahmlow 
Paul M. Sullivan 
ALUMNI MEMBERS (Charter) 
Julius C. Braun Clarence A. Cook 
Charles F. Desmond Frederic C. Finsterbach 
Daniel J. Paolucci John H . Pikus 
George E. Schult, Robert W. Strunk 
Edwin W. Uhl Jerome F. Wilker 
F. Floyd Ziehl 
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William J. Atkins, lA.'39 
Samuel Baruch, I.A.'39 
Burton R. Cadro, I.A.'39 
Ermo f urlani, I.A.'39 
Leo L. Levinkind, LA.'39 
Paul W. Miller, I.A.'40 
Corydon O. Nichols, I.A.'40 
Salvatore Puleo, I.A.'39 
Harry F. Strickland, I.A.'39 
George N. Welch, LA.'40 
MEMBERS (Charter) 
Francis L. Alexander, I.A.'40 
Nichola::; P. Battaglia, LA.'39 
L. john Cox, l.A.'40 
Duane H . Harris, 1. A. '40 
Sol B. Lubow, l.A.'40 
Harry Milofsky, I.A.'40 
Steve P. Nyitrai, I.A.'40 
Robert P. Schmidt, I.A.'40 
Sylvester Thomas, I.A.'39 
El1sworth F. Baldwin, LA.'40 
Albert E. Bro\"o, I.A.'39 
joseph Digesaro, I. A.'39 
jerome J. Kla\"vitter, LA.'40 
Aurie F. McCabe, LA.'39 
Frederick Neu~chcl , Jr. , LA. '40 
Carl F. Pfeiffer, LA.'40 
john P. Stack, I.A.'39 
Carl Weber, I.A.'39 
Herbert G. Zollitsch, l.A.'40 
t'tRST ROW: Dec~er, Bjornstad, StonC'r, MacLean, N.estick, Essex, Spearman, Ashley, Sin~, Warner; Callan, Hatch, 
Fales, Vega, Boddiford, _Wilbur, Osburn, Brown, -Per~ins . SECOND ROW: Pfeiffer, Miller, Furlani, Klawitter, At~ins, 
Bentz, Uhl , FOtItana,Fmsterbach, Wl1~er, lWhmlow, Ziehl, Paolucci, Pi~us, Schultz, Murbach, Cook, Lindemann . 
THIRD ROW: Battagha, Welch, Stac~, Jl{ichols, Desmond, Sullivan, Braun, DeLacy, Baruch, McCabe, Strun~, 
Cutler, &~er, Matyosiatis. FOURTH ROW: Zollitsch, N.euschel, &hmidt, Baldwin, Strickland, Milofsb, Alexander, 
Puleo, Weher, Mitchell, DiGesaro. l'tl'Tti ROW: N.yitrai, Harris, Cox; Levin~irld, Cadro, Lambert, Brown, 'Thomas, 
LuBow. 
EPSILON PI TAU 
TAU CHAPTER of Epsilon Pi Tau, the National Honorary Professional Fraternity for 
men in Industrial Arts and Industrial Vocational Education, was installed at State on 
November 5, 1938. Membership is based on scholarship, leadership, and professional 
promise. Epsilon Pi Tau seeks to enrich the lives and augment the education and training 
of Industrial Arts teachers through its monthly meetings at which problems of the pro· 
fession are discussed . The Fraterrlity aims toward the development of competent, highly 




OMICRON MU CHAPTER 
MAR IAN LEWIS 
President MARIAN L EW IS 
Vice-President ELIZABETH HUBY 
Secretary EDITH SNElJt:COR 
Treasurer . JOSEPHINE SYRACUSE 
Chaplain BETTY MERRILL 
Histarian and Editor WAND A D OMBROWS KI 
Librarian FRANCES SKIDMORE 
Faculty Adviser MARTHA s. PRATT 
PH! UPSILON OMICRON 
MU CHAPTER of Phi Upsilon Omicron, an Honorary fraternity in Houl.e Economics, 
was installed on this Campus in 1924. This society originated to est<Jblish and strengthen 
the bonds of friendship, to promote the moral ant! intellectual development of its Inelnbers, 
and to advance and promote Home Economics. Mu Chapter helps maintain the Bureau of 
Instructional Materials. It contributes yearly to the national professional work of consumer 
education. The Candle is published biannuall y. 
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FACULTY MEMBERS 
Paye Keever Edna Meshke Alma R. Roudebush 
Esther McGinnis Martha S. Pratt Mildred L. Sipp 
MEMnERS 
Betty llernhard, H.E.'39 Wanda Dombrowski, H.E. '39 Beverly Fisher, H.E. '39 
Helen lllackImn, H.E. '39 Marian Lewis, H.E. '39 Phyllis Line, H.E.'40 
Elizabeth Huey, H.E.'39 Betty Merrill , H. E.'39 Norma Newman, H.E.'39 
Ella MaGuire, H.E.'40 Graoe Schreiner, H.E.'39 Frances Skidmore, H .E. '39 
Marion Rich, H .E.'39 Muriel Sullivan, H.E.'40 Josephine Syracuse, H. E.'39 






President BETTY BARBER 
V ice,President HA21!L LIPPlCl'. 
Recording Secretary FLUReNCE FUHR 
Corresponding Secre tlLry GeORGIA VINCENT 
Treasurer AMELIA DEMBOWSKI 
NU LAMBDA SIGMA 
NU LAMBDA SIGMA, the women's Honorary Literary Organization of the College, 
was founded in 1925. Selecting as its rnembers those women students who have displayed 
a deep interest in literature, it was organized for the purposes of studying literary types 
and of stimulating general interest in literature among Ccllege students. The year's most 




Eileen M ulholland 
PATRONESSES 
Anna M. Gemmill 
MEMBERS 
Isabelle Ahern, H.E. '40 
Virginia Blake, G.C.'40 
Frances G. Hepinstall 
Hertha S. Ganey 
Betty Barber, G.C.'40 
A. Lucile Chapman, G.C.'39 
Jane Adams, G.C. '40 
Beatrice Bennan, G.C.'40 
Annette Cinn, G.C.'40 
Florence Fuhr, G.C.'40 
Dorothy Keil, G.C.'39 
Amelia Dembowski, G.C.'39 Zelma Fitelson, G.C.'40 
Jane Gilliat, G.C.'40 June Halton, G.C.'40 
Mary Liddle, G.C.'40 
Frances McLaughlin, G.C. '40 Berenice Male, G.C. '39 
Irene Martin, G.C.'39 Ada Miller, G.C.'39 
M ary Piper, G.C.'40 Margaret Price', G.C.'39 
Gertrude Singer, G.C.'39 
Frances Thompson, H.E.'40 
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Catherine Smith, A.E.'40 
Evelyn Lockwood , G.C.'40 
Genevieve Martin, G.C. '40 
Marion Passage, G.C.'40 
Clarina Rossi, G.C.'40 
Helen Stachowicz, G.C.'40 





President (First Semester) 
President (Second Semester) 
Vice-President (First Semester) 
Vice-President (Second Semester) 
Secretary (First Semester) 
Secretary (Second Semester) 
'f reasu'YeT 
Editor of Local Publication 
LEO L EVIN KIND 
JOSEPH P. HOURIHAN 




R OBERT PHILLIPS 
SEBASTIAN V. MARTORANA 
SIGMA UPSILON 
SIGMA UPSILON is a National Honorary Literary Fraternity for upperclassmen chosen 
from recommended students having an honor average in literature. Alpha Delta Chapter 
was_establisheu at Buffalo on March 25, 1931, the first Chapter to be chartered in a teacher 
training" institution. Sigrna Upsilon seeks to form a bond among men of literary interests 
and_abilities . It annually sponsors the College debating team, The Scarab is com.poseo of 
material contributed by members throughout the United States. T his past year marked 
the first appearance of the local publication of Alpha Delta Chapter. 
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Andrew W. Grabau 
Joseph F. Phillippi 
Francis Alexander, I.A .'40 
Robert Bollard, G .C.'40 
Laman Bruner, G.C. '39 
Erma Furiani, I.A.'40 
Thomas E. Hoolihan, C.C:40 
A. Sandford Kenyon. Jr., G.C.'40 
Donald Lawless, G.C.'40 
Charles Lunney. AE.'41 
Robert Peck. G.C.'41 
Stephen Safron, 1.A. '39 
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fACULTY MEMBERS 
C harles A. Messner 
Charles C . Root 
MEMBERS 
Robert E. Baker, G.C:39 
John nranicki, G.C.'40 
Isadore Bush, 0.C.'40 
Richard Gibbons, G.C.'40 
Joseph P. Hourihan, G .C.'39 
Jerome Klawitter, I.A.'40 
leo Levinkind, l.A .'39 
Sebastian V. Martorana, G.C.'39 
Robert Phillips, 0.C.'39 
Aaron Simon, 0.C.'41 
Harold F.Peterson 
John M. Thurber 
Samuel Baruch, LA. '39 
Albert Brown, l.A.'39 
Burton Cadro, I.A:39 
Crede Hagerty, G.C. '39 
Richard Hughes, G.C.'39 
Walter H. Lare, O.C. '39 
James Lindstrom, LA. '39 
Frederick Neuschel, Jr. , l.A.'40 
Buehl M. Ray , G.C.'39 











ELIZABETH JOH NSTON 
OFFICERS 
ELIZ.ABETH J OHNSTON 
MARY JOAN CALLAHAN 
MARY KERWI N 
HEUN G. ENGLBBRECK 
PAN·HELLENIC ASSOCIATION 
THE PAN·HELLENIC ASSOCIATION is a fedemtion of all Greek Letter Sororities 
on the Campus. This organization governs all Sororities and coordinates their activities. 
Through discussions it attempts to regulate Sorority life and to inspire its' members .. Each 
March a reception for Freshman women is sponsored to develop their acquaintance with 
Sorority girls. Pan· Hellenic Day, in which all Sororiti"" participate, is held each Spring. 
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1 
Katherine Albrechtson, G.C,'39 
Catherine Chalmers, H .E.'40 
Rose M ary Eagin. G.C.'39 
Helen Hickey, H.E.'40 
Mary Eliz.ahcth Kiesel, G.C:39 
Marion Rich. H.E.'39 
Marion Thomas. H.E. '39 
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MEMBERS 
l illian Albright. H.E.'39 
Lurissa Childress, G.C.'40 
Beverly Fisher, H.E.'39 
Elil.abeth Johnston. G.C.'39 
Dorothy M ay, G.C.'40 
Helen Stachowic~, G.C. '40 
Joan Weber, G.C.'39 
M ary Joan Callahan, G.C. '39 
Marietta Cluff, C. C.'40 
Edna Herman, G.G '39 
Mary Kerwin, G.C.'39 
Mary Elil.abeth Phelps, G.C.'39 
Dorothy C. Thomas, C.C. '40 









Chaplain (First Semester) 
Chaplain (Second Semester) 
MARIO~ G. THOMAS 
OFFICERS 
PI PI CHAPTER 
M ARION G. THOMAS 
MURIEL R, SULLIVAN 
ANNETTE L. PA USl!.WANG 
GRACf:: H. SCHREINER 
JANE GILLlAT 
BETTY BERNHARD 
BETTY JEAN WI LLIAMS 
Senior Pa.n-Hellenic RepresentaliVf (First Semester) BeVERLEY F ISHER 
Senior Pan-Hellenic Representative (Second Semester) H ILDA WIRLAND 
Jun ior Pan-Hellenic Representative LURI5SA J. CHILDRESS 
FACULTY ADVISERS 
Carolyn W . Heyman Rosamond O. Abate 
ALPHA SIGMA ALPHA 
PI PI CHAPTER of Alpha Sigma Alpha affiliateJ with the natiunal urgaui<.a.ciull when 
State became a College. Prior to this time it was Theta Chapter of Clio, a normal school 
sorority, Through a varied program of activities the Sorority provides opportunities for 
the intellectual, social, and spiritual development of its members. The gift to the College 
and the sponsoring of a Friday evening dance were among the contributions of Alpha 
Sigma Alpha this year. 
Ruth E. Albright, H.E.'41 
Ramona Barn(!s, G.C.·41 
E. Virginia Blake. G.C.'40 
Lurissa J. Childr(!ss. G.C:40 
Beverley Fisher, H.E.'39 
Phyl1is Harley, H.E.'39 
Ruth S. Kimpland, H .E.'39 
Betty M allue, H.E.'40 
Margaret M. McEntire, H.E.'40 
M arian Passage, G.C.'40 
Detty M arie Schreiner, H.E.'41 
Edith H. Snedecor, H.E.'40 
Marion G. Thomas, H. E.'39 
netty Jea n Williams, G.C.'41 
Marjorie G. Duthie, H .E:41 
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MEMBERS 
Doris R . Anderson, H.E.'39 
Betty L. Bernhard, H.E.'39 
Katherine M. Burlingdme H.E.'40 
Jean E. Clark, H.E.'40 
L. Jeanne Fleckenstein, G.C.'40 
Geraldine]. Harmon, H.E.'41 
Madan Lew is .. H.E.'39 
Mary Marti", C .C .'40 
Doris Needham, H.E.'40 
Annette L. l'auscwang, G.C.'39 
Grace H. &hreiner, H .E.'39 
Flo!l!lY Snow, C.C.'39 
Virginia Weilfanbac h, H.E.'39 
P LI!DGES 
M ary Dwyer, H.E.'41 
Jane Wantshouse, H ,E.'41 
Betty F. Barber, G.C:40 
Miriam Beuther, H.E.'41 
Eleanor K. Carland, H.E:40 
Virginia Dittmer, H.E.'40 
Jaue Gilliat, G.C.'40 
K. Margaret Ka-:.lei, G.C.'40 
Phyllis G. Line, H.E.'40 
Jean E. Mayer, H.E.'41 
Marjorie Needham, AE.'40 
Suz<,nne Sa to, A.E.'40 
Frances C. Skidmore, H..E.'39 
Muriel R . SuHi\'an, H.E.'40 
Hilda -Wieland, G.C.'39 
Norma W ilHams, G.C.'41 













Historian (First Semester) 
Historian (Second Semester) 
Custodian 
EVELYN C. WEN'lEL 
OFFICERS 
Senior Pan-Hellenic Representative 
Junior PawHellenic Representative 
Facu.lty Adviser 
ALPHA SIGMA TAU 
SIGMA 
CHAPTER 
EVELYN G. WENZEL 
C. LUCILLE MATTERN 
RITA M. KICK 
GLADYS LEE 
HELEN E. STACHOWICZ 
FRANCES P ERINE 
RENE SMITH 
AMY BALLAG H 
RITA JERG E 
KATHRYN BAXTER 
MARY KERWIN 
HELEN ST ACHOWICZ 
MARGARET S. QUAYLE 
SIGMA CHAPTER of Alpha Sigma Tau originated as Tau Phi in 1920 and nationalized 
by affiliating with Alpha Sigma Tau in 1925. The purpose of Sigma chapter is threefold: 
to develop the character of each mem.ber; to help each sorority girl know and appreciate 
the cultural advantages of life; and to develop in each member the social graces. Each year 
the Sorority awards a one hundred uollar scholarship to a non-sorority girl deserving of 
financial aid. This year Alpha Sigma Tau presented to the library a yearly subscription of 
Banta's Gree}( Exchange. 
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Luella Chapman 
Amy R. Ballagh, G.C.'39 
Rita Jerge, G.C.'39 
FACULTY MEMBERS 
Edna W. Hurd 
MEMBERS 
Kathryn Baxter, G.C.'39 
Mary Kerwin, G. C.'39 
Ruth M . Karcher 
Catherine Crocuston, G.C. '41 
Rita M. Kick, G.C.'39 
Marie A. Lampka, G.C.'40 Gladys M . Lee, G.C. '39 C. Lucille Mattern, G.C.'39 
Rene Smith, G.C.'39 Frances Perine, G.C.'39 
Rita Smith, G.C.'39 
Evelyn G. Wemel, G.C.'39 
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Betty Rech, G.C.'39 
Helen E. Stachowicz, G.C. '40 Martha Tully, G.C.'40 
Helen M . Zeder, H.E.'40 
PLEDGE 





L. JOHN COX 
OFFICERS 
President 






Stanley A Czurles 
Andrew W. Grabau 
Thomas Asbury, G.C.'40 
Ellsworth Baldwin, I.A.'40 
Lamon Bruner, G.C.'39 
Samuel Conte, G.C.'39 
Paul Daucher, I.A.'41 
Lindsay Farnan, I.A.'41 
Richard Gibbons, G.C.'40 
Robert Harrishburg, I.A.'39 
Warren Helwig, I.A.'41 
Da vid Low, I.A.'39 
Robert Minkel, I.A:39 
Carl Pfeiffer, I.A.'40 
Raymond Porter, I.A.'40 
Louis Rosa, I.A.'40 
Stephen Safron, I.A.'39 
William Sian, I.A.'41 
John Walsh, I.A.'39 
FACULTY ADVISERS 
John Fontana 
Irving C. Perkins 
Edward L. Morrice 
MEMBERS 
Raymond Ast, G.C.'39 
Russell Barrowman, I.A,'39 
Richard Burau, I.A.'40 
L. John Cox, I.A.'40 
Anthony DeScipio, I.A '41 
Richard Fry, G.C.'40 
Crede Hagerty, G.C.'39 
Stephen Harrison, I.A.'41 
Henry Kreis, I.A.'41 
Mason Martin, I.A.'39 
David Missert, G.C.'39 
Patrick Pinto, I.A.'41 
Robert Potter, I.A.'41 
Fred Rubens, AE.'40 
Francis Schoonover, LA.'40 
Arthur Smith, AE.'39 
Carl Weber, I.A.'39 
William Wizeman, I.A'39 
ALPHA 
CHAPTER 
L. JOliN Cox 






Raymond M. Fretz 
Homer A. Bruce 
William Atkins, I.A:39 
Raymond Brown, G.C.'39 
David Cappiello, I.A.'41 
Robert Cunningham, I.A.'39 
Kenneth Edmunds, LA '39 
Irving Fuhrmann, I.A:40 
Duane Harris) I.A.'40 
Hugh Haslett, LA.'41 
George Kuhn, I.A.'41 
Arthur Michlin, G.C:39 
Edward Onody, I.A.'39 
Phillip Pohlman, I.A.'39 
Roger Rawe, I.A.'40 
Harold Rupp, G.C.'39 
Norman Schussler, I.A.'40 
Charles Turcott, I.A.'41 
Charles Weigand, I.A.'41 
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I , 
Charles Bull, LA.'41 
Edward Firestone, LA.'40 
Charles Hyde, G.C.'42 
Charles Lunney, AE.'41 
George Pagan, LA.'42 
Seymour Sommers, I.A.'41 
PLEDGES 
Harold Beal, G.C.'41 
Charles Giglia, I.A.'41 
Robert Isenberg, G.C.'41 
Peter Lukashuk, LA.'42 
Arthur Ressing, AE.'40 
Angelo Suozzi, LA.'41 
Norman Truesdale, AE.'40 
DELTA KAPPA 
Irving Cohen, G.C.'42 
Harold Gilbert, I.A.'42 
Clayton Kaminska, L A.'41 
Daniel McNerney, G.C.'41 
Glendon Seaman, I.A.'41 
Richard Temlitz, I.A.'42 
ALPHA CHAPTER of Delta Kappa Fraternity was founded at State in 1920. Estab, 
lished for the general purpose of fostering fellowship) scholarship, ancl leadership among its 
members, it is dedicated to the advancement of the teacher training institutions in which its 
chapters are located. Delta Kappa publishes the Student Directory and presents annually 

















Anna M. Gemmill 
FACU LTY ADVISERS 
Margaret A. Grant 
Mildred L. Sipp 








EMILY MAY BUTLER 
ROSEMARY GAFFNEY 
HELEN KREIS 
JEAN L AIRD 
Ruth Palmer 
ARETHUSA UPSILON CHAPTER of Delta Sigma Epsilon, originally Amanon Sorority 
and later a part of Colonor, joined Arethusa in 1902. In 1926 it affiliated with the national 
sorority. The development of character. scholarship, and leadership is its threefold purpose. 
The Bishop Honor Medal is presented annually by the sorority to that Senior woman 
who has displayed outstanding and effective participation in College Activities. 
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Elaine Breitweiser, H.E .'40 
Patricia Corcoran, H.E.'40 
Doris Cummings, C.C."39 
Rosemary Gaffney, H.E.'39 
Jeanne Hotaling, G.C.'40 
Jean Laird. H.E.'40 
Mary Elizabeth Phelps, G.C.'39 
Marion Rich, H.E.'39 
Helen Sinclair, G.C. '39 
Grace Whitelock, G.C.'39 
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MEMBERS 
Emily M ay Butler, G.C.'41 
Beryl Crdig, G.C.'41 
Mary Ellen Donaldson, G.C.'39 
Helen Hickey, H.E.'40 
Katherine Kniffin, H.E.'40 
Mary Jane Oelkers, G.C.'4! 
Margaret Price, G.C.'39 
Betty &hlotzer, H .E.'41 
Margaret Smalley, H.E.'40 
PLEDCE 
Norma Krause, G.C.'41 
Nancy Chad, H .E.'40 
Helen Crandall, H.E. '40 
Melro5€ Franklin H.E.'41 
Muriel Holmes, G.C.'41 
Helen Kreis, G.C.'39 
Elizabeth Pelligrino, A.E.'41 
Nancy Reid, H.E.'40 
Eli:r.abeth Anne Seibert, G.C.'41 
Josephine Syracuse. H .E.'39 










First Vice- President 
Second Vice-President 
Secretary (First Semester) 
Secretary (Second Semester) 
'Treasurer 
Registrar (First Semester) 
Regist.rar (Second Semester) 
Chaplain (FiTSt Semester) 
Chaplain (Second Semester) 









H ELEN LANPHEAR 
EMILY OLSZOWKA 
Z ELLA GRAPES 
V TRGIN TA R OOT 
ANN!! MARIN UCCI 
BETTY L EDERER 
GERTRU DE M OSBR 
MARY Seoon 
{ ELIZABETH JOHNSTON 
l DOROTHY T HOMAS 
ALTHEA RUSSELL 
E LEANOR M . GOVER 
THIS SOCIAL SORORITY, established on the Campus in September, 1926, became 
Zeta Chapter of Pi Delta Theta when it was accepted into the national sorority in June. 
1928. To foster close friendship between members, to stinlUlate the social, in te llectual, 
aml spiritual life of the members, and to render service to others are the chief aims . "Ara-
bian Nights Fantasy", a Friday evening dance, was one of its outstanding social achieve· 




Aleen B. Ackerman lIarriet K. DeMond Irene Hirsch 
May D. Root 
MEMBERS 
Margaret Brierley, G. C.'40 Helen Girard, G.C.'40 Zella Grapes, G.C.'40 
Edna Herman, G.C.'39 Eli",beth Johnston, G.C. '39 Helen Lanphear, G.C.'39 
Betty Lederer, G.C.'40 Jean Ludwig, G.C.'39 Anne Marinucci, G.C.'39 
Betty M cBride, G.C.'40 Gertrude Moser, G.C.'40 Emily Olszowka, G.C.'40 
Virginia Root, G.C.'40 Althea Russell, G.C.'39 Mary Sauerwein, G.C.'40 








KATHER INE ALBRECHTSON 
PI KAPPA SIGMA 
OFFICERS 
President (First Semester) 
President (Second Semester) 
Vice-President (Fi'rst Semester) 
Vice-President (Second Semester) 
Corresponding Secreta'r)' 
Recording Secretd'rY 
Trea.stm!r (First Semester) 
'Treasurer (Second Semester) 
Sergeant-dt,Arms 
Editor 
Mary R. Fontana 
FACU LTY ADVISERS 
PAT RONESS 
Dorothy Ebert 
PI KAPPA SIGMA 




RUTI I BROWN 
EVELYN ENGELHARDT 
MARGARET O'DONNELL 
M AR Y CLINTON 
MA RY D OBO NY 
A CNES MAHONEY 
Hertha S, Ganey 
THETA KAPPA, local Sorority, was chartered as Rho Chapter of Pi Kappa Sigma in 
June. 1928. Social service is one of the primary aims of Pi Kappa. Through Sorority ac' 
t ivities. opportunities arc provided for the spiritual and social development of its members. 
Pi Kappa Sigma contributed to the social life of the College by sponsoring a Friday evening 




Katherine Albrechtson, G.C. '39 Jessamine Barrett, A.E: 40 Patricia Bickel, A.E:39 
Ruth Brown, G.C.'39 Elizabeth Buckley, G.C.'39 M ary Joan Callahan, C.C.'39 
Lucile Chapman, G.C.'39 Catherine Chalmers, H.E. '40 Jeanne Clements, A.E. '40 
Mary Clinton, G.C.'40 Amelia Dembowski, G.C.·39 M<iry Dobony, G.C.'39 
Evelyn Engelhardt, G.C.'39 Louise Hagen, G.C.'39 Jane Hanny, G.C.'39 
Mary Keatjn~, G.C.'40 Marion Leary, G.C.'39 Agne::; Mahoney, H.E.'40 
Margaret Mayer, G .C.'39 Gertrude McGovern, G.C.'39 Margaret O'Donnell, C.C.'39 
M ildred Richardson, G.C.'40 Lillian Seibert, G.C:39 Catherine Smith, A.E.'40 
Julia T hompson, G.C.'39 Martha Vaughan G.C.'40 Amelia Woeppel, G.C.'40 
PLEDGE 















.... , ,President. 




. .. . . . PAUL MIL,LER 
. , . DON ALD CLARK 
. .. W. KeNT CLARKE 
JOHN SCHASSAR. . . . . . . . • . . . Financial Secretary . .. ... . . . . .. . . DAVID COWNIE 
CROYDON NICHOLS . .... .. ..... Recording Secretll'J'Y. . ...... GEORGE COCHERN 
.. . . Corresponding Secretary . .. .. . .. . . J OHN BRA NIClCl JOHN BRANICKI . 
EUGENE H OOLIHAN . 
ANTHONY LABuE. , . 
J OHN BRANICKI . 
JOHN STACK. 
. . .. C haplain . . CHARLES M CCARTHY 
Hubert E. Coyer 
Ralph Horn 
. .... Sergea.nt~at~ Arms . ...... .. ...... H ERBERT Z OLLfTSCH 
. .. News Sheet Editor. . JOHN BRANICKI 
. ..... . ... House Manager . . . . . . . . . . . . . .JOIIN N rCHOT..5 
PACULTY MEMBERS 
Robert O. DeMond 
Joseph F. Phillippi 
PSI PHI 
Reuben S. Ebert 
George M. Quackenbush 
IN 1923 Beta Chapter of Psi Phi was -established on the Campus. Its primary aim is to 
serve State to the best of its ability. In sponsoring an athletic rally and dance before the 
Cortland game, Psi Phi contributed to the extracurricular life at the College. III bringing 
outstanding speakers to its weekly meetings, it sponsored the individual development of 
its members. 1n the Spring the Chapter was host to the national convocation held at 
Buffalo. 
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Robert Bollard, G.C.'40 
Burton Cadro, LA. '39 
W. Kent Clarke, 1.A. '40 
John Coughlin, G.C. '39 
Donald Donley, G.C.'41 
John Hammel, G.C.'40 
Albert Kingston, G.C.'39 
MEMBERS 
John Branicki, G.C.'40 
Neal Caneen, LA.'39 
George Coehern, A.E.'41 
David Cownie, G.C.'41 
James Burke, G.C.'40 
Donald Clark, G.C.'39 
David Cooke, G.C.'41 
Bernard D=ley, G.C.'39 
Anthony Ekes, G.C.'39 John Finn, G.C.'40 
Eugene Hoolihan, G. C.'40 William Kilcoyne, I.A.'40 
Jerome Klawitter, LA.'40 Anthony LaBue, G.C.'40 
Walter Lare, G.C.'39 James Lindstrom, LA.'39 Aurie McCabe, LA.'39 
Paul Miller, I.A.'40 
Corydon Nichols, I.A.'40 
Salvatore Puleo, I.A.'39 
Ross Rowley, G.(;.'41 
John Stack, I.A.'39 
Sylvester Thomas, I.A.'39 
David Woodcock, 1.A. '39 
Herbert Zollitsch, LA. '40 
Charles McCarthy, G.C.'41 Tyril McCoy, G.C.'41 
Edmund Mioducki, LA.'40 Wilfred Morin, G.C.'40 
John Nichols, G.C.'40 
Buehl Ray, G.C.'39 
John Schasser, G.C.'40 
David Strebe, G.C.'40 
Thomas Tierney, G.C.'40 
Michael Wovkulich, I.A.'40 
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David Pritchard, G.C.'40 
Carl Rost, LA.'39 
Edward Sikorski , I.A.'39 
Harry Strickland, I.A.'39 






MARY E. KIESEL 
CAROL ESCHELMAN 
V ERA KINSLEY 
JEAN DAHLQUIST 
JANET T UCKER 
MARY A GNES CASEY 










Keeper of the Grades 
Theresa A. Roehsler Helen G. Englebreck 
SIGMA SIGMA SIGMA 
ZETA CHAPTER of Sigma Sigma Sigma, established in 1901 as Epsilon Mu, was aifiliatetl 
in 1911 with the national organiz,ation of Tri Sigma, thus becoming the first national 
Sorority on the Campus. It has endeavored to contribute to the advancement of the 
numerous enterprises at State. Sorority activities during the year include participation in 
the social service work of the College, the presentation of two books to the library, and 
social service indepentlent of College work. 
llO 
MEMBBRS 
Olive Berry, H.E.'40 Ruth Kinsley, G.C.'39 Marion Price, H.E.'40 
Jeanette Barker, C.C.'39 Vera Kinsley, G.C.'4D Jean &rimshaw, G.C.'39 
Mary Agnes Casey, G.C.'39 Irene Kovalcik, G.C.'40 Edith Smith, A.E.'39 
Jean Dahlquist, C.C.'39 Berenice Male, G.C.'39 Jeanette Smith, A.E.'40 
Carol Eschelman, H.E.'40 Dorothy May, G.C.'40 Ja.net Tucker, G.C.'40 
Winifred Jenner, C.C.'41 Margaret McCullar, G.C.'4l Joan Wchcr, G.C.'39 
Mary E. Kiesel, G.C. '39 Jane O'Leary_, G.C.'39 Helene Wilson, G.C.'41 









ROBERT p, ScHMIDT. 
HOWARD SENGBUSCH. 
ALLEN C. SEXTON. 
DONALD A . SCHOLZ. 
ROBERT P. SC:-IMIDT 
OFFICERS 
.... President. 
. .. Vice~Presjdent. 
.7' reasurer .. 




.ROBERT p, SCHMIDT 
. . J OHN PIATAK, JR. 
. . A. SANDfORD KENYON, J R, 
. DONALD A. SCHOLZ 
J OSEI>H P. HOURIHAN. 
CLiPFORD J. BORTH . 
RICHARD F. H UGHES. 
FRANCIS T. SIEMANKOWSKI. 
". Corresponding Secretary. . . ... . NELSON R. VOGI-rT 
.. Sel'geant-at· Arms .. 
. . Financial Secretary 
. Chaplain 
NORMAN GALEMBO . 
N~LSON R. VOGHT. 
. . . Saga Reporter 
CHARLES A. VAIL } 
D. KENNETH WINEBRENNER . 
Robert E. Albright 
Charles B. Bradley 
· Editor of Chapter N.ews Sheet 
· Faculty Advi5e'>'s 
FACULTY MEMBERS 
Oscar E. Hert.berg 
Harry C. Johnson 
SIGMA TAU GAMMA 
. ARTHUR CARR 
Chester A. Pugsley 
Walter 13. Weber 
RHO CHAPTER of Sigma Tau Gamma originated at State as Alpha Chi, in 1931 and in 
1933, affiliated with Sigma Tau Gamma, the oldest National Social Professional Education 
Fraternity. with twenty chapters throughout the United States, Its main purposes are 
the fostering of fellowship among ll1.en entering the teaching profession . and the advance~ 
ment of scholarship and leadership. Each year, awards are given to the two men in the 
Chapter, one outstanding in scholarship and the other in extracurricular activities. A n 
annual project is the distribution of the Social Calendar. 
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Robert E. Baker, G.C.'39 
Clifford J. Borth, LA. '39 
Arthur Carr, G.C.'41 
Norman Galembo, G.C:41 
Joseph P. Hourihan, G .C.'39 
Richaru F. Hughes, G.C.'39 
A. Sandford Kenyon, Jr.,C.C.'40 
John Krylo, I A.'41 
Charles E. Gremke. G .C.'41 
Robert F. Peck, G.C.'41 
113 
MEMI!ERS 
5..tmuel C. LoMaglio, G.C.'40 Donald A. Scholz. G.C.'39 
Sebastian V. Martorana, G.C.'39 Joseph P. Schwart~, l. A.'40 
J. How;'Lrd McCullough, LA.'4J Howard Scngbusch, G.C.'39 
Allan Ow~n, l. A.'41 A llen G. Sexton, G.C.'40 
John Piatak, Jr., G.C.'39 Francis Siemankow9ki, G.C.'39 
Eugene J. RuskoWJki, I A.'40 
Alfred J. Sadroga, I.A.'39 
Victor F. Santo, LA.'41 
Robert P. Schmidt, I.A.'40 
PLEDCES 
Joseph J . Romano, G .C.'41 
James A. Sweet, G.C:41 
William L. Vandal, l. A.'41 
Earl Telschow G .C.'40 
Nelson R. Voght, G C.'41 
Raymond V . Wag:1er, I.A.'39 
John J. Wujek, 1.A.'41 











] RENE ScOTT 
L ILLIAN ALflRIGHT} 
MARIETTA ClUPF 














THETA SIGMA UPSILON 
In 1927 THETA CHAPTER of Theta Sigma Upsilon was organized at the College. Its 
aim is fivefold: the physical, intellectual, social, ethical, and spiritual development of its 
members. The social highlights of the year were a Courtesy Day Tea for faculty and 
organiz.a tioI1s and a Friday evening dance. The Torch,-the sorority publication, is distributed 
twice a year. 
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MEMBERS 
Lillian Albright, H.E.'39 Hilda Cook, G.C.'40 Marjorie Lobaugh, C.C.'40 
Yvonne Ashley> H.E. '39 Rosemary Eagin, G.C.'39 June Meyer, G.C.'40 
Ruth Bergman, G .C.'40 Overine Ehman, G.C. '39 Norma Newman, H.E.'39 
Martha Ciesielska, G.C,'40 June Fehr, G.C.'40 Marjorie Peck, G.C.'39 
Marietta Cluff, G.C.'40 M argaret Hart, H.E. '40 Irene Scott, H.E. '39 
Phyllis Conrad, H.E.'39 Edith Henry, H.E. '39 Mary Straight, H.E. '40 
PLEDGES 
Dorothy Gerber, G.C:40 Hilda Lamm, C .C.'40 Mary Paulin, H .E.'41 












ROBERT BAKER G.C: 39 
AMELIA DEMBOWSKI G.C:39 
MARION THOMAS H. E:39 
FREDERICK J. R UBENS A.E.'40 




Managing Editor (Art) 
Managing Editor (Literary) 
GEORGE E. H UCK INS, Chairman; STANLEY A. CZURLES; J OHN FONTANA; 
EILEEN MULHOLLAND; HAROLD F. PETERSON Publications Committee 
Art 
STAFF M EMBERS 
Business 
Laurence Bar tz A.E. '40, Editor 
Marjorie Aigner A.E.'41 
George Cochern A.E. '41 
Charles Lunney A.E. '41 
Marjorie Needham A.E. '40 
Ruth W agner A.E. '40 
Gertrude Waite A. E. '41 
Virginia Witte A.E.'40 
College News 
Robert P. Schmidt LA. '40, Ilditor 
Marjorie G. Duthie H.E. '41 
Joseph P. Hourihan G .C. '39 
Allen G. Sexton G.C. '40 
Feature Staff 
Dorothy Moore G.C. '39, Ed,wr 
Jane Adams G.C.'40 
Thomas A sbury G.C.'40 
Beryl Craig G.C. '41 
Jean Ludwig G.C.'39 
M arian Solomon G.C. '39 
M argarette Tolsma G.C. '42 
Literary 
Genevieve M artin G.C:40. EditOr 
Francis Alexander LA '40 
Helen Bodkin G.C. '40 
Evelyn Wenzel G.C. '39 
A. Lucile Chapman G.C:39 
Doris Cummings O.C. '39 
A. Sandford Kenyon G.C.'40 
Anne M arinucci G.C. '39 
Buehl Ray G.C.'39 
PhotographiC 
John Welch LA. '40, Editor 
Robert Brown LA:40 
Milton Gurvitz G.G. '41 
Sports 
Arthur A. Miehlin G.C.'39, Editor 
Anthony DeScipio J.A.'41 
M ary Dobony G.C.'39 
Anthony Ekes G.C:39 
M argaret Fclsinger G.C.'39 
Roger Groth G.C.'40 
Albert J. Kingston G .C. '39 
A. Morton Rayeh A.E.'40 
John Schassar G.C.'40 
'Typing 
Lilla Cortright H.E. ,'39, Editor 
Doris R. Anderson H .E.'39 
Bertha Dembowski G.C. '41 
Edna Gordon G.C. '41 
Elizabeth Huey H.E. '39 
Edith Levin G.C. '40 
Sylvia Levin G.C. '41 
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The first edition of T HE E LMS appeared in June, 1912, as a publication of the Senior class 
of the Buffalo State Normal School. A n outgrowth of the keen interest of students of the 
College, THE ELMS is a recapitulation of collegiate life for the year. 
Its evolution to this, its twenty#cighth year, from a paper to an embossed leather volume, 
its advance in makeup, and its photographic improvement, proclaim its developmen t. 
The ideas of art work, the layout of the issue, and the total arrangement of the hook arc 
the production of the Art Staff. The compilation of materials which include the history 
and contributions of each organization is the work of the Literary Stall. 
T he portrayal of extracurricular and social life of students is a vivid addition by the 
Peature Staff. The Sports Stall acquaints stucJents with the sports program by stressing 
the highlights of athletic events for the yeor. 
The Business Staff aids in the publi::ation of the Yearbook by collecting organi<:ation 
fees for pictures and pages. T o act as a checking agent is the foremos t purpose of the 
College News Staff. 
The Photography Staff supervises the taking of both informal and formal pic tures of 
Campus groups. -The T yping Staff types all printed material appearing in T HE E LMS. 
Under the leadership of the Editor, the work of all of the staffs is coordinated. The 
A ssociate Editor assists the Editor and supervises features. T he Business M anager cont rols 
photography and dictates business policies. The Managing Literary Editor coordinates the 
Li terary, Typing, and College News Staffs. T he M anaging Art Edi tor has charge of the 
formal art work. 
This work is carried- on under the supervision of T he Publications Committee, as 
advisers, technical and literary, who direct the policies in the publication of the Yearbook. 
I'IRST ROW : Mart in, Cirm, Demhows~i> H{I~er, 'Thomas, Moore, Cortright, Michli». SECONI) ROW: W enzel, Solomo)l, 
Anderson, Schmidt, Welch, Huey, OobollY. Chaj)man, Cumming~, Fc/singer, Rubens . TI"llRI) ROW: Bodkin, 
E. Levin, S. Levin, Sexton, Ray, Brown, Kingston, Raych, E~~s, Milo/sky. FOU RTH ROW: W ittig, Wagnu, Gordon, 




ANNET TE CINN 
THE 
RECOR D 
Eva Baldwin, H.E. '41 
Lucile Chapman, 0 .C.'39 
Norman Oalembo, 0.C.'41 
Oertrude Hellner, 0.C.'41 
Dorothy Keil, 0.C.'39 
Ruth Miller, 0.C.'42 
Ellsworth Baldwin, I. A.'40 
Burton Cadro, I. A.'39 
Frances Oray, Ii.E.'42 
Jerome Klawitter, I.A.'40 
Barbara Rudolph, 0,C.'42 
William Sian, I.A.'41 
Business 
STAFP M EMBERS 
News a.nd Features 
Lucille Beardsley, G.C.'41 
Richard Coughlin, G.C.'41 
Marjorie Gottlieb, G.C.'41 
Esther Hoag, H.E.'42 
Joseph Kimie, G.C.'40 
Edmund Mioducki, J.A.'40 
A. SANFORD KENYON 
CHARLES R. LUNNEY 
Boyd Campbell, LA.'42 
Mary Dobony, G.C.'39 
In .. Grods, G.C:41 
Robert Isenberg, G.C.'41 
Genevieve Martin, G.C.'40 
Aaron Simon, G.C.'41 
Copy, Proof arId Ma~e'Up 
Samuel Baruch, LA.'39 Florence Bergtolcl, H.E.'41 
A G I G C '39 Carlton Gerbracht, I.A.'42 nna ac " . . 
William Kacka" I. A .'40 M adelyn Keevers, 0 C.'42 
Mary Lutz, H.E:42 , Roger Rawe, LA:~O 
Robert Schmidt, LA 40 Lenore SIegel, G C. 42 
Lo~ise Slocum, G.C:41 MIChael Wovkulrch, I A.'40 
Victoria Zabkowski, G .C.'39 
Stephen Harrison, LA.'41 Charles R. Hyde, G.C:42 
Aurie McCabe, LA.'39 Juanita Rudolph, G.C.'42 
FACULTY ADVISERS 
The Publications Committee 
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RECORD STAFF 
ANNETTE CINN O.C.'40 
C HARLES R . LUNNEY AE.'41 
A SANDFORD KENYON G.C.'40 






ilERTHA DBMBOWSKI C.C. '41 Features 
MIRIAM MYERS G.C.'39 Ma~e'Up 
ROBERT PECK G.C.'41 N.ew, 
MORRIS RAIKEN G.C.'41 Copy and Proof 
Leo LEVINKIND G .C. '39 Copy and Proof 
The year 1913 marked the inauguration of The Record at State as a weekly magazine to 
review College activities, (tnd to act as a forum for collegiate opinion. It has developed 
through the years not only in form . but also in content and style. 
A new system in the publishing process was developed this year whereby half of the 
stafF worked one night and the other half the next night, instead of all members of the news, 
features, copy, and proof stafFs working two nights. This gave greater opportunity for stu .. 
dent participation on the publication, and allowed more time for staff members to share in 
other activities. 
T wo new columns appeared this year , Student Flashes ami the Week-end Bookshelf. 
T he former was composed of short news notices cellected for the convenience of the 
readers. The latter reviewed recent additions to the College Library. 
T he annual Literary-Art Issue was greeted by students as one of the best compilations 
of State's hterary and art efforts. 
The Record believes its purpose is to act as a tie between students and College ac tivities 
and to reflect the important aspects of College life. How well that purpose has been ac-
complished its thousand readers each week may be willing to say. 
P[RST ROW; Myers , Pec~ . B. Dembows~i, Kenyon, Cinn, Raych, Chapman, R(Li~en . SECOND ROW: B. Ru.dolph, 
HeilneT, Groos, M iller, Gray, Hoag, Zabkowski, Beardsley, Gottlieb, J. RI~Jolph, Ba.ldwin. Bcrgtold. THIRD ROW: 




, I STU DE N T 
EdItor 
Litera.ry Editor 




Eva Baldwin, G.C.'41 
Barbara Rudolph, G.C.'42 
HAN DB OOK 
OFFICERS 
A. L UCILE CHAPMAN, G .C.'39 
BERTHA DEMBOWSK I, G.C. '41 
EVA PLACE, A.E.'40 
ALBERTA HAMISTEK, G.C.'41 
BUEHL RAY, G.C. '39 
DOROTHY M OORE , G.C.'39 
P.~CULTY ADVISERS 
The Publications C.omln ittee 
STAPP 
Anthony DeScipio, I.A.'41 Ine. Grods, G.C.'41 
Juanita Rudolph, G.C.'42 
PIRST ROW: B. Dembowsl(i, Ray, Chapman, Moore, Ham ister 
SECONn ROW: J. Rudolph, Groo5, DeScipio, E. Baldwin, B. Rudolpll 
THE HANDBOOK is a publication issued each Septemher. Its purpose is to provide a 
ccmpact, concise journal containing the information necessary to give the stu.dent an idea 
of the interests, opportunities. and custorns of State Teachers College. Servmg as a con' 
venient source of College materials. this oook has been a valuable aid not only in orienting 







Harry W . Rockwell 
Grace A. Allen 
Donald Baechcr, G.C.'42 
Escher Becker, H.E. '40 
Ronald Bell, G.C.'42 
Robert Bollard, G.C.'4D 
John Btanicki, G.C.'4D 
Joyce Drown, G.C.'41 
Katherine Burlingame, H.E.'40 
M ary J. Callahan, G.C.'39 
noyd Campbell I. A.'42 
Frances Carruthers, H.E.'41 
Jea n Chad, G.C.'41 
John Coughlin, G.C:39 
Betty Curtis, H.E. '42 
Wanda Dombrowski, H.E.'39 
CO UNC IL 
OFFICERS 
MEMBERS EX OFFICIO 
Ralph F. Horn 
Raymond M. Fretz 
ELEt:TED MEMBERS 
H arold 1'. Peterson 
Paul W. Sloan 
Branic~i, A st, Fry, Potter. 
MHMBERS 
Donald Donley, C.C:41 
Matthew Duggan, G.C '39 
John Finn, G.C.'40 
Carol Frazee, G.C:42 
Crede Hagerty, G.C.'39 
John Hammel, G.C.'40 
Duane Harris. I.A.'40 
Warren Helwig, LA.'41 
Mary Hussey, H .E.'41 
Norma Krause, C.C.'41 
Edward Lipowicz, A.E.'41 
Hazel Lippke, G.C.'39 
M arjorie Lobaugh , G.C. '40 
Peter Lukashuk, I.A.'42 
RAYMOND A ST 
RICHA RD FRY 
JOHN B RAN ICK I 
ROBERT P OTTt:lt 
Catherine E. Reed 
Alma R. Roudebush 
Mary Lutz, H .E.'42 
Arthur M ichlin, C.C:39 
Beatrice Minkel, G.C.'41 
Isabelle Mummert, H.E. '39 
Earl Obermeyer, A.E.'42 
Jack Piatak, G.C.'39 
Mar!, Piper, G.C.'40 
Phillip Pohlman, l.A.'39 
Robert Potter, l.A.'41 
Harold Stelfen, A.E.'40 
Jennie Tarentino, G.C.'41 
Charles T urcott, I.A.'41 
George Welch, LA.'40 
Grant Wettlautfer, l.A.'42 
The Student Council was established by the Senior C lass of State Teachers College at Buffalo in the ye."\r 1937. 
" Realizing the need of a better organization to discern, digcuss, and act upon the matters of general stutlent 
concern ," the purpose of the Student Council is "to enable the students to discover and to assume direction 
of those act ivities for which they, as members of the College. are responsible:' The standing committees have 
assumed direction of student activit ies, election activities, ethics work, and social functions. T he work of the 










F ACU LT Y A OVISER 
Ruth Albright. H.E:41 
Yvonne Ashley, H.E. '39 
Robert I3aker, G.C.'39 
Betty B.1.ldwin , C.C.'40 
Elsworth B.1.1dwin, I.A.'40 
Joanne Baldwin, G.C.'40 
James Burke. C.C. '40 
Rae Cheney, G .C .'39 
Murdock Cunningham, C.C:42 
Lucile Dake, H.E. '42 
T homas Davis. G.C. '42 
Jean Draa, G.C.'39 
Georgia Frese, H .E. '42 
Marjorie Gottlieb, C.C.'4! 
Leonardo Grebinski, C.C.'40 
Charles Gremke, G.C.'41 
OFFICERS 
MEMBERS 
Stephen Harrison, I.A.'41 
Hugh Haslett, I. A.'41 
Dorothy Hill, G.C:40 
Herbert Hilton, G.e'-'I2 
M uriel Holmes, G.C.'41 
Winifred Jenner. G.C.'4 l 
Robert Johns, C.C. '40 
Clayton Kaminska, I.A.'41 
John Kryio, l.A.'41 
Henrietta Lash, G.C.'42 
Marian Lewis, H.E.'39 
Sol Lubow, I.A.'40 
Dorothy M alll, A.E.'42 
Marie Mahl, l-l.E.'41 
M ildred Neville, G .C.'42 
EARl. TI! l.SCIlOW 
YVONNB ASHt.llY 
Run! AW!W.JIlT 
EI):>IA W . H URD 
Dorothy Nichols, G.C. '42 
John Nichols, G.C.'40 
Steve Nyitrai, I.A .'40 
E\,a. Place, A.E.'40 
Robert Potter, I. A.'41 
Buehl Ray, G.C.'39 
Jean Robinson, G.C.'40 
A lbert Rydz.ynski, G.C.'41 
Eleanor Sauer G.C.'42 
David Strebe, G C.'40 
Phyllis Suess, G.C.'42 
Earl T e1schow, G.C.'40 
Lydia T osetto, G.C.'39 
Ruth Viox, G.C.'42 
Richard Vrooman, l.A .' 42 
Eleanor Wilson, G.C.'39 
THE ORCHESTRA, composed of students with instrumental ability, was organi;:ed 111 
19CX), Taking a prominent part in all musical activities, it was established not only for the 
enjoyment and appreciation of music, but also to add to the musical and social life of the 
College. The Orchestra contributes to assemblies and special progran"ls. The final musical 
activity of the year, the Spring Concert, numbers the Orchestra among its participants. 
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BA N D 
President 
Faculty Adviser 
Yvonne Ashley, H .E.'39 
Robert Baker, G .C.'39 
Betty Baldwin, G .C.'39 
Joanne Baldwin, G.C.'40 
Ellsworth Baldwin, I.A.'40 
Harold M .. Beal. G.C.'41 
James F. Burke, G.C.'40 
Rae Marie Cheney. G.C.'39 
Murdoch C unningham. G .C.'42 
Lucille Dake. H.E.'42 
Georgia Frese, H. E.'42 
OFFICERS 
MEMBERS 
C harles Grcmkc, G.C.'41 
Stt:phen Harrison, l.A. '42 
li ugh J, Haslett 
Robert Johns, G.C.'40 
W illiam Kackas, I.A .'40 
ClaytOn Kaminska, I. A.'42 
Marie Kirchrneyer, G.C.'39 
Sol n. Lubow, J. A.'40 
Dorothy Mahl, A.E. '42 
M arie Ma hl , H .e .'41 
SehasEian Martorana, G.C.'39 
JAMES F. BURKE 
REUBEN S. EBERT 
John W . N ichols, G.C.'40 
Stevt: P. Nyitrai, I. A. '40 
Francis Perine, G.C. '39 
Robert Potter, l.A.'41 
Glendon Seaman, l. A.'41 
David Strebe, G.C.'40 
Sylvester T homas, I.A.'39 
William Vand.11. 1.A.'41 
Anna Van Dyke 
Richard Vrooman, l. A.'42 
Eleanor W ilson, G.C.'39 
THE BAND was founded in 1932 by a group of student musicians who desired to add pep 
to collegiate activities. I ts chief aim is to contribute to extra-curricular life at State, Member-
ship is open to all who play band instruments. The Band takes a prominent part in the 






President (First Semester) 
PreSIdent (Second Semester) 
Vice-President (First Semester) 
Vice-President (Second Semester) 
Secretary (First Semester) 
Secretary (Second Semester) 
Treasurer (First Semester) 
Treasurer (Second Semester) 
Librarian (First Semester). 
Librarian (Second Semester) 
FACULTY ADVISERS 











BETTY JANE SMITH 
Rosamond O. Abate 
THE WOMEN'S SENIOR GLEE CLUB is composed of seventy-eight upperclass 
women and forms one of the oldest organi~ations on the Campus. It meets each week not 
only to develop its own appreciation of good music, hut also to share its musical enjoyment 
with others. Through participation in the Christmas play, assemblies, outside performances, 
and· the Spring Concert, the Glee Cluh has accomplished its Inajor purpose. The activities 
of the year are climaxed by work in the Spring Festival to be held this year at Syracuse 
University. 
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FIRST ROW: Williams, Burc~lcy, V iverette, Chnron, Cage, Abate, Korab~, Q,uinlan, Miss Speir , Sellman ~ 
Oelkers, Sulhvan . SJ>COND KOW: Anderson, Mayer, Bahm, Ehman, Martin, Lipp~e , Mattern, Anderson, f-Im, 
Miller, Gottlieb, Smith, Creed, Sweeney. THiRD ROW: Fischer,Stone, Cluff, Clements,TTdvi,l, Mall , Laird, HimmeJe, 
Zab1{ows~i, Lederer, Childress, Van Dy~e, Valance, Craig. J'OURTII ROW: Tenner, Epavets, Hess, J\leilf, Lmdenbaum, 
O'Dond/, Lynds, Adam.l, Draa, Chad, Reynolds, Sandecki, Flecl{cnsteirl', BJa~e . PIPl'H ROW : BHr~e, HaJfa, Holmes, 
Passage, Coho, McCullan, Alt, Dolan, Boland, Barnes, Kreiman , Cashman, Miller. 
Jane Ad:J.n1s, G.C.'40 
Ferne Alt, A.E.'40 
Betty Anderson, H.E.'41 
Helen Anderson, G.C.'40 
Sally Anderson, G.C.'41 
Yvonne Ashley, G.C.'39 
Ramona Barnes,.G.C.'41 
Virginia Blake, G.C.'40 
Martina I3ohm, G.C.'39 
Frances Boland, G.C.'41 
Vera Hurckley, G.C. '41 
Verna Burke, G.C.'40 
Evelyn Cage, H.E.'40 
Veral Cashmore, C .C.'41 
Jean Chad, G.C.'41 
Lurissa Childress, G.c. '40 
Jeanne Clements, A.E.'40 
Mary Clinton, G.C.'40 
Marietta Cluff, G.C.'40 
Virginia Coho, H.E.'41 
Beryl Craig, G.C.'41 
Phyllis Creed, C.C.'41 
Jean Draa, G.C.'39 
Margaret Dolan, G.C.'41 
Overine Ehman, G.C.'39 
Dorothy Epavets, G.C.'39 
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MEMBERS 
lucille Fischer, H .E.'40 
Jeanne Fleckenstein, G.c. '40 
Marjorie Gottlieb-, G.C.'41 
Marjorie Hafta, H.E.'41 
Margaret Hart, G.C.'39 
Irma Hess, G.C.'40 
Marie Hetzel, G.C.'40 
Dorothy Hill, G.C.'40 
Grace Himmele, G.C.'41 
Norma HolTman, G.C.'40 
Muriel Holmes, G.C.'41 
Winifreu Jenner, G.C.'41 
Irene Kovalcik, G.C. '40 
Ruth Krieman, G.C.'4J 
Jean Laird, H.E.'40 
Betty lederer, (; .f::.'40 
Pearl lindenbaum; G ,C.'40 
Ha~e1 Lippke, G.C.'39 
Audrey lynds, G.C.'41 
Catherine McArdle, G.C.'40 
Margaret McCullar, G.C.'4 1 
Beatrice Mace, G.C.'41 
Genevieve Martin, C.C.'40 
Irene Martin, G.C.'39 
Margaret Mayer, G.C.'39 
Lucille Mattern, G.C.'39 
Ella MaGuire, H.E.'40 
Thelma M iller, G.C .'41 
Adele Meyers, G.C.'39 
Louise Neill, G.C.'40 
Margaret O'Donnell, G.C.'39 
Mary Jane Oelkers, G.C.'41 
Marion Passage, G.C.'40 
Anne Quinlan, G.C.'40 
Dorothee Reynolds, G.C.'41 
Virginia Root, G.C.'40 
Helen Sandecki, C.C.'41 
Betty Schlotzer, H.E.'41 
Louise Schmanke, G.C.'40 
Rett)' Jane Smith, G.C.'41 
Bernice Speer, G.C.'40 
laVerna Stone, G.C.'39 
Katherine Sullivan, G.C. '41 
Earla Sweeney, G.C.'40 
Wilma Tanner, H.E.'40 
Ruth Travis, G.C.'41 
Roma Valance, G.C.'39 
Anna Van Dyke, G.C.'39 
Mary Viverette, H .E.'41 
Betty Jean Willi<ims, G.C .'41 
Frances Wilb, G.C.'39 
Mary LOllise Woods, G.C.'41 
Victoria Za bkowski, G.C.'40 
WOMEN'S JUNIOR GLEE CLUB 
PIRST ROW: Breitmaia, HatseH, Owen, Hagerty, Miss McMahon, l3ames, Frdzee, Porter, Fre"e, Bolton, McParlin. 
SECOND ROW: LoVecchio, GodJman, Fleckenstein, Lm!:, McChesney, Keevers, Wl'I1chester, J{lChols, N.evllle, 
Du,tcher, Lup~iewicz. Peirce, Tepas. THIRD ROW: Kroenig , B. Smith, North, Johnston,. Arendt, Blacker, VlOX, 











MARY ALlCE MCPARLlN~ MARY CAROLINE MILLER 
MARY LOUISE McMAHON 
MEMBERS 
Irma B. Arendt, C.C.'42 Lois Johnston, G.C.'42 Dorothy E. Nichols, G.C.'42 
Sarah W. Barnes, G,C.'42 Madelyn A Keevers, G.C.'42 M . Jane North, G.C.'42 
Ruth L. Blacker, G.C.'42 Jeanne Klocke, G.C.'42 Ruth E. Ochs. G.C .'42 
Helen C . Bolton, G.C.'42 Lois R. Koenig, G.C.'42 Ruth P. Owen, AE.'42 
Pearl E. Breitmaier, H.E.'42 Trene D. Levine, G,C.'42 Virginia R. Page, G.C.'42 
Lucile M . Dake, H.E.'42 Laura E. Link, G.C.'42 Marjorie M. Phii1ips, G.C.'42 
Doris A. Dutcher, G.C.'42 Hallie-Jean Littlefair, G.C.'41 Marjorie 8 . Peirce, H.E.'42 
Mary Fleckenstein, G.C.'42 Rosaria M. LoVecchio, A.E.'42 Gladys R. Proter, G.C.'42 
Carol C. Frazee, G.C.'42 Euphra Lupkiewicz. G.C.'42 Jean E. Rodwell, H .E.'42 
Georgia 1. Frese, H .E.'42 Edna L. McChesney, G.C.'42 Marjorie Slacer, G.C.'42 
Kathleen R, Gocxlman, G.C.'42 Mary Alice McParlin, G.C.'42 Bettina E. Smith, G.C.'42 
Janet A Gray, AE.'42 Virginia H. Mielcarski, G.C.'42 Eunice R. Tepas, G.C.'42 
Joan M. Hagerty, G.C.'42 Mary Caroline Mil1er, G.C.'42 Arline L. Thompson, C.C. 42 
Norma L. Hallock, H .E.'39 Mildred A. Neville, G.C.'42 Ruth G. Viox G.C.'42 
Jane Hatsell A.E.'42 Dorothy W. Winchester, G.C.'42 
THE WOMEN'S JUN IOR GLEE CLUB numbers among its members Freshman girls 
with singing ability. It was established for t?e enjoyment .of part'sin~ing and the develop, 
ment of musical ability. Through the medIa of assemblIes and reCItals, the Glee Club 
accomplishes its major purposes . Participation in the annual Spring Concert climaxes the 
year's activi ty. 
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TR I ADS GLEE CLUB 
FIRST ROW: Anderson, Griffin. Seitz , Mis~ Speir; Bod~in. Caplin. BHr~e, Flec~enstein, Garner. SECOND ROW: 
Richa-rdson, Hm, Tefft, Stegman, Smith, Treichler. Stripp, Stacey, Salvaggio, Miscerdzin.I~(1., Marrin, 'faylOf' . 
1'HfFW ROW: Giglia, O'COttna, Bell, Hagnara, Brierley, Slernslaws~i, Murphy, Chmura, Pmvenzano, Knaube-r, 
PCURTH ROW: Kautz, Sontheim, Vedder, Bdlamy, Moore, Schol!, Buechner, Heimhu~ger, Nichols, Corsi . 
FIRST SEMESTER 








. . . . . President . 
. ..... . , . . . V ice-President, 
. ...... Secretary . 
. . . .. , Treasurer . 
SECOND SEMESTER 
. .. MARY TAYLOR 
. . ..... . .. .. RUTH SEITZ 
. .. . .. . . BETTY STEGMAN 
. .. . SHIRLEY MOORE 
. . .... .. JEANNE FLECKENSTE IN 
....... H ELEN ANDERSON, VERNA BURKE, NORMA HOFFMAN 
.. ,RUTH E. SPEIR 
MEMBERS 
Irene fiatt, C.C.'42 Catherine Heimbueger, G.C.'40 Margaret Richardson, G.C.'41 
Ida Ilagnara, G.C.'42 Evelyn Hess, G.C.'41 Laura &holl, G.C.'40 
Marjorie Bell, G.C.'41 Gretchen Kautz, G.C.'41 Ruth Seit1;j G.C.'40 
Olive Bellamy, G.C.'42 Veronica Knauber, G.C.'42 Irene Sieroslawski, G.C.'41 
Helen Bodkin, G.C.'40 Marie Lampka, G ,C.'40 netty Jane Smith, G.C.'41 
Margaret Brierley, G.C.'40 Elizabeth L-1ndlield, G.C'39 Amelia Salvaggio, G.C.'41 
Mary Buechner, G.C.'41 M ildred Levandoski, G.C.'40 Marian Sontheim, G.C.'41 
Helen Caplin, G.C.'40 Irene Levine, G.C.'42 Thelma Stacey, G.C.'41 
Alice Chmura, G.C.'41 Agapita Liermo, G.C.'40 Betty Stegman, G.C.'41 
Maria Corsi, G.c.'39 Dorothy May, G.C.'40 Gerd Steinholt, G.C.'40 
Irma Fiocca, G.C.'40 June Meyer, G.C.'40 May Stripp, C.C.'41 
Margaret Garner, G.C.'40 Dorothy Miscerdzinska, G.C.'41 M ary Taylor, G.C.'41 
Santa Giglia , G.C.'42 Shirley Moore, G.C.'41 Margaret Tefft. G.C.'41 
Helen Girard, G.C.'40 Rita Murphy, G.C.'41 Dorothy Thompson, G.C.'39 
Rose Granato, G.C.'40 Olive Nichols, G.C.'41 Genc\,ieve Treichler, G.C.'41 
Mary Griffin, G.C.'40 Eileen O'Connor, G.C.'41 Vera Vandercher, G,C.'40 
Jani9 Haenszel,G.C.'42 Angela Proven~ano, G.C.'41 Jean Vedder, G,C.'41 
THE TRlADS, a musical organization for women, was established in September, 1937. 
Although its primary aim is the enjoyment of music, this organization also provides social 
opportunities for its members. Participation in the Christmas Party, the Spring Concert, 




FIRST ROW: Obermeyer, Ekes, Dorchak, Hoolihan, Lynds, Morin, Axterod, Miss Goossen, Bollard, Blahe, Widrig, 
Breitweiser, Wantshouse. SECOND ROW; Lappin, Rudolph, Beuther, D'Amico, Burchley, Berlin, Linh, Wagtler, 
Hubbard, Klipfel, Sullivan, Seibert, B. Schreiner, Hollands, Bec~er, Welch . THIRD ROW: Onod)" Sommers, S. Levin, 
Barber, Vau.ghan, Wo!'~/ey, Manning, Draa, Brown,B . Andersen, Drew, Mllofsb, Pech. FOURTH ROW: Schassar, 
Brighton, E. Levin, Beardsley, E. Baldwin, Elston, Frazee, Haefner, Pola~ov, Clements, Clarkt:, Marks, R. Smith . 
FIFTH ROW: S,:vart, Carls011, Groth, Fleming,}. Smith, Ric~, FridgeJ1,S~iJmon:, D. Hrown, Si~~on , Barnes, Delaney, 




Beny Andersen, H.E.'4 t 
Harold Axlewd, G ,C. '40 
E"a n~ldwill, H.F..'4 1 
Betty Barber, C.C '40 
Lucille beardsley, G .C.'41 
Ruby Becker, G.C:41 
Gertrude Ikrlill, C.8:42 
Miriam Bwther, H.E. '41 
Virginia fIlake, G .C.'+O 
Henry &dmer, LA.'42 
ll..oh.-rt Bollard, G,C.'~O 
Elaine Brcitweiser, H,r:;.'40 
Ralph Hri~ht()n, I.A.'42 
TXlroth~~ Brown, (,.r,:~9 
Joyce Brown, C.C.'41 
Lamon Brunner, G.C.'39 
V Ct"1l Burrklcv, (;.C.'40 
Jame8 BlIrh, ·C.C.'4(J 
F.llion Carbon, I.A .'42 
Stuart Carlson, LA.'42 
Gerald Clarh, C.C.'42 





[\ctty Crawfnrd, A.E:4L 
Marie D'Amic<J, 1\.1::.'42 
E li ~abeth Ddan~}', G.C .'42 
M~rprct Dorchak. G.C . '-to 
Je~1l Draa, G.C. '39 
Jane Drew, G.C.'40 
Anthony Ek",s , C.C::;'l) 
Patience Elston, G.C. '42 
John F inn, G.C.'40 
Erne~t Fleming, A.E. '40 
Uett)' P"'leigh, A.E . '~ 1 
Carol Fr:lzcc, G.C.'42 
Martha Pridgw, A.E'42 
RO'<emary Gattney, H.E.'~9 
RIchard Gibbons, G.C.'40 
RO!o:er Groth, G.C.'40 
Marie Haefner, G.C.'42 
Anne H~~gcrty, G.C.'42 
Rolmt Harri~hbur~\ I.A. '39 
Rtta Holbnds, G.e. 42 
Thomas Hoolihan, G.C.'40 




Rol><:fl I.$i:!nbcr~ , G.C.'4! 
Marjorie Janis, G.C.'W 
Vera Kinsley, G .C.'40 
RuLh Klipfel, G.C.'4! 
Kat hleen Lappin , H .E. '40 
Marlena Ll tham, A.E.'·11 
Edith Levin, G .C.'41 
Sylvia L<':Vin, G.C.'41 
KJ t hleen Link, G.C.'42 
Audrey Lynds, G .C.'4l 
Joh" l\·knridc, A.r.:w 
M argard M~Cullo r, G .C.'41 
t::leanor Manning, (;.C.'40 
RnlW:rt Marks, G .C.'42 
Beny Mnrill , H.E.'39 
Harry Milofsky, I.A.'40 
Wilfred Mmin, G ,C.'40 
eknl\ Morrison, G.C.'41 
Earl Obermcyer, A.E.'42 
EdwMd Onool', 1,A.'3() 
Robert Peck, G .C.'41 
May Polakov, G.C.'42 
V IRGINIA BLAKE 
ROBERT HARRISHBURG 
MINA S. GOOSSEN 
Joan Rick, H.I::.'42 
[uanita Rudolph , (, .e.'42 
John Sclnssat, G ,C.'40 
Betty Schreiner , H.t:.'41 
Betty Ann &othert, G.C.'41 
Gertrude Singer, G.C.'39 
Helen Sisson, A.t: . '42 
Francct. ~k;dmnrc., H.E.':i9 
At-thur 5",ilh, :\.1:.'4'") 
Jeannette Smit h, A.E.'<\O 
R~lph Smith, GC.'+2 
Anne 5 ' let~k y, G.C.'40 
Sevmour Sommers. I.A.'41 
Karhnuw SullilJJn, G.C.'41 
Rich"rd Swan, A.E.'42 
~lartha Vaughn, C; C. '40 
Ceorgia Vincent, G.C.'40 
Ruth Wagn~t, A.1::.'40 
J~nc, Wantshoots<: , H.E.'41 
John Welch, l.A.'40 
lane Widrig, H.E.'40 
Jane Wolsley, A.E.'40 
THE DRAMA TIC CLUB originated at the Buftalo State Normal School, purposing to 
present to the students of the College the best possible in the field of dramatics and to give 
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) 
its members opportunity for creative expression. In addition to offering opportunities for 
individual development, the club presents many occasions for aesthetic enjoyment through 
its participation in outstanding College activities. 
Selections by the Verse Speaking Choir of the club and a one-act play, "Pawns," by 
Percival Wikle, comprised the activities of the Armistice Day-presentation. During the 
Christmas season the club oft-ered 
its traditional holiday play_ The 
production this year was "One 
Night in Bethlehem," the cast of 
which included over one hun~ 
dred participants. Various com~ 
mittees worked tirelessly on cos~ 
tumes, scenery, and lighting to 
make this performance one of the 
prominent activities of the year. 
Two one-act plays were also 
prepared. One, "Fine Feathers" 
by Ryerson and Clements, was 
presented at the Westminster 
Church of Bua"lo. The other, 
Synge's "Riders to the Sea," was 
produced for an Assembly pro-
gram. 
The annual Spring play, given 
in March, was the climax of the 
year's work. The offering was a 
Russian satire, "Squaring the 
Circle" by Kataev, which was 
given under the able direction of 
Miss Mina S. Goossen, faculty 
adviser of the club. 
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At Left 
Chnstmas Pia '"j 














M ICH AEL W OVKU LICH 
JOHN F. WELCH 
NELSON R. VOCHT 
DUANE H. HARRIS, JOHN A. :t\.1ATTISON 
FRED J. R UBENS 
J. A LVIN POOLE 
RUTH ALBRIGHT 
EDNA W. HURD, RUTH E. SPEAR 
MEMBERS 
Francis L. Alexa.nder, J.A.'40 Ernest N. Flemming, A.E.'40 Earl J. Obermeyer, A.E.'42 
Donald L. Haecher, G.C.'42 Leon Graber, G.C.'4l J. Alvin Poole, l.A:40 
Ellsworth F. Baldwin, 1.A.'40 Roy Greeley, G.C.'42 Charles D. Ross, G.C.'40 
Laurence F. Bartz, AE.'39 Duane H. Harris, f.A .'40 Fred J. R~lbellS, AE.'40 
Henry Bochner, I.A.'42 Rohert Isenberg, G.C :41 Robert P. Schmidt, 1.A.'40 
Ralph Brighton, I.A.'42 A. Sandford Kenyon, G.C.'40 John P. St"dck, I.A.'19 
David A. Cappiello, I.A.'41 Robert N. Marks, G.C.'42 Nelson R. Voght, G.C.'41 
Thomas Davis, G.C.'42 Richard C. Meloon, G.C.'42 John F. Welch , I. A.'40 
Donald Donley, G.C.'41 Glenn H. Morrison, G.C.'41 M ichael Wovku:ich, I.A.'40 
RobertS. Filer, C.C.'42 John J. Wujek, l A.'41 
T HE MEN 'S GLEE CLUB was formed in 1925 to fill a recogni""d need for slIch an 
organization. It purposes to offer the men of the College an opportunity for singing in a 
choral group and to add to the entertaining musical programs presented in the College. 
Participation in Assembly progratns anu in the Spring Concert were the organization's 
contributions to the College during the past year. The male quartet, comprised of selected 
Glee Club members, was an added feature. 
f 1RST ROW : Ellsworth Baldwin, Dmme Harri5, JohYi Welch, Ruth Albright, Charles Ross, Fred Rubens, Robert 
&hmidt . SECOND ROW : Earl Obermeyer, David Capt)iello, Donald 13aecher, Nelson Voght, Richard Mdoon, John 




ART KRAFT KLUB 






Carres ponding Secretary 
'Treasurer 
Faculty Adv isers 
CHARLES WEfGAND 
STANLEY A. CZURLES, CAROLYN W. HBYMAN 
Charles B. Bradley 
Mary Fontana 
Mina S. Goossen 
Thomas Asbury, G.C.'40 
Miriam Beuther, H.E.'41 
Marie D'Amico, AE.'42 
Mary DiBlasi, AE.'40 
June Doyle, H.E. '39 
Ernest Flemming, A.E.'40 
Richard Pry, G.C.'40 
June Halton, G.C.'40 
FACULTY MEMBERS 
Ruth M. Karcher 
Felix Payant 
MEMBERS 
Elizabeth Johnston, G.C.'39 
Ada Miller, G.C.'39 
Samuel Munich, AE.'40 
Earl Obermeyer, AE.'42 
Allan Owen, I.A.'41 
M argaret Price, G.C.'39 
A Morton Raych, AE.'40 
Frederick Rubens, AE.'40 
Catherine Smith, AE.'40 
Harry W. Rockwell 
Urquhart W i1cox 
D. Kenneth Winebrenner 
Richard Swart, AE.'42 
Ruth Tothill, AE.'40 
Norman Truesdale, AE.'40 
Charles Weigand, I.A.'41 
Joseph Witka, I.A.'41 
Stanley Witmeyer, AE.'39 
Virginia Witte, A.E:4O 
Jane Wolsley, AE.'40 
ART KRAFT KLUB was founded in 1920. Membership includes students from each 
College department, but is limited so that each individual can participate actively in every 
project. To afford opportunities to those people who arc interested in creative abilities and 
to learn various means and techniques through specific projects beneficial to the individual 
and to the College are primary aims. As a club project a marionette production was ue-
developed. The club also supervised posters and bulletin boards. The proceeds from "Buggy 
Daz;e," this year's name for the club's annual Stunt Nite, go to a scholarship fund for art 
students. 
FIR~T ROW : Mn Heymlltl. Mrs. FC?"tal1~, Wligal1d, .Haltotl. Truesdale, Tothi!!~ Wol sley, ?vfis.~ Goo.l.len. 
51!COND ROW: Mr. Winehrel1ner, Pme, D Amico. Witte, Doyle, Miller, C. Smith, DiBlaSI, Mr. CZ1.lrles. 
THIRD ROW: Ruixns, Munich, Owen, Raych, Swart, Flemming, Wit~a, Asbury, O~rmeytr. 
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ART EDUCATION CLUB 
1'lRn ROW : Bjc~e!, Mr. Payant, Smith , Raych, Schwall ~~amp. Ruben~, Sis.wn, Mrs. Heyman, Fitlgold. Sl:!COND ROW: 
Ditlbcrg, Compton, Sellers, Yac~ubos~i, Mandry, Sherwood, Tarayos, SI)ieWll~(}Ws~i, Kingsley, Wdssm(tTl, 111g11am. 
TI!IRD ROW: Begert, Bel, Chaffee, Phillips, Wheeler, Esdmer, Heyman, Alt, E. Smith, Messing, 'Tothi/!, Weinstein. 
FOURTH- ROW: Wag11er, Rostad, Kra11z, Polley, Swart, Ressing, Lunney" Fl~mming, McBride. Botl1Iace. 
President- ARLINE SCHWANEKAMl' 
Vice-President FRED RUBENS 
Recording Secretary MORTON RAYCH 
'Treasurer JEANNETTE SMITH 
Corresponding Secretary JEANNE SISSON 
PACUT.TY ADV ISERS 
Charles B. Bradley Caroly n W. Heyman Ruth M. Karcher 
HONORARY MEMBERS: Stanley A. Cz.urles, Urquhart Wilcox 
Genevieve Abrams '40 
Ferne Alt '40 
Doris Begert '42 
Onna Lee Bel '42 
Patricia Bickle '39 
Mary Boniface '42 
Ruth Chaffee '42 
Shirley Compton '42 
Bernice Dinberg '42 
Margaret Eschner '41 
Rose Fingold '39 
Ernest Flemming '40 
Martha Fridgeon '41 
MEMBERS 
Evelyn Ingham '41 
Harriet Kingsley '41 
Maynard Kranz '42 
Charles Lunney '41 
Helen Mandry '41 
Alice Messing '40 
John McBride '39 
Anthony Polley '42 
Morton Ra ych '40 
Arthur Ressing '40 
Jeanne Robinson '40 
Fred Rubens '40 
Susanne Sato '40 
Arline Schwanekamp '40 
Frances Sellers '39 
Helen Sherwood '41 
Jeanne Sisson '41 
Edith Smith '39 
Jeannette Smith '40 
Irene Spiewakowski '41 
Hele:l Tarayas '41 
Esther Weinstein '42 
Frances Weissman '41 
Leis Wheeler '42 
Esther Yackuboski '42 
THE ART EDUCATION CLUB, established in 1937 as a chapter of the Junior Division 
cf the Eastern Arts Association which purposes to cultivate a deeper understanding of 
professional life and to strengthen bonds of friendship, sponsored an art auction and a 








Francis A lexander, LA.'40 
Charles Ambellan. LA. '41 
William Atkins. l.A. '39 
Charles E. Ball , I.A.'41 
Harold Beal, G.C.'41 
Nelson Beck, I.A . '39 
Lester Boncberg, I.A. '41 
Clifford Borth, LA.'39 
Ralph Brighton, LA.'42 
R . L. Brown, I.A.'39 
Richard Burau , l. A.'40 
David Cappiello, I.A.'41 
Elliott Carlson, LA.'42 
Stuart Carlson, T.A.'42 
John Chiavaro, LA.'42 
W. Kent Clarke, LA.'40 
Charles C lemons, LA.' 41 
Irving Cohen, G.C.'42 
David Cooke, C .C : 41 
David Cownie, G.C.'41 
L. John Cox, l.A.'40 
Paul E. Danehcf, I.A.'41 
T homas Davis, G .C. '42 
Anthony r. DeScipio, l A.'41 
Emerson C. Dunning, Jr., G.C:42 
William Exton, A.E.'41 
William Fin nigan, T.A.'42 
Edward Firestone, LA. '40 
Irving Furhman, 1.A.'40 
Elmer Gattie, I.A.'42 
Carlton ]. Gerbracht, 1.A.'42 
Richard Gibbons, C.C.'40 
Harold G. Gilbert. I.A . '42 
William Glasglow, l.A.'41 
Charles Gremke, G.C.'41 
Joseph Haffey. AE. '42 
Duane Harris, I .A. '40 
Donald Hartman, I. A .'41 
N orman Hapke, LA.'42 
MHMBERS 
Hugh J. Haslett. I.A.'41 
Dona ld Havens, LA.'41 
Warren F. Helwig, I. A.'41 
Herbert B. Hilton, G.C.'42 
James Hohensee, LA.'4 1 
Robert Isenberg, G.C.'41 
W illiam Kackas, J.A .'40 
Clayton C. Kamin9ka, LA.'41 
A. Sandford Kenyon, Jr., G.C.'40 
Robert Kerr, I. A.'42 
StanLon J. Kilburn, G.C.'42 
Will iam Kilcoyne, l.A.'40 
George Kirch, I.A.'41 
Robert Kirsch, LA '42 
M aynard Jl Kran ~ , A.E.'42 
John Krylo, LA.'41 
George Kuhn, LA.'41 
Norman Leary, I.A .'42 
John Leslie. I.A.'41 
Leo Lcvink ind , I.A.'39 
Gu nnar Lindstrom, G.C, '39 
Irving Lorich, I. A.'39 
Peter Luka!lhuk, I.A .'42 
John A. Mattison. G.C. '42 
Auric McCabe, t A .'39 
J. Howard McCullough, LA'41 
Daniel P. McNerney, G.C.'4! 
Alfred M eger, T.A.'39 
Richard M ergler, LA .'42 
Robert Minkel, J.A.'39 
Edward Nelson , LA.'42 
Ha1'1' Y Nelson , I.A.'41 
Stephen p , N yitrai, I.A .'40 
Earl Obermeyer. AE.'42 
Edward Onody, I.A. '39 
Allan Owen, LA.'41 
George Pagdn. LA.'42 
Rohert Peck , C.C.'41 
W I LLIAM J. ATKI NS 
Edward Pecora, I. A.'39 
Kenneth Phillips, l A.'42 
Patrick P into, I.A .'40 
Joseph A. Poole. LA .'40 
Robert Potter,J.A.'41 
Arthur C. Ressing, A.E.'40 
Carl Rost, LA '39 
Alfred s..1.droga, l.A.'39 
Stephen Safron, I.A .'39 
Victor Santo, l.A.'41 
Robert Schafer, l.A.'41 
Robert P. Schmidt, I.A.'40 
Norman Schussler, l. A.'40 
Joseph Sch wart~, I.A .'40 
Glendon Seaman. l.A.'41 
A llen G. Sex ton , l. A.'40 
Ed ward Sikorski, I. A.'39 
William SiOll, I. A.'41 
Harry A lan Spe.1r, I.A.'4Q 
Robert Spring, LA.'41 
Henry Ja mes Stachowicz, l.A.'42 
Harold J Steffen, I.A .'40 
Vernon Strub. LA .'41 
A ngelo Suozzi, I.A.'41 
Richard Swart, AE.'42 
James Sweet, G ,C.'4! 
Richard T emli tz, I.A .'42 
Norman Truesuale, AE.'40 
Charles Turcott, LA.'41 
William Vandal, I.A.'41 
l eon Holton Vivier, l.A.'42 
Raymond Wagner, I.A .'39 
C harles Weigand, I.A.'41 
John Welch, l.A .'40 
Grant C. Wettlaufer, I.A.'42 
Howard L. Wightman , l.A.'40 
Myron Williams, I. A.'41 
Joseph W ith, I.A.'4 1 
M ichael Wovkulich, LA. '40 
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J'iRST ROW : K ilcoync, )'X'Yitrai, Glasgow, Pinfo, Vandal, Sadroga, Porter, At~ins. Weigand , Pec~, Brown, Harris, 
Clar~e . SECOND ROW: Kuhn, Ress ing, Ar/son, Vito'ier, McN.erney, &11, Boneherg, Wir~a . Turcott, W ettlaufer, 
Lmdslram, Hafey. Schuss/a, 'Truesdalc. Zeigler. T HIlu) ROW: Si'<ors~i, Swart, 01>e1'1n.:y.:r. C ohen , C lemons, 
Wuje~, Buraa, Fishman, Haslat, Leslie, Htlwig, Krylo, Smith, SIWZZI. FOU RTH ROW: Onooy, Wagll(:r, David, 
DeScipio, Mainard, Stachowlcz, Kirsch, Gerbtllcht. Tcml itz, Wightman, MadIson, Schmidt, Hap~e, Weldl, 
Rubens. I' IL'TU ROW: Leary, Isenberg, C(IUie, Ca ... lson, Kerr, &nto, Hartman, Spear, Kac~as , Schwartz, AI.:xandcT, 








I-Iaghes , W01J~ulich. 
OFFICERS 
WILLIAM]. ATKI NS 
RAYMOND P ORTBR 
CLIFFORD BoRT H 
A LFRED SADROGA 
ROBERT POTTER 
A LLEN G, SEXTON 
ROBERT E. ALBRIGHT, RAYMOND M, FRBTZ, 
ANDREW W. GRABAU 
THE MEN'S CAMPUS CLUB was established in 1935 through the consolidation of the 
Men's Club and the Campus Club. The organi"'tion provides an outlet for the physical, 
mental, and social energies of its members. Through its orientation activities by which it 
annually sponsors Freshman Camp for the men of the College, the Campus Club con· 









MARY MARTIN . . . .. . . . . . .. . .. President. 
MILDRED O'NEILL . 
JOAN W EBER . 
ELJ.A MAGUIRE .. 
MARGARET D UPRE 
. ... V ice-President. 
. .. Secretary . 
. . . . . 7' reasurer. 
FACU LTY ADVISERS 
R UTH E. HOUSTON 
H. ONORARY ADVISOR 
CATHER INE E. REED 
BETTY JANE SMITH 
SECOND SEMESTER 
. .. B ETTY J ANE SMIT H 
. . KATHERINE HEIMBUEGER 
. CECELI A KENNEDY 
. . ... . BARBARA H OSKINS 
KATHERYNE T. WrITEMORE 
T HE Y. W. C. A . is a Christian organi",tion affi liated with the national "Y." Although 
its main purpose is social service, the "Y" olfers many spiritual and recreational activities 
for its mem.bers. Among the outstanding achievements for the year were Freshman Camp 
for girls and the second annual "Y" Carnival. Proceeds frOln the Carnival were added to 
the student loan fund. A series of religious forums, Lenten services during Holy Week, and 
several lectures by representatives of various service organi:l,at ions in Buffalo were sponsored 
by the "Y" this year. 
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Ruth Albright, H .E.'41 
Ferne Alt, A.E:40 
Irma Arendt, G .C.'42 
Marie Barker, O.C:41 
Esther necker, H.E.·4O 
Doris Begert, A .E. '42 
M . Onnalee Bel, A .E.'42 
Violet nell, H.E.'40 
Ru th Blacker, G .C.'42 
Martina Bahm, G.C. '39 
Joyce Brinkel, G.C.'41 
Vera Brody, H.E.'42 
Irene Ca.merer, H.E.'42 
Helen Ccpura, G.C .'39 
Lorraine Cleary, G.C.'4! 
Virginia Coho, H.E.'41 
Beryl Craig, C .C.'41 
Jennie C ranston, H.E.'40 
Betty Curtis. 11.E.'42 
Patience Elston, G.C.'42 
M argaret Eschner, A.E.'4l 
Irma Fiocca, C.c. '42 
Lucille Fisher, H.E.'40 
Betty Gaver, H~E.'40 
Zella Grapes, G.C.'40 
Arlene V. Groll, G.C.'42 
Anne Haggerty. G.C.'42 
Vern Heck, G.C .'42 
MEMBERS 
Katherine Heimbueger, G.C.'40 
Oarbara J. Hoskins, H.E.'40 
Patrida Holdredge, H .E.'41 
Lois Johnston, G.C.'42 
Beverly June, G.C:42 
Dorothy Keil, G.C.'39 
M ildred Keister, G.C.'39 
Cecelia Kennedy, G.C.'40 
Leila J. King, G.C.'42 
Jean Kleptman, H.E.'42 
Helen Kowalski, G.C.'41 
Mary Adalene Lutz, H .E.'42 
Frances McLaughlin, G.C.'41 
M ary McNall , G.C.'41 
Mary A lice McParlin, G.C.'42 
Ella MaGuire, H.E.'40 
Helen M andry, A .E.'41 
Patricia M aroney, G.C.'42 
Mary Martin, G.C.'40 
Jean Mayer, H.E.'41 
Norma Mayer, G.C.'42 
Margaret Mi ller, G.C.'40 
Thelma Miller, G.C. '4 1 
Beatrice Minkd, G.C.'41 
Olive Nichols, C.C.'41 
Ruth Ochs, G.C.'42 
Mary J . Oelkers, G.C.'41 
Edith O lsen, G.C.'42 
M ildred O'Neill, G.C.'40 
Jeanne Padington, H .E .'42 
Annette Pausewang, G.C. '39 
EtLl. Peters, G.C.'39 
Marjorie Phjl\ips, G.C.'42 
Phyllis Pickup, H .E.'40 
Marion Pierce, H .E. '42 
Margaret Price, C.C.'39 
Betty A. Rech, G.C. '39 
Virginia R. Root, G .C.'40 
Juanita J. Rudolp h, C .C.'42 
Hden SanJecki, G.C.'41 
Lou & hmanke, G.C.'40 
Bettina Smith, G.C.'42 
Betty Jane Smith, G.C.'4 L 
Betty J. Stegman, G.C.'41 
HaLe! Swcetapple. H .E.'40 
Wilma T anner, H.E.'40 
Edith Taylor, G.C.'42 
Mary T aylor, G.C.'4! 
Arline Thompson, G .C.'42 
Genevieve Treichler, G.C.'41 
Roma Valance, G.C.'39 
Evelyn Walter, G.C.'42 
Jane Wantshouse, H .E.'41 
Joan Weber, G.C.'39 
Crace Whi telock, G.C.'39 
Norma Will iams, e.c. '41 
1'IRST ROW: Oel~CTs, M aGuire, Cmig, Price. Hos~ins, O'Neill , M artin, W eber. Albright, &hman~e> KdsUr, Keil, 
Mcray/in. SOCOND ROW: Mill~d, Whiteloc~. Leising, Rudolt>h , Bar~er, j lme. Treichler, Smith, <faylor, StegmaTl, 
Blac~tr. Padington,}. Mayer, MclXall, Fiocca. THIRD ROW: B('lT~er, Cleary, Hcct Haggtrty. johnston, Phillips, 
Walter, Elston, Gat:er. M andty, Brin~eI, &ndec~i, McLaughlin, Thompsotl, Dehs. !'OURTH now: Bahm. E. T aylor, 
Maroney, Begert. A rendt, Fisher, Dec~er, Cranston, Eschner, W antshou..<;c, Holdredge, PUtTS. Kowals~i, Tanner. 
F11'TH ROW : King, O'LetlTY, M . Pierce, Bel, Smith, 'Curtis, Sw.::etapplc, Woodhou.se, Lutz, AIt, Kcf1'tudy, Barnes, 





CLAIUN A ROSSI 
OFFICERS 
: I President CLAIUN A R OSSI 
Vice-President MARION SHO RT 
Secretary MARIAN SONTHEIM 
'I' 
I 
'f reasurer MILDRED O'NBILL 
PAC ULTY ADVISERS 
Homer A. Bruce Ka te V. Wolford 
I I 
THE RURAL CLUB was founded in the fall of 1933 to stimulate an understanding and 
appreciation of the values of rural life, to increase the number and significance of the College 
contacts with the problems of rural and village schools, and to provide recreational and 
social development for its Inembers. 
The Bureau of Instructional M aterials was founded and is carried on in cooperation 
with other organizations, Participation in the State Convention and the annual banquet 
were the major activities of the year, 
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Thelma A bel. G.C:4l 
Concctta A lfano, G.C.'40 
A . Marie narker, G .C.'41 
Kathryn Baxter. G.C. '39 
Rli by Becker, G .C:4l 
Helen Brennan, G.C. '41 
Lillian Buddenhagen, G.C. '41 
V era Burd ley, G.C.'41 
M argaret Burns, G.c.'39 
Norma Butler. G .C.'41 
Catherine Jean Chad. G .C.'41 
M;).rtha Ciesie1ska, G .C.'40 
. Lorr;).ine C le;).ry, G .C.'41 
j oan Collins, G.C .'41 
Velma Clirry, G.C.'41 
Jennie D'Alba, G .C.':J9 
Elsie D'Angelo, G.C.'42 
Catherine.McArdle, G.C.'40 
Frances Mclaughlin, G.C.'40 
C...at herine McLellan, G.C.'41 
Jeanne M cM ahon, G.C.'42 
Oessie Mencer, G.C .'4- l 
Shirley M oore, G .C .'4l 
Hildred Mliller, G.C .'4-l 
Miriam M yers, G.C .'39 
Dorothy Nichols, G.C.'42 
Eileen O 'Connor, G .C .'41 
M ildred O'Neill, G.C . '40 
Jeanne Piper, G.C.'41 
M ary Piper, G.C.'40 
May Polakov, G.C.'42 
Bertine PoPP. G.C.'40 
MEMBERS 
Gladys Porter, G .C:42 
A ngela Provem.ano, G.C:4 1 
A lice Eaton, G.C: 41 
frances Epstein, C.C:41 
.lane Evans, C .C .'41 
Ruth Feder, U .C.'40 
jane Foley, G.C.'41 
Madeline Pritton, G.C .'39 
Hanna Gt!: t t, G.C.'42 
Edna Gordon, G.C. '41 
Rose Granato, G.C . '40 
Milton S. Gurvitz;, G.C.'41 
Edna Herman, G.C.'39 
Evelyn Hess, G.C.'41 
Grace Himmele, G.C.'41 
M arjorie Ismert, C .C.'41 
W inifred j enner, G.C.'41 
M abel j epson, G .C .'39 
Eliz;abeth johnston, G .C .'39 
Elitabeth jones, G .C.'41 
Gretchen Kautz, G .C.'41 
Rita Kick, G .C .'39 
Muriel Kieffer, G.C.'41 
Marie Kirchmeyer, G.C.'3~ 
Charlotte Knack, G.C . '40 
Frances Krainz, C .C .'41 
me.Lnor Larrabe, G .C.'40 
M ary Liddle, G.C .'40 
Dorothy Reynolds, G.C.'41 
Mildred Richardson, G .C.'40 
M arion Ricotta, G.C.'42 
Gilmore Roberts, G.C . '40 
C larina Rossi, G .C .'40 
Laura Scholl, G .C.'40 
William Schwier, G.C.'42 
Ruth Seitz, G.C.'40 
Virginia Shanahan, G.C.'4l 
M arion Short, G.C .'39 
Irene Sieroslawski, G.C.'41 
Betty Jane Smith, G.G. '41 
Marian Sontheim, G.G.'4L 
Helen Stachowicz, G.C.'40 
Betty jane Stegman, G .C .'41 
Gerd Steinholt , G.C.'40 
Earla Sweeney, G.C.'40 
Mary Taylor, G.C.'41 
Margaret Tefft, G.C.'41 
Lydia Tosetta, G.C .'39 
Ruth Travis, G.C.'41 
Genevieve Treichler, G.C .'41 
M artha Tully, G.C.'40 
Jean Vedder, G.C.'41 
Doris Warner, G .C.'39 
Katie Warner, G.C.'41 
Pearl Lindenbaum, G .C.'40 
Evelyn Lockwood, G .C .'40 
Elaine Longnecker, G.C .'42 
Eleanor M anning, G.C.'40 
Sarah Manning, G.C.'42 
C. Lucille M attern, G.C. '39 
Doroth y May, G .C : 40 
Helene Wil.son, G.C .'40 
A melia Woeppel, G.C.'40 
Beatrice Yaw, G.C .'41 
Victoria Zabkowski, G.C.'40 
FIRST ROW: McLaughlin, E. Mm'ming, M. Piper, U'N.eill, SOlttheim, Dr . Wofford, Rossi, Mr. Bruce, Lilld~nbau.m, 
M cArdle, Epstein, Gordon. SI!COND RO W: Kic~, M aucrn, Burc~ley, Ricotta, Kieffer , Ehman, Zab~ows~i , Stegman 
Smlth, Evans, Porter, Eaton, 'fejTt, Swccney, O'C omwr, Bec~er. TIIII\.!) ROW : Mcncer, Seitz, Pritton, Davis, Guz, 
K irschmeyer, Himmele, 'Taylor, S. Manning, Hess, :Nichols, Tra vis, Ciesiels~a, Colli1ls. I'OUI!.T1 1 ROW: Wa:rn~r , 
Militello, Krainz, Yaw, Cleary, J. Piper, Sier{)s l (lw~~i , ] entler, Kt1ac~, Leary, Kautz, Reynold.I, Pro'l!cnwno, Wil~on, 
Puk y, Treichler , N ool1an. 1'lPTH ROW : j ones, A. W oeppe! , Brennan, May, M. Woe[lpe l. Muller, Buddcn hagcll , 








Alice Acqu3rd, H .E.'40 
Isabelle Ahern, H.E .'40 
Ruth Albright, H.E.'41 
Helen Bailey, H.E.'40 
Esther Becker, H.E.'40 
Violet Bell, H.E.'40 
Eleanor Belz, H .E.'41 
Helen Benning, H.E.'40 
Florence Bergtold, H .E.'41 
Ethel Brice, H.E.'40 
Vera Brody, H.E.'42 
Caroline Brown, H.E.'42 
Kay Brant, H.E.'41 
Katherine nur1in~ame, H.E.'40 
Evelyn Cage, H.E.'40 
Grace Calkins, H.E.'41 
Frances Carothers, li .E.'41 
Irene Camerer, H.E.'42 
Lillian Chirlin, H .E.'42 
Jean Clark, H.E.'40 
El"ine Cole, H.E.'41 
Doris Conklin, 1-1.£.'42 
Helen Crandall, H.E.'40 
Jennie Cranston, H .E.'40 
Barbara Curry, H.E.'42 
Je:tn Deffge, H.E.'42 
Esther Dudziak, H.E.'42 
Marjorie Duthie, H.E.'41 
Mary Dwyer, H .E.'41 
Marguerite Ellis, H.E.'40 
Lucille Fischer, H.E.'40 
Bernice Franks, H.E.'41 
Muriel French, H.E.'42 
Georgia Frese, H .E.'42 
MEMBERS 
Betty Gaver, H .E.'40 
Priscilla Gib.son, H.E.'40 
Eleanor Good, H.E.'42 
Prances Gr:<y, H.E.'42 
Genevieve Grot:!;, H .E.'42 
Marjorie Haifa, H.E.'41 
Margaret Hammond, H .E.'42 
Geraldine Harmon, H.E.'41 
Margaret Hart, H.E.'40 
Jean Hauser, H .E.'41 
Ethel Hellems, H.E.'41 
Helen Hickey, H.E.'40 
Betty Jane Hill, H.E.'42 
Ellen Hirseman, H .E.'42 
Esther Haag, H.E.'42 
Patricia HolJredge, H.E.'41 
Barbara Hoskins, H.E.'40 
Caroline Hubbard, H.E.'40 
Helen Johnson , li.E.'41 
Phyllis Kenyon, H.E.'41 
Katherine Kniffin, H.E.'40 
Jean Laird, H.E.'40 
Kathleen Lappin, H.E.'40 
Dolores Leising, H.E.'40 
Muriel Lever, H.E.'41 
Phyllis Line, H .E.'40 
Irene Low, H.E.'40 
Mary Lutz, H.E.'42 
Ella MaGuire, H.E.'40 
Betty Mallue, H .E.'40 
Jean Mannear, H .E.'42 
Pauline MArtin, H.E.'42 
Elizabeth Maul, H.E.'41 
Jean Maxwell, H.E.'42 
Je:<n Mayer, H.E .'41 
ELLA MAG UIRE 
Peggy McEntire, H .E.'40 
Norma Newman, H .E.'39 
Ruth Noble, H.E.'41 
Mary O'Toole, H.E.'42 
M ary Paulin, H.E.'41 
Phyllis Pickup, H.E.'40 
Ruth Premlls, H .E.'40 
Jean Reece, H.E.'42 
Nancy Reid, H .E.'40 
Joan Rick, H.E.'42 
Jean Rod\\,ell, H.E.'42 
Norma Scheuerman, H.E.'40 
Eudine Schenck, H.E. '42 
Maribell Scholl, H.E.'41 
Alice Schnell, H.E.'42 
Becey Schreiner, H.E.'41 
Ruby Schultz, H.E.'40 
Lorraine Smith, H.E.'42 
Edith Snedecor, H.E.'40 
Mary Straight, li .E.'40 
Marjorie Studer, H.E.'41 
Muriel Sullivan, HE.'40 
Hazel Sweetapple, H .E.'40 
Lucille Swick, H.E.'42 
Wilma Tanner, H.E.'40 
Eleanor Thorn, H.E.'42 
Frances Thompson, H.E.'40 
Jean T illoll, H.E .'40 
Emily Van Brunt, H.E.'40 
Eleanor Williams, H.E.'41 
Lillian W hipple, H.E.'42 
Helen Woodhouse, H.E.'41 
Madeline Yuells, H.E.'42 
Helen Zeder, H.E.'4D 
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FIRST ROW: Ric~, 'Thorn, Ehman, Dwyer, Bailey, Thompson, Snedccor , Mayer, Hic~C)', MaGllire, McEntire, 
Schenc~, B~own, ~r(j.dy, ~la.r~, Br(Lnt, Grotz. SECOND ROW: O'Toole, Corcoran, Woodhouse, HMmon, 13. Schrt:iner, 
Curry, ZwlC~, 0 Bnan, l'rmch, Schnell, Lever, Kenyon, Carland, Brice, Hergto!d, &holl, H(lmmonJ. 'J'HllW ROW: 
Reece, Dudzia~, Frese, Premus, Leising, Hos~in8, Fischer, Bec~er, Reid , Ahern, Tillou, Lappin, Acquard, Gray, 
Gleason, Ga{.'e~.' Martin, johnsot:, Manncar, Maxwell. FOURTH ROW: Baldwin, Hill , Kreger, Scott, Schultz, 
&heuerman, G.bson, Dombrows~J, Be!!, Eddy, Burlingame, Ma!!ue, Tanner, Albright, Houser, Holdredge, Da~e, 
C?le, Camerer. FIFTII ROW: Carothers! Cal~lns, COJ1~lm, Whipple, Cmndall, Lussow, Syrawse, Cage, Hoag, 
DIttmer, Hubbard, Van Brunt, KniJjm, Cranston, Good, Hirseman, Chirlin, Huey, Klet1pman, f.,(,ob!e, DeJJge. 
SIXTH ROW: B . . Fran~s, M. Haffa, Cortnght, Fmn~lin, Duthie, Swectapple, Pic~up, Chalmers, Low, ZeJer, 
Bennmg,' Line, Straight, Laird, Yuells, Anderson, Merrill, Penner, Lu,tz, Sullivan, Williams. 
OFFICERS 
President 
V ice' President NORMA NEWMAN 
Secretary HELEN HICKEY 
'T reasu. rer JEAN MAYER 
Faculty Adviser ALMA R. ROUDEBUSH 
THE HOME ECONOMICS CLUB, formerly the Household Arts Club, was organizeu on 
the Campus in 1911. It aims to foster professional interest, to provide social contacts, and 
to broaden the interest of its members in various fields. The Home Economics Club's 
greatest contribution to the College was an open-house program on the Home Economics-
Industrial Arts Day. The proceeds of its Animal Sale were given to the International 
Scholarship Fund of the American Home Economics Association. An International Tea 















PRA NelS ALEXANDER 
C L ARINA R OSSI 




I RVIN LORICH,IRENE ScOTT, ELIZABETH BUCKLEY, D OLORES O'BRIEN 
Faculty Adviser EILEEN MULHOLLAND 
Moderator REV . FR. JOH N J. DEMPSEY 
MEMBERS 
fRA NCIS ALJ:XANDBR 
A lice Acquard, li .E.'40 Dorothy Eptwets, G.C.'39 John Krylo, I.A .'41 Anne Quinlan, G.C.'40 
Isabelle A hern. H .E.'40 Helen Evans, G.C:40 Ellen Kuntz, C.C.'39 ::arah Randazzo, G.C.'42 
Francis Alexander, 1.A. '40 Jane Evans, G.C.'40 John Kwiatkowski, G.C.'42 Emma Rang, G.C.'41 
Concetta Alfano, G.C.'40 Irma Fiocca, G.C.'42 
Helen Ander~on, G.C.'40 Edward Firestone, I.A.'40 
liilJa Lamm, G.C.'40 Margaret Richardscllt, C.C.'41 
Ida Oagnara, G.C.'42 Blanche Fix, G.C:40 
Helen Bala, C.C.'41 Mary Fleckenstein, G.C.'42 
Elizabeth B.,rush, H.E.'42 M. Jane Foley, C .C.'41 
Bette Bellreng. G.C.'41 Melrose Franklin . H.E.'41 
Eugenia Bencal. G.C.'42 Rita Frawley. G.C.'40 
Joan Bianchi. G.C.'42 Martha Frid!::en, A.E.'42 
Frances Boland. G.C.'41 Madeline Fritton. G.C.'39 
19ahellc Drammer, G.C.'42 Margaret Garner, G.C.'40 
John Rranicki, G.C.'40 Betty Gaver, H .E.'40 
Ruth Rrown, C.C.'39 Dorothy Gerber, C.C.'40 
Marie llurgasser, G.C .'40 ChaL"les Giglia. I.A.'42 
Margaret Burns, G.C.'39 Mary Craham, G.c.'·n 
William Callan, G.C.'42 Rose Granato, G.C.'40 
Marjorie Campbell, G.C.'42 Mary Griffin, G.C.'40 
Helen Caplin, G.C.'40 Robert Griffin , G.C.'4! 
David Cappiello, LA.'41 Genevieve Grot~, H.E.'42 
Mary Agoe!! e 1.sey. G.C.'39 Marie Haefner, G.C.'42 
Catherine Jean C had, G.C.'41 Joan Hagerty. G.C.'42 
Rosanna Marian Chad. H.E.'40 June Halton, G.C."40 
Alice C hmura, G.C.'41 Margaret Ha mmond, H.E.'42 
Ruth Church, H.E.'42 Eleanor Hanny, G.C.'39 
Martha Ciesielska. G.C.'40 Geraldine Harmon, H.E.'41 
Joan Collins, G.C.'41 Catherine Hcimhucger, G.C.'40 
Gertrude Consid ine, G.C.'39 Doris Hick, H .E.'42 
Samuel Conte, G.C.'39 Helen Hickey, 1-1.1::.'40 
Patricia Corcoran, H.E.'40 Margaret 1-lotIge. G.C.'42 
Maria Corsi. G.C.'42 James Hohensee, I.A.'4 1 
John Coughlm, G C '39 Rita Hollands, G.C.'42 
Cathenne Crocuston, G C.'41 Joseph Hourihan, G.C.'39 
Mary LouiseCrocuston, G.C.'39 Helen Humphrey, G.C.'40 
Margaret Crowe, G.C.'4l Madeline Johnson, G.C.'42 
Raroora C urry, H.E.'42 Julia Jones, G.C.'39 
Jennie D' AIb.1., C .C .'39 Helen Juzwiak, G.C.'42 
Bern,lrd Deadey, G.C.'39 Mary Keating, G.C.'40 
Jeanne De/rage, H.E.'42 Madelyn Kccvcrs. G.C.'42 
Betty Delaney, G.C.'42 Katherine Kelly, G.C.'41 
Armando DeMarchi, I.A.'40 Marie Kennelly, G.C.'40 
Rita DeMeo, G.C.'42 Mary Kerwin, G.C.'39 
Anthony DeScipio, I. A.'41 Rita Kick, G.C.'39 
Mary DiBlasi, A.E.'40 Muriel Kieffer, G.C.'41 
Irene Kovalcik, G.C.'40 
Marie Lampka, G.C.'40 Joan Rick, H.E.'42 
Kathleen Lappin, H .E.'40 Marian Ricotta, G.C.'42 
Henriett" Lash, G.C.'42 Rosemary Riordan, G.C.'41 
Donald Lawless, C.C. '39 Mary Jane Rittenthaler. G.C. '40 
~al vatore La~zara, A.E.'39 Clarina Rossi, G.C.'40 
Robert Leahy. I.A .'40 Archil! Rousselle, J.A .'40 
Marion Leary, G.C.'39 Eugene Ruskowski, I.A.'40 
GJauys Lee, G.C.'39 Nora Ryan, G.C.'39 
Mildred Lewandoski, G.C.'40 Alfred J. Sadroga, LA .'39 
Agapita Liermo. G.C.'40 Mary Sage, H. E.'41 
Sam 1.oMaglio. G.C.'40 Vincent Saia, C.C.'42 
Irvin 1.orich, LA.'39 Amelia Salvaggio, G .C.'41 
Rosaria loVecchio, G.C.'42 Helen Sandecki, C .c.'4t 
Jean Ludwig, G.C.'39 Victcr San to, I.A.'41 
i3ea lrice Mace, G.C.'41 M <lry Sauerwein, G.C.'40 
Agnes Mahoney, li.E.'40 George ~chieder, G.C.'39 
Sebastian Martorana, G.C.'39 Betty Sc hlotzer, H .E.'4l 
Dorothy May, G.C.'40 T he res.1. Schott, G.C.'42 
Margaret McC ullc>r , G.C.'41 Detty·Marie &hreiner, H.E.'41 
Margaret McDonough, G.C.'41 Irene Scott, H .E.'39 
Frances McLaughlin, G.C.'40 Ruth Seitz, G.C.'40 
Catherine McLellan, G.C.'41 AJltm Sexton, G.C.'40 
Jeanne McMahon, G.C.'42 Vlrglll!.1 Shanahan, G C '41 
Mary McParlin, G.C.'42 Irene Sleroslawsb, G C '41 
Dorothy M·icherdzenska,G.C.'41 Loraine Smith, H .E.'42 
Virginia Midcarski, G.C.'42 Rene Smith , G.C.'39 
Mary Miller, G.C.'42 Rita Smith, C .C .'39 
Edmund Mioducki, I. A.'40 Irene Spiewakowska. A.C.'41 
Anne Mooney, G.C.'42 Henry Stachowicz, I.A.'42 
liildred Muller, C.C.'41 Marjorie Studer, H.E.'41 
Rita M urphy, G.C,'41 Kay Sullivan, G.C.'41 
Roland Murphy, G.C.'42 Josephine Syracuse, H.E.'39 
Ruth Noble, H.E.'41 Jennie Tarantino, G.C.'41 
Margaret Noonan. G.C.'39 Julia T hompson, C .C.'39 
Mary Nowak , G.C.'42 Margaret T olsma, G.C.'42 
C laire O'Brian, H.E.'42 Angela Vaccaro, G.C.'42 
Dolores O'Brien, A.E.'40 Kathleen Vaney, C.C. Spec. 
Eileen O'Connor, G.C.'41 Jessie Voltz, G.C.'39 
M argaret O'Donnell, G.C.'39 Raymond Wagner, LA.'39 
Ruth O'Hare, H .E.'42 Dolores Webber, G.C.'42 
Jane O'Leary. G.C.'39 Joan Weber, C .C.'39 
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Joseph DiCesaro, I. A. '39 
Libby DiPasquale, G.C.'42 
Wanda Dombrowsk i, H.E.'39 
Donald Donley. G.C.'41 
Mary Jane Drew, G.C.'40 
Esther Dudziak, H.E.'41 
Matthew Duggan, G.C.'39 
Mary Dwyer, H.E.'41 
Agnes Dzurenda, G.C.'39 
Rose Mary Eagin, G.C. '39 
evelyn Engelhardt, G.C.'39 
Stanton Kilburn, C.C.'42 
Victoria Kimaid, C .C.'42 
George Kirch, I.A.'41 
Marie Kirchmeyer, G.C.'39 
Rohert Kirsch, I.A. '42 
Jeanne Klocke, G.C. '42 
Veronica Knauber, G.C.'42 
Katherine Kniffin, H.E.'40 
Irene Kovalcik, G.C.'40 
Helen Kowalski, G.C. '41 
Frances Krainz, C.C.'41 
M ary Paulin, H.E.'41 
Eugene Pawlowski,G.C.'41 
Betty Pellegrino, A.E.'41 
William Peery, G.C.'42 
Theresa Petras, G.C.'42 
Patrick Pinto, I.A. '40 
Jeanne Piper, G.C.'41 
Mary Piper, G.C.'40 
Joseph Alvin Poole, I.A.'40 
Glenda Powell, H .E.'41 
Angela Pro\'enzano, G.C .'4t 
Leo Weber, I.A.'42 
John Welch, I.A.'40 
Evelyn Wenzel, G.c. '39 
Mary Wild, C.C. Spec. 
Helene Wilson, G.C.'40 
Amelia Woeppe!, G.C.'40 
Mariann Woeppel, G.C.'40 
Helen Wolf, G.C.'42 
Eather Yack uboskie, A.E.'42 
Victoria Zabkowski, G.C.'40 
Helen Zeder, H.E.'40 
FIRST ROW:. Pinto, Syranuc, Keating, Scott, KotJalci~, Alexander, Ross i, DiBlasi, Saia, Dwrwda, KetltleJ1y, 
Burg{tsser, Militello, Wc/ler. seCOND ROW: Tarallti710, Mace, S. Anderson, D'Alha, Richadsolt, KiefJer, Gaver, 
Chad, Corcoran, Hic~ey, Ricotta, Hollands, Flec~en.lreit1, OW)'er, Senlotzer, Selhert, FiacC(!, Knau.bcr. TH IRn ROW: 
O'Lw ry, M cLaughlm, Collins, MiscC!dzins~a, SchotL, fagin, PrOt!C11MnO, Chlmura, j. MHrphy, Mle!wrski, 
Randazzo, Vaccaro, Caplin, Harmon, Hussey, Uermo, RitZf'nthaler, Weldl. f'OURT H ROW : May, Kd ly, Boland, 
J!lzlUia~, i3enCllI, Salvaggio, Sic"ro.~laws~i, Maroney, Hal:fneT, J\lOOtldl1, l.ellr:1. L. Smidt, H. Wilson, Clesiels~a. 
Kloc~e, Ahern, M ahoney, Laml)~lI. f'I ITH ROW: Pridgen, Si~ors~i, Casey, Piper, C onsiditle, Klrchmeyer, Kerwitl, 
French, M. W oeppd, W olf, Deffage, Grotz, Crocustorl, Garner, M cMahon, Hagcrty, DeMeo, Brammer, Zcder . 
SIXTIi ROW: Duggan, C orlte, S(ldn>ga, M(lrwrana, Wagner, DeMarchi, HeimhueRer, StI1urwein, Kwistl(ows~i, 
Pawlowsl(i, J. MurpIJ)" A Woeppe!, DeSciplO, Cal/an, Murphy, Bllr~e, Lllwless, Vonle)" Kilburn. 
THE NEWMAN CLUB at Sta te was organized in September. 1937. as a member of the Newman Club 
FeJerLltion. It is a club of Catholic culture anJ Catholic fellowship, named in honor of the great literary 
and religious leader, 1ulm Henry Cardinal Newman. 
To foster the spiritual, intellectual, and social interests of the Catholic students of the College and to 
assist the Col1ege and its students whenever possible are the aims of this society. 
The annual Retreat held dur ing the Lenten season and discussions at the weekly meetings contributed to 
the spiritual interests of the members. The series of lectures on education and philosophy hy Abbe Dimnet, 
Dr. Mortimer J. Adler. and Arnold Lunn formed the major part of the intellectual side of the club's program. 
"Winter Wonderland," the organi~tion 's first Friday nigh t dance, was its outstanding contribution to 





A. C. E. 
PIR~T ROW: M. Vaughan, Miss Allen, Price, Adams, Miss Hirsch, Lynds, Graham, Wil1genbach. 
&ECOND ROW: Sfl0W, Whitcloc~, Kabel, Bohm, B. Smith, Stegman, Mcyer, Williams, DiMarco. 
THIRI'J ROW: V ogel, 'TllOmpson, Wrcnch, Kova!ci~, Cluff, Hoffmon, Mace, Oel~cr,t. 
FOURTH ROW: Childress, Vllndercher, V. Smith, Lllmp~a, Martin, Fuhr, Krause, Phelps, M cDonough. 
FIFTH ROW : Flec~ens[ein, Lamm, Lyon, ~Hinlan, Passage, LittleflJ.ir, ClintOn, Wil~s. 
President JANE ADAMS 
Vice-President MARGARET PRICB 
Secretary AUDREY LYNDS 
Treasurer MARY GRAHAM 
Publicity BARBARA ALLAN, MARTHA VAUGHAN 
FACULTY ADVISERS; Grace A. Allen. Irene Hirsch 
MEMBERS 
Jane Adams, G.C.'40 Irene Kovalcik, G.C.''IO Anne Quinlan, G.C.'40 
Barb.,ra Allan, G.C.'40 Norma Krause, G.e.''I1 Diana Sawyer, G.C.'40 
Helen Anderson, C .C.'40 Marie Lampka, G.C.'40 Jean &rimshaw, G.C.'39 
Sally Anderson, G.C.'41 Hilda Lamm, G.C.''IO fl.etty Jane Smith , G.C:'I l 
Martina Bohm, G.C."39 Jean Littlefair, C .C.''I1 Verla Smith. G.C.'39 
Veral Cashmore, G.C.'41 A udrey Lynds, G.C.'41 Flossy Snow, G.C.'39 
Lurissa Childre~, G.C.·40 Dorothy Lyon, G.C. '40 Betly Stegman, G.C. '41 
Mary Clinton, G.C.''IO Beatrice M ace, G.C.'41 Marian Solomon, G.C.'39 
Marietta Cluff, G .C.'40 Mary Martin, G.C.''IO Julia T hompson, 0 .0.'39 
Celestine DiMarco, G.C.'40 Margarc t Mayer, G.C.'39 Martha Vaughan, G.O.'40 
Jeanne Fleckenstein, G.0.'40 Junc ·Meyer, G.C.'40 Ruth Vogel, G.C.'40 
Florence Fuhr, G.C.'40 Margaret McDonough, G.C.'41 Grace Whitelock, G.C.'39 
Mary Graham, G.C.'41 Mary Jane Oelkers, G.C.'41 frances Wilks, G.0.'39 
Louise Hagen, G.C.'39 M arian Passage, G.C.'40 Betty Jean Williams, G.C.''Il 
Margaret Kabel, G.C.'40 Margaret Price, G.C.'39 Gertrude Wingenbach, 0.C.'40 
Cecelia Kennedy, G.C.'40 Margaret Wrench, G.C.'39 
THE ASSOCIATION FOR CHILDHOOD EDUCATION was established at State 
this year as a student branch of the national organizati~n for childl.100d ~ducation. It 
desires to provide a means by which members may achIeve professl~nal 11llprovel!l~nt 
and enjoy professional fellowship through exchanging ideas and expenences, orgaOlzmg 
study groups, and making social contacts, A. C. E. has sponsored speakers and panel 











Fern Ackroyd, H.E.'39 
Alice Acquard, H.E.'40 
Betty Baldwin, C.C.'39 
Joanne Baldwin, C.C.'40 
Eugenia Bencal, G.C.'42 
Helen Benning, H.E.'40 
Eleanor Kay Brant. H .E:'II 
Vera Brody, H.E.'42 
Lillian Bm.klenhagen , G.C. '41 
Mary Buechner, G.C.'41 
Emily May Butler, G.C.'41 
Elaine Cole, H.E.''I1 
Carol Huhbard, H.E.'40 
Helen Johnson, H.E.'41 
Margaret Kabel, G.C.'40 
FACULTY ADVISERS 
Edna Meshke 
Catherine E, Reed 
MEMBERS 
Phyllis Kenyon, H .E.''Il 
Lois Kroenig, G.C.'42 
EJimbeth Landfidd, G.C.'39 
Phyllis Line, H.E.'4D 
M arjorie Lobaugh, G.C:40 
Irene Low, H .E.'40 
Pauline M artin, H .E.'42 
Hildrcd Muller, G.C.'41 
Dorothy N ichols, G.C.'42 
Lilla Cortright, HE. '39 
Jennie C ranston, H .E.'40 
Kazmiril Czernicjcwski, C.C. '41 
V irginia Dittmer, H .E,'40 
Jeanne Dodson, H.E.'40 
Esther Dudzi:l.k, H .E. '41 
Overinc Ehman, G.C.'39 
PHYLLIS LI NE 
ELEANOR KAY B RANT 




Marian Fisher, H.E.'39 
Priscilla Gibson , H .E.'40 
Janet Gray, A.B.''I2 
Margaret Hart, H.E.'40 
Marjorie Peck, G.C. '39 
Marguerite Reinhard, H.E. ''11 
Jean Robinson, G.C. '40 
Elizat,eth Seller, H .E.'41 
Mary Straight, H .E. '40 
Eunice Tepas, G.C.'42 
Emily VanOrunt, I-I .E.'40 
Ruth Vroman, I-I .E.'39 
Jane Want~house, H.E.'41 
Jane Widrig, H.E.'40 
Eleanor WLlliams, H.E.'41 
In 1929 the Non-Resident Association, a social organization for out-oF-town WOlnen, was 
instituted at the College. To create new interests and foster new friendships among non-
resident women are the major goals of this organi4-1.tion . Early in the year the N.-R. A. 
sponsored a party for all Freshman warnen. It also conducted a Friday night "Reverse 










R ecording Secretary 
Corresponding Secretary 
Margaret S. Quayle 
Harold Axlerod, G.C.'40 
rsadore Bush, G.C.'40 
Margaret Dorchak, G.C.'40 
Jane Drew, G.C.'40 
Anthony Eke~, G.C.'39 
Jrtne Gill iat, G.C.'40 
fACULTY MEMBERS 
Oscar E. Her t<berg 
MEMBERS 
Norma Hoffman, G.C.'40 
Norma Krause, G.C.'41 
Leo Levinkind, T.A.'39 
Miriam Myers, G.C.'39 
Robert Peck, C.C:41 




MA RGARET DORCHAK 
JANE DREW 
Reuben S. Ebert 
David Pritchard, G.C.'40 
Gilmore Roberts, G.C.'40 
Clarina Rossi, G.C.'40 
Jennie Tardntino, G.C.'41 
Earl Tclschow. G.C.'40 
Evamae Wilhite, G.C.'40 
THE PSYCHOLOGY CLUB received its charter in 1937, , Ithough the nucleus was formed 
in 1936. Its purpose is to study and discuss problems of psychology, to learn of the psy' 
chologists' contributions in the field o[ social ser:'lce, and to lend Its efForts to promote 
participation in the ·betterment of thiS commu11lty. Compl~te ~eports of the telepathy 
testing program conducted last year were sent to Duke UOlv~rslty to be added to thelf 
research files, An annual drive for collecting books and magazmes for the new. State Hos-
pital Library was sponsored in the Spring. Dr. Oscar E. Hubbard of the Buffalo Guidance 
Center was among the club's guest lecturers. 
PIR$T ROW: Rawts, Drew. Or-. Hertzber$:, Pritchard, Dr . ~«ayle. Darcha~, E~es 
SECOND IlOW: Axlerod, Pew, RoSSI, Myers. Pec~, Hoffman, Tarantino, Bu.sh 
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• 
LES AMATEURS DE LA FRANCE 
I'IMT ROW: Maturn , Rores, Mace. Tammino, Conte, Czenlieiew5~i, Cheney, Solo11lol1, Grebins~1. 
SECOND ROW; fiocC{l, Singer, Crocu.~toT1. Keil, faR in, Russ, Mdoon, Pawlows~i, [%ZO, Siegel, Porur, Lin~. 
TIlIRD ROW: Kee,,-ers. Kimaid , Kelly, Boland. Duggan, Kotula, Murphy, O'Sullivan, Munger, McMahon, North. 






Concetta Alfano, G .C.'40 
Sally M . Anderson, G.C.'41 
Frances Boland , G.C. '41 
Helen Bolton. G.C.'42 
Rae Cheney, G.C.'39 
Samuel D. Conte, G .C.'39 
Robert Coppola, G.C.'40 
Cather ine Crocuston. G.C.'41 
Kazmira Czerniejewski, C.C.'41 
Margaret Dolan, G.C.'41 
Ro::;e M ary Eagin, G.C.'l9 
Irma Fiocca, G.C.'42 
Ruby Fitch. G.C.'42 
Leonarda Grebinski, G.C.'40 
Janis Haensz.el, G.C.'42 
MEMBERS 
Franc\!:; Izzo, G.C.'41 
Madelyn Kcevers, G.C. '42 
Dorothy Keil. G.C. '39 
Mildred Keister, G .C .'39 
Katherine Kelly, G.C.'41 
Victoria Kimaid, G.C.'42 
Leo Kotula, G.C.'42 
Laura Link, G .C.'42 
Samuel LoMaglio, G.C.'40 
Beatrice G. Mace, C.C.'41 
Lucille C. Mattern, C.C.'39 
Jeanne McMa hon, G.C.'42 
Richard Meloon, G.C.'42 
Norma Munger, G.C.'42 
John M urphy, G.C.'4 1 
Jane North, G.C.'42 
SAMUEL D. CONTE 
J ENNIE TARANTINO 
BEATIUCE G. MACE 
KAZMIRA CZERNIEJEWSK I 
CHARLES A. Mt:SSNER 
Margaret O'Brien, G .C.'4 1 
Patrick O'Sullivan, G.C.'42 
Gene T homas Pawlowski, G .C.'41 
G ladys Porter, C.C.'42 
David Pritchard, G .C.'40 
Emma Rang, G.C.'41 
Katherine C. Rores, G.C.'39 
Bernard Russ, G.C.'42 
Allen G. Sexton, G.C.'40 
Lenore Siegel, G.C.'42 
Gertrude Singer, G .C. '39 
Marian Solomon, G.C.'39 
Jennie G. Trtrantino, G.C.'41 
Lydia Tosetto, G. C.'39 
Ruth G. Viox , G .C.'42 
LES AMATEURS DE LA FRANCE was established on the Campus in the Fall of 
1935 in response to a long-felt need for a cultural organization in the language fie ld. Its 
expressed purpose is to cultivate an understanding and appreciation of the culture, customs, 
language. and arts of the French people. Among activities sponsored by this organization 
are the publishing of an annual French newspaper, the yearly production of a famous 
French drama. and presentation of guest speakers who lecture in French. T o the French 

















HP.NRIETT A STRAUB '12 
PAUL WAMSLEY '15 
MILDRED K. VOGELSANG '28 
A GNES R. V OLLM." '13 
. FREDERICK ScHULTZ ' ] 6 
MARIE FITZPATRICK '28 
MARY DARKER '17 
CAROLlNB K. G ORDNIER '36 
Caroline K. Gordnier '36, Permanent Alu.mni Secreta.ry 
George Schult", '29 
Damon Witte, '36 
BARBARA B OATFIELD 
RETA H. H ALL 
Thaddeus M ay, '33 
M adeline Mache, '14 
BRANCH PRESIDENTS 
DELLA DAVIES CHAFFEE 
Elizabeth M. Roth, '07 







V icc- President 
Secretary 
Treasurer 
Men's Intramural Manager 





Jane Adams, G.c. '40 
Katherine Albrechtson, G.C. '39 
Betty Bernhard, H.E.'39 
Dana Berry , H.E.'41 
Wi lliam CaHan, C.C:42 
ARTHUR A. MICIILlN, G.C.'39 
MARGARET E. NOONAN, G.C.'39 
MAKGERY MASON, G.C.'39 
THOMAS TIERNEY, G.C.'40 
DONALD CLARK, G,C.'39 
MARGARET FnSINGER. G.C, '39 
NORMAN SCHUSSLER. l.A.'40 
SAMUEL CARR, 1.A.'39 
JOHN SCHASSAR, G.C.'40 
HOWARD SENCt:lUSH, G.C. '39 
Irving Cohen, G .C.'42 
Virginia Coho, H.E.'4 1 
Betty Curtis, H.E.'42 
Anthony De&ipio, I.A.'41 
Roger Groth, G.C.'40 
Doris Hick, H.e. '42 
Vera Kimley, G.C.'40 
Gunnar Lindstrom, C.C:39 
Phillip Pohlman, I. A:39 
Raymond Porter, l. A.'40 
Joseph Romano, C.C.'41 
The history of the Athletic Associat ion dates back to the first athletic program at State. 
A formal constitution was drawn up in 1936 to give the representatives of the student 
body the jurisdiction to control all phases of athletics. During the 1938-39 season the Ath-
letic Council reorganized and actively functioned as the governing body of the Athletic 
Association. It_has been the Council's aim throughout the year to put the athletic program 
on a higher intercollegiate level, to bring about a correlation of social and athletic fellow-
ship, and to encourage greater student participation in athletics. The Council sponsored 
sports rallies to create greater enthusiasm and attendance at the soccer games. Another 
accomplishment during the year was the securing of publicity in the newspapers and over 
the air-waves for State's varsity teams. Coaches of minor sports, varsity captains, varsity 
managers, and the intramural managers of both men '5 and women's sports were elected by 
the CounciL Contests for selection of players to represent "All-Star" teams in soccer and 
basketball, and provision of orchestras for after-game dancing were also contributions. 
t'JRST ROW: Mr. fOntafla, Mr. Coyer, Ma.wl1, Michlin, Noonan, Miss Houston . 
SECOND ROW; &ngbush, PelSil1gcr , Coho, Adams, Cu.rtis, Kinsley, PorteT. 











fiRST ROW: Turcott, Miller, Mutlich. Witmeyer, Rosa, Partlan 
SecOND ROW: CaM', Rupp, &imtmds, De&ipio, Mr. Coyer 
DISTRICT CHAMPIONS 
Coach . HUBERT E. COYER 
Manager SAM CARR, I.A.'39 
Co~Ca.pta.in STANLEY WITMEYER, A.E.'39 
Co-Captain SAMUEL MUNICH, A.E.'40 
SEASON RECORD 
State . 38 
'State . 45 









7 games won and 3 lost. 
*Games played away from home. 
***Best Game of the year. 
Cortland Normal . . ... . . . 
Grove City College . 
Slippery Rock College . . 
Toronto University . 
Oswego Normal. 
Allegheny College. 
Ontario Agricultural College . 















INDIVIDUAL SCORING OF THE SEASON 
Games Points Average 
1. Stanley Witmeyer . .... . .. . . 10 198 19.8 
2. Samuel Munich. 10 64 6.4 
3. Paul Miller. 10 63 6.3 
4. Louis Rosa . .... , ... , . 9 55 6.11 
5. Anthony DeScipio. 4 19 4.75 
6. Lindsay Farnan. . ..... . 10 27 2.7 
7. Raymond Brown. . .. ... . 3 8 2.6 
8. Kenneth Edmunds. 8 12 l.5 
9. Harold Rupp. 8 7 0.86 
10. Charles Turcott .. 6 1 0.16 
11. Roland Murphy ... .. . ........ . 2 0 0.00 
V ARSITY BASKETBALL 
The cry, " T he Time Has Come,'.' resounded when the basketball season closed with the 
team defeating Niagara University 38-35. This was the second time in the history of basket' 
ball competition between the two colleges that State handed Niagara a reverse to win 
the District Championship. This game came as a fitting cl imax to a most successfulcampaign. 
The game was a thriller from. start to finish, and although perhaps the team. was not the 
best in the history of the Orange and Black, it was considered to be the most pugnacious 
aggregation to don the colors since the "5 Iron Men," composed of Michlin, Coleman, 
Zwick, Reist, and Hickey, defeated Niagara in 1936 by a single point margin. 
Led by Stan Whitmeyer, the team composed of Sam Munich, Lou Rosa, Paul Miller, 
Ray Brown, and the two substitutes, Harold Rupp and Lindsay Farnan, played a fine 
gam.c to emerge victorious. 
In addition to the Niagara victory, the varsity also triumphed over Cortland Normal, 
Grove City, Oswego Normal, Ontario Aggies, Thiel College, and Geneseo Normal. 
Three defeats were received at the hands of Slippery Rock, Toronto University, and 
Allegheny College by five, one, and two points respectively. 
Most of the games were closely contesteu this year and the good sportsmanship and 
social atmosphere they created has been· responsible for the·large student request for a more 





JUN IOR VARS ITY BASKETBALL 
fiRST ROW: Schussler, Daucher, Vivier, Safron, Wizcma n, Hagerty, Beal 
SllCONO ROW: Murphy, Callan, Chia'lIaro, Michlin, Romano, Brown, Cohen 
State]. V . . 
State]. V . . 
State]. V ... 
StateJ. V .. 
State]. V . . 
State]. V .. 
State]. V .. 
State]. V .. 
Sta te]. V . . . 















Class of 1938. . .. 
Millard Fillmore College. 
Marine Trust Company . . 
Nichols Prep School. 
Delaware Y. M. C. A. 
Liberty Bank . 
Humboldt Y. M . C. A. . 
Buffalo A thletic C lub . 
Niagara Frosh . . 
ARTHUR A. MICH LIN, G.C. '39 
STEPHEN SAf'RON, 1.A. '39 











THE JUNIOR VARSITY of 1938,1939 was one of the hest reserve basketball teams 
State has had. The squau, coached by Art Michlin, a court star of a few years back, who 
was chosen for the "All-Western New York Basketball Team" two years in succession, 
turned in some fine scores, winning six games out of nine. The victories included wins 
over Millard Fillmore College and the strong Nichols Prep Squad. 
Several members of the Junior Varsity were graduated to the Varsity before the season 
had endeu. Ray Brown, Tony DeScipio, and Roland Murphy saw action in Varsity games. 
The best performances made by individual players were twelve points for Holton Vivier, 
and ten for Charles Ross playing against the strong Humboldt Y. M. C. A. Crede Hagerty, 
Ray Brown, Holton V ivier, Roland Murphy, and Irving Cohen averaged about fi ve points 
per game for the season. 
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VARSITY SWI MMING 
T his year witnessed the greatest season in the history of varsity swimming at State. The 
team, handicapped by the loss of several lXlint getters of last year's campaign, came through 
the year with the addition of Ken Phillips, Joe Zahm, Bill Kneer, Charles Ambellan, and 
Wallace Redman to win six meets out of nine. Coach Saari's men swam against outstanding 
teams from New York State, Canada, Pennsylvania, and Ohio. 
The team opened its season with an easy victory over Grove City College and eked out 
a 41-34 win at the expense of Slippery Rock. Although the relay team of Saari, Tierney, 
Barrowman, and Woodcock mct defeat against Rochester, Toronto, and Western Reserve, 
they gained experience that will enable them to meet these teams at home again next year. 
T wo wins were scored over Niagara's mennen. 
Recognition must be given to Coach Saari, one of the greatest breast strokers of the 
East, for his tireless effort during the past four years as coach and winner in the 200-yard 
breast stroke event and relays, and to the other graduates. Captain Barrowman. Woodcock, 










VARSITY SWIMMING 1938,39 SEASON RECORD 
46 Grove C ity. 20 ... at Grove City 
41 Slippery Rock . 34 . . . . at Slippery Rock 
28 University of Rochester. 47 ....... at Rochester 
43 Allegheny. 23 . . . . at Buffalo 
55 Ontario Agriculture College . 20 .. ..... at Buffalo 
57 N iagara University. 17. . . . at Buffalo 
28 Toronto University 47 . .. .. . . at Toronto 
33 Western Reserve . 42 . .. .. . . at Cleveland 
43 Niagara University. . 32 . . . ... at N iagara 
Total. .374 
Won 6 and lest 3. 
282 
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I' IRST ROW : Wettlau.fer, K. Phil lips, Rowley, Saari, Barrowman. Kneer, Ambtdlan, Lare 
SI!CO:-ll) ROW: R. Phillips, Woodcoc~, Redman, SchasoWlr, Tierney, Zahm, &,lgbttsch 
VARSITY SOCCER 
FIRST ROW: Kitlgston, Oleniacz, Lan:, MissO't. Porter (Ca pt.), Hagerty, Fintl, Brown, Potter, Steffet!. 





State. . . . . . . . 3 
State. . . . . . . . . . 0 
State. 2 
State . 4 
State .. 1 
State. 1 
State .. 2 
State. .. .. .. . 4 
Total. ........ .. .. . J 7 
HUBERT E. COYER 
RAYMOND PORTER 
NORMAN S CHUSSLER 






University of Toronto. 
Slippery Rock . 
Allegheny College . 
Oberlin.. . ...... . 












During the 1938 season, soccer became even more firmly established as a H).ajar sport at 
State. After the close of the fullest and most successful season in the history of the College, 
with a record of six victories, one t ie, and one los5, Coach Coyer termed our aggregation 
"the greatest tearn since the inception of soccer at State." 
Its ra.oks depleted by the graduation of many of its stellar performers, gaps in the line'up 
were ably filled by newcomers. Captain Ray Porter, who was shifted from his former wing 
position to right inside, bore the brunt of the season's offensive playing. The greatest single 
performance, however, was given by Buu Miller, star goalie and captain'elect of next 
year's squad. 
Miller, Porter, and Brown were chosen to represent State in their respective positions 
on the first team of the All-State and Opponents Soccer Team. Bob Potter and Joe Romano 
were selected for the second team. Honorable mention was given to Hagerty, Finn, and 
Clark. The fine playing of the entire team, however, enabled these men to gain their 
honors. 
State opened its season before a large crowd on A lumni Field, defeating the team. from 
Oswego Normal 3-0. Four days later, a snorting Red Dragon outfit from Cortland Normal 
handed the Orange and Black its first and only setback cf the season, blanking the home 
team 2-0. Playing their third game on the home field , the Mudders took the measure of a 
strong Colgate team, 2-1 and although pressed to the limit by the Canadian sharp·shooters 
from McMaster University, eked out a 4~3 victory. Before the season was three weeks old 
the team had played five contests. By drawing 1,1 with Toronto, scoring three victories 
and one loss, State had already equalled last season's record. 
On a two-day trip to Pennsylvania, State scoreu victories over Slippery Rock State 
Teachers 1·0, and over Allegheny College 2,0. Coming home, the Statesmen swamped 
Oberlin, 4-1. 
Tallying over twice as many points as· their opponents during the season, the Mudders 






FIGHT, STATE, FIGHT' Just one of the 
resounding cheers so ably led by the enthu-
siastic group of cheer leaders who contdbuted 
much to the success of State's teams during the 
past year. The squrtd performed consistently, 
exhibiting its gynmastics and leadership at pep 
assemblies; pep' rallies, soccer and basket hall 
Q:ames. 
CROSS COUNTRY 
Engaging in its second year of varsity competition, a veteran cross country team won two 
out of three meets to continue a .667 average set last season. 
In the first home meet, State's harriers scored a 24-35 victory over McMaster University 
of Hamilton, Ontario. Voght, Wide polski, and Bacon led the squad over Delaware Park 
terrain to defeat the Canadians. 
The following week the team journeyed to Slippery Rock, Pennsylvania, to defeat 
Slippery Rock State Teachers College, 17-42. In the final meet of the season, which took 
place on the University of Toronto's racking five and one-half mi le course, a strong "var-
sity" squad defeated the Orange and Black, 2(}35. 
Veteran Ray Ast coached the "hill-and-dalers" and did a commendable job. Nelson 
Voght, outstanding star. will succeed Captain Joe Kinzie in the coming season. Other 
veterans who will return include Bacon, Wielepolski, Hammel, Wujek, BrLlnicki, McNee .. 
ney, and -Stachowicz. 
October 14 
October 22 . 
October 29 . 
... State . . ... . 24 
. .. State .. . ... 17 




University of Toronto . 
· .35 at Buffalo 
· .42 at Slippery Rock 
· .20 at Toronto 
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GOLF 
State's par-breakers, under the superb coaching of Mr. V ail, swung back into action this 
Spring, after winning one and losing two Inatches in the early Fall competition. The team 
was nosed out 13 .. 12 in a close contest with Niagara University. 
Carl Rost and Joe Zahm, who were outstanding for the Statesmen, were back in action 
this year when- the team sought revenge for the earlier defeat. 
Members of the squad included Captain Robert Flanigan, Bernard Deazley, Carl Rost, 
Robert Cunningham, Frederick Neuschel, Jerome Klawitter, John Coughlin, William 
Glasgow, Joseph Zahm, and Robert Marks. 
Victor Santo managed the team whose Spring competition included matches with 
the University of Buffalo, Niagara University, and Predonia State Normal SchooL 
TENNIS 
Last y~ar the tennis team made the best showing in recent years by defeating the University 
of Bufl alo team 5-4, and losing two close matches to Niagara University. 
This year the same team will be back under the tutelage of Arthur Michlin, coach of 
last year's team and a former racquet wielder on the 1935 team . Due to lack of financial 
backing from the blanket tax appropriation the team will be chosen on the basis of an intra' 
mural tennis tournament. T he following players are expected to compose this year's team: 
George Kirch, Paul Miller, Ray Wagner, Ed Sikorski, Joe DiGesaro, Harold Steffen, John 
Cox, David Cooke, and some of the promising freshmen. Howard Sengbusch, '39, has been 
chosen as manager. 
State will meet the following colleges in intercollegiate competition : University of 
Buffalo, Niagara University, and fredonia State Normal SchooL 
INTRAMURAL SPORTS LEAGUES 
Designed primarily to give non,varsity students opportunity for athletic competition, the 
Intramural Sports Leagues were planned and carried out to a successful finish this year. A 
large variety of sports was offered including cross,country and soccer in the Fall, basketball 
and ping-pong in the Winter, and softball, swilnming, and badminton in the Spring. 
Besides offering everyone a chance for participation, the Intramurals produced several 
men whr.t later engaged in Varsity play. The program was efficiently executed hy Donald 
Clark, intramural manager. 
In a grueling two-mile run around Delaware Park Lake, the Class of '41 repeated its 
cross country victory of last year, placing four runners in the first five fi nishers. Holton 
Vivier crossed the tape first, while Sophomores Santo, DeScipio. Potter, anu Daucher 
finished before Chiavaro, another Freshman, to score a Soph triumph. 
Although forced to put up a stW' battle, the Sophomores again came through with the 
laurels, this time in soccer. About 200 men, representing several classes, sections, and 
departments, answered the call for In terclass Soccer and displayed an abundance of class 
spirit and sportsmanship which led to a highly exciting schedule. 
T he contest for the basketball championship was a battle from the start and up to the 
time th is article went to press, the winners were unpredictable. T he team to win is sure to 
have done so only after the most strenuous competition. 
Ping-pong poten tate of t.he College, Dave Cownie, was victorious over a large field of 
contestants. Much interest was evidenced in this sport anu the game room was consistently 
crowded. 
Spring-
Gaining rapidly in popularity among State students, many keenly contested badminton 
tournaments were conducted, both in singles and in doubles. 
A n intramurdl swimming meet determined individual and class champions among 
State's mermaids and mennen who were not entered in varsity competition. 
With the fi rst signs of good weather, interclass softball became the major sport interest 
of lnany. Keen competition, tempered with good sportsmanship, kept participants and 
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The basketball tournament, one of the women's major sports events, is very well planned. 
First practice games are played; then intersection games; interclass games; ami finally the 
Orange and Black game. Only the l::est players are chosen for the final game. 
Eleven section teams played a total of nineteen games. When a tean'l lost two gan1cs it 
was dropped from the tournament. A s THE ELMS goes to press two undefeated teams, 
the Heme Be Sophomores, last year's champions, and the Seniors, champions in their 
Freshman and Sophomore years, are bat tling for top honors with the Home Be Freshmen 
already established in third place. 
Girls are elected to the A ll,Class teams from the section teams. Three years' participation 
on the All,Class team is rewarded with a gold basketball. Members of the Junior and 
Senior teams automatically became AU,Class -players as each of these classes entered only 
one team in the competition. 
Chosen from the Freshmen were Nina Brown, Miriam Borden, Doris Coffey, Lucile 
Dake, Janet Gray, Doris Hick, Euphra Lupkiewicz, Marjorie Pierce, Marion Pierce, and 
Marjorie Slacer. From the Sophomores were Helen Bala, Elsie Barr, Alberta llrown, M ary 
Beuchner, Grace Calkins, Jean Chad, Anne Gould, Lorraine Cleary, Rita Murphy, and 
Betty Smith. 
Juniors included Esther Becker, Jean Fleckenstein, Vera Kinsley, Katherine Kniffin, 
Patrina Militello, anJ Margaret ·Miller. Seniors were Kay Albrechtson, M ary Joan 
Callahan, Helen Cepura, M ary Dobony, June Doyle, Margaret Felsinger, Edna Hennan, 
and Rita Kick. 
The AIl,Sophs took an easy victory from the All,Frosh by a score of 48,15. The Seniors 
took the measure of the Juniors by a score of 34,20. The championship was decided between 
these two winners in a bitterly contested game, resulting in a victory for the Seniors with 
a score of 25,24. 
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From the All·Class teams the Orange and mack members were selected : Nina Brown, 
Lucile Dake, Marjorie Pierce, Marion Pierce, Janet Gray, Doris Hick, Euphra Lupkiewicz, 
Helen Bala, Elsie Barr, Dana Berry, Alberta Brown, Grace Calkins, A nne Gould, Betty 
Smith, Patrina Militello, Margaret Miller, Esther Becker, Vera Kinsley, Kay Kniffin, Kay 
Albrechtson, Helen Cepur., Mary Dobony, June Doyle, Margaret Felsinger, and Isabelle 
Mummert. 
As the smoke of battle cleared, a score of 25,24 indicated that the Black had subdued the 
Orange. 
The following Seniors and Juniors wit[ receive gold basketballs in recognition of three 
years' membership on All,Class teaIllS: Kay Albrechtson, Esther Becker, June Doyle, Jean 
Fleckenstein, Ve", Kinsley, Kay Kniffin, Patrina Militello, M argaret Miller, and Isabelle 
MUlnlnert. 
For the first time in three years a fourth year distinction will be given to three Seniors 
who received gold basketballs last year. Helen Cepura, Mary Dobony, and Margaret 
Felsinger will each be awarded a gold block "s" at the Moving,Up Day Dinner. 
A position created this year to arrange details of tournament play was filled very ably 
by Margaret Felsinger as Women's Intramural Spons M anager. 
Highlights of this year's tournament were the rivalry hetween the Horne Ec Freshmen 
and the Home Be Sophomores; the Seniors' galloping games; Rita Kick's refereeing; the 
high scoring averages attained by Marjorie Pierce with 17 points per game; Elsie Barr with 
16 points; June Doyle and Doris Hick with J5 points each; and Anne Gould and Dana 
B cuy with 14 points each; the loss of several excellent players who were practice teaching 
among them Rita Smith, Rene Smith, and Laura Fisher; and the battle for championship, 










Swimming instruction, required of Freshmen and Sophomores, is divided into three classes: 
beginners, intermediate, and advanced. A variety of strokes arc introduced to the students. 
Perfection of form is sought during at least twenty swims throughout the Freshman year 
and sixteen during the Sophomore year. Various tests arc given and records are kept of 
individual achievement. 
Advanced swimmers may join the Life Saving Class for men and women of all classes. 
The participants receive Senior Red Cross Life Saving emblems after being tested and 
passed by licensed examiners. About eighteen students comprised this year's group, which 
learned ice and swimming rescues, safety in small craft, artificial respira tion. and general 
fi rst aid information. Grant Wettlaufer, Betty Merrill, and Ileatrice Ebling, Senior Life 
Savers, aided Miss Betty Talcott in instructing the class. 
T he Swimming Club for those interested in swimming' learned stunts, diving, and for~ 
mations. They executed in great style the star fonnation,}ountain formation, letter forma~ 
tions, and others. 
The members of the club exhibited their feats and presented a program of informal 
races for the Alumni Sports Night. Mem bers of the club included the following: M arion 
Barton, Joy Brown, Catherine Chalmers, Beryl Craig, Wilma Dolk, Jean Draa, Marjorie 
Duthie, Beatrice Ebling, Geraldine Harmon, Jane Hatsel!, Ethel Hellems, Emma Hiller, 
Eleanor Larrabee, Evelyn Lockwood, Agnes Mahoney, lean Mayer, Betty M errill , Amelia 
Salvaggio, Betty Schreiner, Edith Smith, Thelma Stacey, Dorothy Thomas, Amelia W oeppel, 
Mariann Woeppel, and Helen Woodhouse. 
The Seventh Annual Women's Swim Meet, open to all gi rls, occurred late in the Spring. 
Breast stroke, relay, exhibition swimming, and diving were features in which gi rls partici~ 
pated at wi ll. Letters were given to girls w ho did exceptional work. 
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MINOR SPORTS 
BADMINTON, a spring sport, always attracts a large group. A bou t thirty women 
participated in last year's annual women 's doubles and mixed doubles. Margery Mason, 
and Margaret Noonan. earned letters as champions of the doubles, while M argaret Noonan 
and James Perona took the mixed doubles glories. Professional instruction brought out 
large numbers for this year's tournament. 
TENNIS, a spring and fall sport, was severely handicapped this year by inclement weather 
and the lack of available courts, Though the tournament was not completed, the finals 
brought to the front such stars as Lorraine Cleary, Ruth Church, Jeanne Klocke, and 
Euphra Lupkiewicz. At the end crehe season Lorraine Cleary and Jeanne Klocke seemed 
to be the logical claimants to the championship. 
SOCCER, introduced as a women's sport this fall, aroused the keen interest of about 300 
girls. Six class teams were formed to play gam.es during class periods and as a result of the 
popularity of the game, many of the more ambitious players are hoping for a regular soccer 
tournamen t next year. 
TARLE TENN 1S is a year-round sport at State. Extra impetus was given to the game this 
year when State students were given the opportunity to enter the Western New York 
Ping Pong Tournament. 
SHUFFLEBOARD increased in popularity with the inauguration of the Senior Recrea· 
tion Hour. Tournaments were inaugurated for interested Seniors. 
HORSEBACK RIDING, especially enjoyed during spring and fall, held the interest of a 
sizable group, who took canters into the country fr01n the Rosedale Academy. 
TOBOGGANING AND SKATING at nearby Delaware Park thrilled College groups 
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